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PREFACE

A key priority for the Northern Ireland government centres
on growing a dynamic, innovative economy. This represents
a considerable challenge, especially given the current
economic downturn, the consequence of which is placing an
increasing onus on government and non-departmental public
bodies to produce evidence of key outputs and outcomes.  
In support of that endeavour, the Arts Council of Northern
Ireland (ACNI) has commissioned the preparation of this
Digest of Arts Statistics.
Sponsored by the Department of Culture, Arts and Leisure
(DCAL), the Arts Council is the lead development agency for
the arts in Northern Ireland and the statutory body through
which public funding for the arts in Northern Ireland are
channelled.
As in the rest of the UK, there is a long tradition of public
support for the arts in Northern Ireland, dating back to 1943,
when the Arts Council was established as the Council for the
Encouragement of Music and the Arts. The establishment
of the Arts Council gave effect to the recognition by
government that it has a role to play in supporting the arts.
In the intervening six and a half decades, there has been
a considerable evolution in government’s expectations
regarding public support for the arts.
Originally, the Arts Council was set up ‘to preserve and
improve standards of performance in the various arts’. The
rationale was largely cultural and aesthetic. The benefits
mainly accrued to a relatively narrow portion of the population
i.e. those with a taste for the ‘high’ arts.
Now, government increasingly provides funding for the arts
with the expectation that such support can also act to lever
broader social and economic benefits. Consequently, the
objectives underpinning financial support for the arts have
also evolved. Promoting greater access to and participation
in the arts is seen as important not just to ensure that the
benefits of public support are equitably distributed, but also
because widening access is anticipated to benefit individuals
and communities and promote social inclusion. In the specific
context of Northern Ireland, the arts have also come to be
seen as a vehicle for helping to foster improved community
relations.
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Similarly, area-based initiatives, ranging from new theatres to
public arts projects to support for community organisations,
are expected to contribute to regeneration and revitalisation
objectives. Development of and support for culture and
heritage is viewed as important not just for the enjoyment
of current and future generations, but also for the potential
economic impact of attracting increased tourist numbers.
By the same token, the creativity that is at the heart of the
artistic endeavour is increasingly being linked to economic
outcomes, notably innovation and the development of the
creative industries.
The growing need to demonstrate wider social and economic
impacts provides the fundamental context for the preparation
of this Digest. That requirement has been sharpened over the
course of the last decade. Efficiency savings have become the
order of the day, in an effort to release resources for frontline
services. This increases the pressure on policy areas such
as the arts to show that they contribute across a range of
government objectives, thereby increasing the overall impact
of public expenditure.
More recently, the context for all public spending has changed
considerably in the wake of the recent recession. The fall in
economic output across the UK has been steep. Government
spending has risen sharply relative to the size of the UK
economy. The consequence has been a severe deterioration
in the government’s fiscal position, with a projected net deficit
of 12-13 per cent in 2009-2010. While the scale and timing
is uncertain, the deficit will have to be tackled in the coming
years. Making the case for the arts is set to become more
challenging.
Currently, there is no single source publication that captures
data on consumption, employment, public expenditure
levels, and direct and contributed income figures within the
arts sector. For that reason creating a digest that captures
both the quantitative and qualitative value of the arts will
be a useful tool for stakeholders in central government,
local authorities, individual artists, cultural providers and
universities.
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The aim of the Digest is to provide reliable single source data
reflecting current arts based economic and consumption
trends in Northern Ireland. The need for subsequent digests
will be reviewed annually and depend largely on the volume of
arts based statistics generated and the frequency with which
relevant external data sources are updated.
The Digest provides a compilation of statistical information
designed to reflect current consumption, economic and social
trends, sourced from both government and private sources
and drawing especially on the results from independent
surveys and activities undertaken by the Arts Council of
Northern Ireland.
The preparation of the Digest also provides an opportunity
to take stock of the available statistical data. The process
of updating the Digest will provide further opportunities for
expanding and refining the available data sources.
The Digest has been compiled in seven Parts, as follows:
Part I: The Context for the Arts. This Section describes the
social, economic and political context for the arts in Northern
Ireland including reference to the funding responsibilities
to arts by central and local government as well as the Arts
Council of Northern Ireland.
Part II: Engaging with the Arts. This Section presents
statistics on attending the arts, viewing and listening and
participating in the arts, both for the adult population and
young people aged 11-16. The main focus is therefore on
current levels of engagement with the arts in Northern
Ireland.
Part III: Producing the Arts. Strengthening the arts by
supporting artists, arts organisation and the physical
infrastructure is one of the central themes in Creative
Connections, the Arts Council’s current strategy for
developing the arts in Northern Ireland.  Within that
context, this part of the Digest focuses in the main on arts
organisations and individual artists funded by the ACNI.
The topics covered include expenditure by supported arts
organisations, their sources of funding and their main
activities i.e. performances, exhibitions and the provision of
opportunities for participation in the arts.
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Part IV: Investing in the Arts. This Section documents the
considerable investment that has taken place in recent years
in arts venues in Northern Ireland. The Section also presents
information on the geographical pattern of provision. A key
target for the ACNI has been to ensure that an arts venue
is located within 20 miles of everybody living in Northern
Ireland.
Part V: Economy of the Arts. This part of the Digest focuses
on the creative industries in Northern Ireland, covering topics
such as employment, gross value added (GVA) and numbers
of businesses and enterprises. The creative industries are
defined as those industries that are based on individual
creativity, skill and talent. They have the potential to create
wealth and jobs through developing intellectual property. The
potential economic benefit to Northern Ireland of developing
the sector is reflected in the NI Executive’s Programme for
Government 2008-2011. One of the key goals of the economic
growth priority in the Programme for Government is to grow
the creative industries sector by up to 15 per cent by 2011.
Part VI: Funding the Arts. This Part of the Digest sets out the
current position with respect to public and private funding for
the development of the arts in Northern Ireland.
Part VII: The Future. The final Part of the Digest considers
the implications of current social, demographic and economic
trends.
The Arts Council of Northern Ireland would like to thank Tony
Dignan for compiling the report, and Arts & Business NI for
their important contribution.

Nick Livingston
Director of Strategic Development
Arts Council of Northern Ireland
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1 Context for the arts in northern ireland
1.1 Introduction
This preamble briefly describes the social, economic and
political context for the arts in Northern Ireland, with
reference to the funding responsibilities to arts by central
and local government as well as the Arts Council of Northern
Ireland. The purpose is to set the scene for the presentation
of statistical and other data in the remainder of the Digest.

The preamble commences with an overview on funding
responsibilities for the arts in Northern Ireland. It then
provides an outline of the context within which existing
policies and strategies for the arts have been formulated. The
Section concludes by summarising Creative Connections, the
Arts Councils current five-year strategy, covering the period
from 2007 to 2012.

1.2 Funding responsibilities
There are three main sources of public funding for the arts in
Northern Ireland:
•

Exchequer or central government funding.

•

National Lottery funds.

•

Local Government.

The Department of Culture, Arts and Leisure (DCAL) has
overall responsibility for the arts in Northern Ireland. DCAL 
is one of 11 Departments created following the devolution of
power to the Executive of the Northern Ireland Assembly in
December 1999, following the implementation of the Good
Friday Agreement (GFA) reached in 1998.  The Department
provides funding, sets arts policy and supports arts based
initiatives.
The Arts Council of Northern Ireland is the statutory body
through which public funds are channelled for developing the
arts in Northern Ireland. The Council was established by the
Arts Council (Northern Ireland) Order 1995. The Arts Council
is charged with four statutory functions under the 1995 Order,
as follows:
•

To develop and improve the knowledge, appreciation and
practice of the arts.

•

To increase public access to, and participation in, the arts.

•

To advise DCAL and other government departments,
district councils and other bodies on matters relating to
the arts.

•

Perform such other functions as are conferred on the
Council by any other statutory provision.

Box 1.A The Arts Council of Northern Ireland:
Scope of support for arts development
Architecture
Arts and disability
Arts and health
Circus arts
Carnival arts
Community arts
Crafts
Dance
Drama
International arts
Language arts
Literature
Music
Public art
Traditional arts
Visual arts
Voluntary arts
Youth arts
Source: ACNI, Annual Review 2008-09

The Arts Council’s core business is providing grants to
professional artists and arts organisations throughout
Northern Ireland in a wide variety of artistic disciplines and
to act as the principal development agency for the arts (Box
1.A). More recently, the Council has assumed responsibility
for funding innovation in the creative industries. Finally,
the Council is responsible for distributing Lottery proceeds
allocated to the arts in Northern Ireland.
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The Council operates as a Non-Departmental Public Body
(NDPB) of the Department of Culture, Arts and Leisure.  
DCAL is the main source of Exchequer funding in support of
the ACNI’s role as the lead agency for developing the arts.
Some Arts Council Funding was provided by the Department
of Education (DE) in Northern Ireland for work that fell under
Cultural Traditions up to 2008-09. The remaining Government
Departments do not have a specific remit in relation to the
arts. Where their objectives overlap with those of the Arts
Council, funding partnerships can be formed for bespoke
policy or programme areas. For example, the Creative
Youth Partnerships programme, a pilot initiative launched
for a three-year period in 2004, was a professional and
intersectoral collaborative initiative between the Arts Council
of Northern Ireland (ACNI), the five Education and Library
Boards (ELBs), Department of Culture, Arts and Leisure
(DCAL) and Department of Education (DE).
Also active in the area of the arts are Craft NI and Northern
Ireland Screen, responsible for the craft and film art forms
respectively. The ACNI had previously been the development

agency for those art forms. For strategic development
reasons, the ACNI devolved its responsibilities to Craft NI 
and NI Screen. Craft NI is still supported by the Council.
NI Screen is mainly funded by Invest Northern Ireland, the
principal economic development agency in Northern Ireland,
with support also from European Union Structural Funds,
DCAL and the UK Film Council. ACNI has delegated authority
to NI Screen to administer Lottery Funds for the development
of the screen industry in Northern Ireland.
While its primary focus is England and Wales, the Department
of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) serves as the conduit for
Lottery proceeds to be allocated by the Arts Council.
Under Article 10 (1) of ‘The Recreation and Youth Service
(NI) Order 1986’, each of the 26 Local Government Districts
(LGDs) in Northern Ireland has a statutory duty to “secure the
provision for its area of adequate facilities for recreational,
social, physical and cultural activities.” It is, however, for
each LGD Council to decide the appropriate level and mix of
provision required for its own area.

1.3 Social, ecvonomic and political context
In January 2007 the Arts Council launched Creative
Connections, a five-year strategy for developing the arts
in Northern Ireland over the period from 2007-2012. The
preparation of that strategy was informed by a review of the
Council’s previous strategy, which covered the period 20012006. That review identified a number of important influences
on the broader social, economic and political context for the
arts in Northern Ireland, including:
•

Shifts in how art is produced, distributed and consumed
as a result of social, demographic and technological
change.

•

Developments on the political front, following the Good
Friday Agreement of April 1998.

•

Increasing policy interest in the potential of the arts and
culture to contribute to economic development and social
cohesion.

ARTS COUNCIL OF NORTHERN IRELAND

Five years on, each of these influences remains relevant to
the context for the arts in Northern Ireland. But there has
also been significant change in the external environment
facing the sector.
The review of the Council’s 2001-2006 strategy, and the
shaping of the 2007-2012 strategy, took place against a
propitious economic backdrop. Year-on-year, employment
was rising steadily to record highs while unemployment was
falling in tandem with the growth in jobs (Figure 1.1). All of
that changed from mid-2008 onwards, as the global financial
crisis took hold. By autumn 2009, over 40,000 employee jobs
had been shed. Unemployment more than doubled, from
24,000 to over 50,000.
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1.3 Social, economic and political context (CONT)
Figure 1.1 Employment and unemployment
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The context for all public spending has changed considerably
in the wake of the recent recession. The fall in economic
output across the UK has been steep. Government spending
has risen sharply relative to the size of the UK economy.1
The consequence has been a severe deterioration in the
government’s fiscal position, with a projected net deficit of
12-13 per cent in 2009-2010. While the scale and timing is
uncertain, the deficit will have to be tackled in the coming
years. Making the case for the arts is set to become more
challenging.
Notwithstanding the onset of the recession, other trends have
continued unabated. The population of Northern Ireland rose
steadily throughout the last decade. Reflecting the ongoing
ageing of the population, the sharpest increase was seen

among those aged 65 and over (Figure 1.2). Also, following
the accession of the A8 countries of Eastern Europe in 2004,
Northern Ireland experienced substantial international
immigration,2 which provided a further boost to the growth of
the population, especially those aged 16-24.
Another important and continuing trend is the increasing
level of internet access. At the beginning of the decade, less
than one in three households had access to the internet via a
home computer (Figure 1.3). By 2008-09, access had grown
to almost 55 per cent. As will be seen in later Sections of this
Digest, increasing access to, and use of, the internet is having
a marked influence on the distribution and consumption of
the arts.

 According to the latest Public Expenditure Statistical Analysis (PESA) figures, UK public expenditure is
estimated to have risen from 39 per cent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2007-08 to 41.5 per cent in 200809, representing an increase of over two percentage points in the space of one year.

1

 The A8 countries are the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia.

2
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Figure 1.2 Population change, 1999-2008
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Figure 1.3 Internet access, 2001-02 to 2008-09
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The main development on the political front has been the
return of devolution. At the time of the 2006 strategy review,
the Northern Ireland Executive had been in a state of
suspension since 14 October 2002.3 Devolution was restored
to the Northern Ireland Assembly on 8 May 2007 following
the election of an Executive of 12 ministers drawn from four
political parties.
The 2006 strategy review observed that the reintroduction
of direct rule from London appeared to have contributed to

a reduced profile for the arts in Northern Ireland. Indeed, in
the period from 2004-05 to 2007-08, Exchequer funding for
the arts in Northern Ireland fell in cash terms, from £11.05m
to £10.5m. The new Executive published its Programme for
Government and Budget 2008-2011 in January 2008. This
included an improved settlement for the arts, amounting to
£13.33m, in the financial year 2008-09, thereby helping to
recoup some of the ground lost during the mid-2000’s. The
funding of the arts is discussed in more detail in Part VI of the
Digest.

 Technically, the Assembly was in a state of dissolution from 28 April 2003 to November 2003. It was restored
to a state of suspension following the November 2003 Elections. The St Andrews Agreement of 13 October 2006
led to the establishment of the Transitional Assembly.

3
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1.3 Social, economic and political context (CONT)
Another important change in the period since 2006 is the
implementation of the Review of Public Administration (RPA),
a fundamental assessment of arrangements for the delivery
of public services in Northern Ireland.  In particular, the
structure of local government in Northern Ireland is set for
radical change on foot of the recommendations from the RPA.
Presently, there are 26 Local Government Districts (LGDs),
ranging in size from Belfast, with a population of 268,000, to
Moyle, home to 17,000 people. In March 2008, the Minister
with devolved responsibility for local government announced
a reduction in the number of councils from 26 to 11.  The new
Councils are scheduled to come into effect in May 2011.4
The Minister also announced that a range of functions will
transfer to local government including urban regeneration,
community development, local economic development, local
tourism, rural development and aspects of planning. It had
been expected that a portion of the ACNI’s funding would be
transferred to the local level, to support the development
of local arts. There is presently some uncertainty as to the
nature and scope of any such transfer.
Regardless of the form that any transfer of responsibilities
may take, the arts are still highly relevant to many of the
functions that will be transferred to the new Councils; for
example, the role of arts infrastructure investment as a tool

of urban regeneration and town and city centre revitalisation.
Hence, the context within which support for the arts is
delivered will change and evolve following the implementation
of the RPA.
Outside Belfast, the new Councils will be considerably larger.
The greater scale and scope from additional functions will
increase the spending authority of the new Councils when
compared with present arrangements. The transition to
the new arrangements will inevitably result in a degree of
uncertainty as the re-formed landscape takes shape. By the
same token, in the new configuration, opportunities will arise
for improvements in coordination and working in partnership
with the new Councils.
Steps have already been taken in that regard. Originally
established in 1994, the Forum for Local Government and the
Arts (FLGA) has been reconstituted to encourage advocacy
of the arts at a local level. Membership is drawn from across
the 26 Councils. Jointly funded by the Arts Council and the
Northern Ireland Local Government Association (NILGA), the
primary intention of FLGA is to formalise the mechanisms
and working arrangements through which the Arts Council
of Northern Ireland would consult district councils and
engender a stronger sense of partnership working.

1.4 The Programme for Government
The Northern Ireland Executive’s Programme for Government
2008-11 (PfG) is the main policy framework shaping funding
for the arts in the period to 2011. The PfG is organised around
a set of five overarching priorities, as follows:
•

Priority 1 - Growing a dynamic innovative economy.

•

Priority 2 - Promoting tolerance, inclusion and health and
well-being.

•

Priority 3 - Protect and enhance Northern Ireland’s
environment and natural resources.

•

Priority 4 - Invest to build Northern Ireland’s
infrastructure.
Priority 5 - Deliver modern high quality and efficient
public services.

•

Within each of the five priorities, the Executive has specified
a number of high-level aims, referred to as Public Service
Agreements (PSAs). There are 23 PSAs in the Programme.
Each PSA in turn has an associated set of objectives along
with accompanying actions to be taken forward by one or
more designated lead Government Departments and targets
to be achieved over the lifespan of the PfG.
DCAL contributes to eight of the 23 PSAs. The Department’s
corporate planning is built around these eight PSAs. The
PSAs to which DCAL contributes and which have the most
direct relevance to funding for the arts are listed in Table 1.1
i.e. PSAs 5 and 9.
Three points can be noted regarding the expected benefits
from direct support to the arts through the PSAs listed in
Table 1.1. First, the achievement of specific PSA targets is
anticipated to also have a positive effect on the progress
made in other PSAs. As noted in the PfG document:

In addition, there are two cross-cutting themes:
•

A shared and better future for all.

•

Sustainability.

“The framework of 23 PSAs is focused on addressing key
cross-cutting issues and challenges. The PSAs therefore
cut across departmental boundaries and many of the
outcomes are interdependent. This will help ensure a
focus across Government on the key issues and outcomes
to which we are committed.” (page 21).

 This is the position as at May 2010, as stated on the RPA website - http://www.rpani.gov.uk/

4
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Table 1.1 DCAL and the arts in the Programme for Government 2008-2011
Priority/PSA/Objective

Actions

Target

Priority 1 Economic Growth
Key goal

Grow the creative industries sector

Up to 15% by 2011

Manage and develop NI cultural
infrastructure

Deliver £229m capital investment, including
arts capital projects

PSA 5 Develop NI tourism sector
Objective 1 Enhance Northern Ireland’s tourism infrastructure

Priority 2 Tolerance, social inclusion and health and wellbeing
PSA 9 Promoting access to culture, arts and leisure
Objective 1 Enable as many people
as possible to improve their quality
of life by experiencing, participating
and accessing the excellence of our
cultural assets

Promote the Arts Council for
Northern Ireland Corporate Plan
2007-2010

To increase by 2 percentage points the
proportion of the NI population who attend
arts events

To increase by 2 percentage points the
proportion of the NI population who
participate in arts events
Source: DCAL

Thus, in the PfG document, PSA 5 is linked to promoting
tolerance, inclusion and health and well-being, protecting
the environment and investing in Northern Ireland’s
infrastructure. Similarly, PSA 9 in the social inclusion Priority
is projected as linking to each of the other four Priorities.

international relationships. As an outward-looking and
often collaborative activity, the arts can make a significant
contribution on each of those fronts. Part III of the Digest –
Producing the Arts – illustrates some of the ways in which the
arts can develop such external linkages.

Second, the potential contribution of the arts is implicitly
recognised in a range of government strategies that are
themselves part of the PfG. Examples include:

Third, there is a growing body of research aimed at tracing
the wider benefits of access to and participation in the arts.
For example, the collection of readings in Cowling (2004)
highlights the role that the arts can play in education, mental
health for social inclusion and reducing re-offending. Such
evidence can serve to further demonstrate the alignment
between funding to promote the arts and the government’s
key strategic priorities as set out in the PfG.

•

•

•

•

Education. The Ten year Strategy for Children and Young
People in Northern Ireland 2006-2016, titled Our Children
and Young People – Our Pledge, includes a range of
targets for promoting young people’s participation in, and
attendance at, arts activities and events, with the
objective to promote the enjoyment of learning and
achieving. The Strategy is one of the actions in Objective
1 of PSA 6 (Children and Family), which aims to improve
the outcomes and life chances of children and young
people.
Health. The arts feature in both A Healthier Future, the 20
year vision for Northern Ireland and Investing for
Health, the government’s overarching strategy for
promoting population health and wellbeing and reducing
health inequalities, the central focus of PSA 8.
Community Relations. The document, A Shared Future,
specifically identifies the arts as a sphere of government
policy that has the potential to improve relationships
(para 3.13). This links directly to one of the objectives in
PSA 7, which aims to reduce poverty and address
inequality and disadvantage. The promotion of good
relations is also a cross-cutting theme in the PfG.
Sustainability. In the First Step towards Sustainability
document (2006), setting out a Sustainable Development
Strategy for Northern Ireland, the promotion of
opportunities for culture is one of the elements in the
vision of a sustainable community.

Furthermore, the PfG sets out a set of linkages that the
government wishes to develop outside Northern Ireland,
including North/South and East/West linkages and

ARTS COUNCIL OF NORTHERN IRELAND

Similarly, in its final report, the Review of Arts and Health
Working Group, which was set up by the National Director for
Patients and the Public, to assist in advising the Department
of Health on its role in relation to arts and health, found the
evidence sufficiently compelling that it made the following
recommendations:
•

Arts and health are, and should be firmly recognised as
being, integral to health, healthcare provision and
healthcare environments, including supporting staff.

•

Arts and health initiatives are delivering real and
measurable benefits across a wide range of priority
areas for health, and can enable the Department and NHS
to contribute to key wider Government initiatives.

•

There is a wealth of good practice and a substantial
evidence base.

•

The Department of Health has an important leadership
role to play in creating an environment in which arts and
health can prosper by promoting, developing and
supporting arts and health.

•

The Department of Health should make a clear statement
on the value of arts and health, build partnerships and
publish a Prospectus for arts in health in collaboration
with other key contributors.

13
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1.5 creative connections
The Council’s current strategy for developing the arts, titled
Creative Connections, covers the period from 2007-2012.
Reflecting the Council’s mission to place the arts at the heart
of Northern Ireland’s social, economic and creative life,
Creative Connections is built around four themes, as follows:

The objectives of promoting the value of the arts are as
follows:
•

Improve recognition of the contribution artists and arts
organisations make to society.

•

Theme 1 Art at the heart - promoting the value of the arts.

•

Influence government regarding the contribution the arts
make to the achievement of a range of policy objectives.

•

Theme 2 Strengthening the arts.
•

•

Theme 3 Growing Audiences.

Gain broad acceptance of the need for increased funding
for the arts in Northern Ireland.

•

Theme 4 Improving organisational performance.

•

Achieve international recognition for the arts from
Northern Ireland.

As discussed in Section 13 of the Digest, on a per capita
basis, public funding of the arts in Northern Ireland lags
behind the rest of the UK. Within that context, the Council is
seeking to promote the value of the arts in order to increase
understanding of the contribution that the arts make across a
broad spectrum of policy areas, including:
•

Addressing issues such as racism, discrimination and
sectarianism.

•

The arts as a force for regeneration and transforming the
lives of local communities.

•

•

Helping to promote Northern Ireland’s image abroad and
contributing to the economy through cultural tourism and
exchange.
Boosting people’s confidence, enhancing well-being and
empowering individuals, an aspect of the arts that is
receiving increasing recognition across a number of policy
areas, including healthcare, education and criminal
justice.

The theme of strengthening the arts describes the Council’s
objectives for supporting artists, arts organisations and the
physical infrastructure, which are as follows:
•

Improve the well-being of individual artists.

•

Strengthen and develop arts organisations.

•

Strengthen and develop the arts infrastructure.

The growing audiences theme is focused on encouraging
people to engage with the arts, with the following objectives:
•

Increase the diversity and number of people attending the
arts.

•

Increase the diversity and number of people participating
in the arts.

•

Encourage more young people to experience the arts.

These themes are revisited at relevant points in the Digest. For example, the growing audiences theme is central to Part
II, which presents statistics on engagement with the arts by adults and young people in Northern Ireland. In order to help
set the context for the remainder of the Digest, this Section concludes with an outline of the Council’s programmes for
implementing Creative Connections.
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1.6 Arts Programmes
The Arts Council funds applications for a broad range of
capital and revenue projects in the arts under a variety of
different programmes. As noted earlier, the main sources of
funding are the grant-in-aid received from the Department
and Lottery Funds. In 2008-09, the Council awarded a total
of £18.4m. Exchequer funds provided by the Department
accounted for £12.7m of the total (Figure 1.4). Lottery Funds
contributed a further £5.5m.  The remaining £0.2m came
from the DCAL Capital Fund.

Figure 1.4 Arts awards by Fund, 2004-05 to 2008-09, £ million
DCAL Capital & NW Challenge Funds
Other
Lottery
Exchequer - ACNI programmes

40

£million

30

20

10

0
2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

Source: ACNI
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1.6 Arts Programmes (CONT)
Table 1.2 ACNI awards by programme, 2008-09, per cent of Fund
Exchequer

Lottery

All

%

%

%

Annual Support for Organisations (ASOP)

76

-

53

Support for the Individual Artist (SIAP)

2

7

3

Re-imaging Communities

7

4

6

Arts Development Fund/Other

10

-

7

Project funding

-

62

19

Awards for All

-

9

3

Public art

-

5

2

Equipment

1

0

1

Musical Instruments

1

0

1

DCAL Monitoring Round

1

0

1

Legacy Fund

-

14

4

Creative Industries

2

-

2

All
Base (£ million)

100

100

100

12.709

5.473

18.182

- Not a programme under this Fund.
Percentages shown as rounded - may not sum to 100.
Source: ACNI.

The DCAL Capital Fund was created in support of PSA 5
(Develop the tourism sector), to deliver a range of arts
capital projects. A substantial amount of capital funding was
awarded in 2007-08 (£18.9m). The Capital Fund is discussed
further in Section 8 below, under the heading of investment in
arts infrastructure.

environment for everyone.  Projects are community-based,
aiming to restore pride to local neighbourhoods and moving
Northern Ireland towards a normal, inclusive and stable
society. The programme is a good example of an important
focus of ACNI support i.e. local or place-based initiatives,
discussed in Section 9 of the Digest.

The bulk of the Council’s Exchequer funding (76 per cent) is
devoted to the Annual Support for Organisations Programme
(ASOP) (Table 1.1). In 2008-09, 140 organisations received
ASOP awards. These organisations are the central focus of
Section 6 of the Digest.

In general terms, Lottery Funds have a wider more
‘instrumental’ focus than the arts development thrust of
Exchequer Funding. This reflects the broader criteria under
which Lottery Funds are allocated. Thus, in addition to
considering the Council’s assessment of the needs of the
arts and its priorities for addressing them, the Council is also
required to consider factors such as:

The Support for the Individual Artist Programme (SIAP) is
funded from both the Exchequer and Lottery Funds. As the
name implies, SIAP awards are directed towards individuals
rather than organisations. Hence, the size of SIAP awards
tends to be smaller in scale than other programmes.
Nonetheless, the individual artist is a key focus of the
Strengthening the Arts theme in Creative Connections. The
programme is discussed in more detail in Section 7 of the
Digest.
The Re-imaging Communities Programme is also supported
from both the Exchequer and Lottery Funds. Launched in
July 2006, this programme seeks to place artists in the heart
of communities to work with local people to tackle visible
signs of sectarianism and racism to create a more welcoming
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•

The need to inspire children and young people, awakening
their interest and involvement in the arts.

•

The need to foster local community initiatives which bring
people together, enrich the public realm and strengthen
community spirit.

•

The need to support volunteering and encourage
volunteering in the arts.

•

The need to encourage new talent, innovation and
excellence and help people to develop new skills.
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Originally, Lottery Funding had been awarded under a
variety of schemes, such as Access, New Work, Audience
Development and Business Support. The Project Funding
stream was introduced to amalgamate those schemes
with a common focus on assisting organisations to deliver
arts projects which contribute to the growth of arts in the
community for new and existing audiences and which reflect
the diversity of Northern Ireland’s society and culture. In
2008-09, 62 per cent of Lottery Funding was awarded as
Project Funding.
A further point to note, which can be seen from Figure 1.4,
is that the quantum of Lottery awards has been declining.
Partly, this is because an important thrust of Lottery Funding
in the early part of the last decade had been support for

capital or building projects. As discussed in Section 6 below,
there has been significant expansion in the number of arts
venues in Northern Ireland’s large towns. More recently,
larger scale projects have been supported by the DCAL 
Capital Fund. In addition, however, there has been some
decline in the availability of Lottery Funds. One of the reasons
for declining lottery income is the redirection of funds
available for good causes to the Olympics & Paralympics.
Notwithstanding the differences in scope and purpose, when
analysed by art form of the recipient, the composition of
Executive and Lottery Funds is strikingly similar (Table 1.2).
The main contrasts are the slightly higher volume of Lottery
Fund awards for drama projects and the greater share of
awards going on music from the Exchequer Fund.

Table 1.3 ACNI awards by Fund and art form of recipient, 2008-09
Exchequer

Lottery1

All1

%

%

%

Combined Arts

33

34

34

Craft

2

1

1

Dance

1

5

2

Drama

12

17

13

Literature

5

8

5

Music

23

10

19

Opera

2

2

2

Traditional Arts

4

2

4

Visual Arts

18

20

19

Film

0

3

1

All
Base (£ million)

100

100

100

12.709

4.989

17.699

 Not including Awards for All – data not available by art form.

1

Source: ACNI.
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Part II:
ENGAGING WITH
THE ARTS
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2 attending the arts
2.1 Overview
As outlined in Section 1 enabling people to improve their
quality of life by experiencing and participating in Northern
Ireland’s cultural assets is one of DCAL’s strategic objectives
within the NI Programme for Government. The associated
targets are to increase the proportion of the population
attending arts events and those who participate in arts
activities. The means by which the Department proposes
achieving that aim is to promote the Arts Council’s Corporate
Plan 2007-2010.

The four Sections that comprise Part II of the Digest focus on
engagement with the arts in Northern Ireland. This Section
describes the pattern and extent of attendance at arts events
among the population aged 16+. Section 3 presents a range
of statistics on participation by those aged 16+. Section 4
examines the trends in viewing and listening to the arts
among the adult population. Section 5 presents the findings
of the most recent Young Peoples’ Behaviour and Attitudes
Survey, documenting levels of participation among those aged
11-16.

The Council’s Corporate Plan is grounded in its overarching
strategy, Creative Connections. Consistent with the Council’s
statutory functions, and also the PfG, growing audiences and
increasing participation is one of the four themes of Creative
Connections, as the Council aims to encourage as many
people as possible to engage with the arts, whether through
attending arts events or participating in arts activities.

2.2 Topics
This Section addresses the following topics:
•

How many people in Northern Ireland attend arts events
at least once a year?

•

What kinds of events do they attend?

•

How does Northern Ireland compare with the rest of the
UK and Ireland?

•

How do sub-groups of the population vary in attending the
arts?

•

What are the broad geographic patterns in arts
attendance?

•

What reasons do people give for attending the arts?

•

What information sources do they use?

•

How often do they attend an arts event?

•

How much enjoyment do they gain from attending arts
events?

•

How satisfied is the public with arts provision in Northern
Ireland?
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2.3 Data Sources
Two main data sources have been used in compiling the
statistics presented in this Section:
•

The Arts Council’s General Population Survey (GPS).

•

The Continuous Household Survey (CHS).

Notwithstanding the smaller sample size difference, for the
purposes of this Digest the GPS is the preferred data source
for measuring the number of people attending arts events at
least once a year. As outlined more fully in Appendix B Data
Sources, there are three reasons for that choice, as follows:

The data sources are described in more detail in the Appendix
to this Digest. Briefly, both surveys are based on random
samples of the Northern Ireland population.  Also, both
surveys are undertaken by the Northern Ireland Statistics and
Research Agency (NISRA).
The GPS has been undertaken on three occasions i.e. 2004,
2007 and 2009. Sample sizes range from 1,126 to 1,293.  As
the name implies, the CHS is a household-based survey. That
is, interviewers seek to interview all adults aged 16+ living at
each household in a random sample of addresses. Sample
sizes are larger in the CHS, typically around 2,500 households
containing 4,700 to 5,000 individuals aged 16+.

•

The GPS has been conducted on a consistent basis
since 2004. The arts module in the CHS has been run on a
consistent basis only since 2007-08.

•

The detailed GPS findings can be directly compared with
the Taking Part Survey in England, which has a similar
design to the GPS.

•

The CHS is experiencing a growing problem of
non-response within households.

2.4 Attendances
The GPS asks respondents whether they have attended any
one of 20 events in the last 12 months. The results by event
type for 2009 are shown in Figure 2.1. Attendance rates
ranged from 52 per cent saying they had been to a film to
a little over two per cent saying they had been to an opera/
operetta in the last 12 months.

Figure 2.1 Attendance at 1+ arts events, by type, 2009
Film
Play or drama
Rock or pop music
Museum
Pantomime
Community festival
Other live music
Other live dance events
Craft exhibition
Exhibition
Folk, traditional or world music
Carnival or circus
Classical music
Arts festival
Irish dance
Contemporary dance
Jazz concert
Poetry reading/story telling
Ballet
Opera/operetta
0

15

30

45

60

Per cent

Source: General Population Survey
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2.4 Attendances (Cont)
In each of the three GPS surveys conducted to date, about
three in four respondents replied that they had been to one
or more of the 20 events about which they were asked (Table
2.1). The slight dip from 2007 to 2009 is not significant.5  The
2009 survey does not therefore provide any indication that the
recession has affected the propensity to attend an arts event
at least once per annum. The recession may, of course, have
influenced the frequency of attendance.

The remainder of this Section focuses primarily on
attendances at the 19 GPS events, excluding museums
(hereafter ‘the GPS events’). The reason is that the 19 events
overlap to a considerable degree with the set of events that
are included in the PfG target for increasing attendance at
arts events (see the PSA 9 target in Table 1.1 above).6

Excluding museums makes little difference to the proportion
saying they had attended one or more events in the past 12
months (Table 2.1). This is because, on average, 96 per cent
of those saying they had been to a museum had also attended
one or more of the remaining 19 events.

Table 2.1 Arts events attended in last 12 months, per cent of population aged 16+
2004

2007

2009

%

%

%

One or more GPS events, incl. museums

74.3

76.0

75.6

• Excluding museums

73.8

75.4

74.4

• Excl film and museums

60.9

65.0

64.5

• Excluding film, rock/pop, museums

55.5

60.4

59.9

Base

1,293

1,211

1,126

Source: ACNI, General Population Survey.

As the number of people aged 16+ in Northern Ireland in 2007
was 1.379 million, the attendance rate of 75 per cent for that
year translates into a total audience for the 19 GPS events of
1.040 million people.
Interestingly, in the period since 2004, there has been an
increase in the proportion saying they had attended events
other than film and/or rock/pop concerts, from 55.5 per cent
in 2004 to 60 per cent in 2009. The four percentage points
increase is significant, which would indicate a growing
audience for the less popular/commercial end of the arts
spectrum. It is not, however, possible to say why the increase
has been observed e.g. whether this is due to a greater
variety or level of provision, or demand-side factors such as
income growth or changes in the mix of preferences for arts
events.

Comparing results across different countries is fraught with
difficulty. Sampling strategies may vary, as can the set of
events included, or reported on. The way in which questions
are phrased and presented to respondents can also affect
the comparability of two or more surveys. Bearing those
caveats in mind, it is reasonable to compare the GPS results
with the findings from the Taking Part Survey in England,
commissioned by the Department for Culture, Media and
Sport (DCMS) and undertaken on an annual basis.
The GPS and Taking Part comparisons are shown by broad
event type in Figure 2.2. Combining the GPS surveys for 2007
and 2009, the overall attendance rate for Northern Ireland
is 75 per cent compared to 77 per cent in England, a gap of
two percentage points. While modest, the gap is statistically
significant.

 Any use of the word ‘significant’ in this Digest in relation to survey statistics should be taken to imply statistical
significance at the 95 per cent confidence level.

5

 The overlap between the GPS events (excluding museums) and the set of events in the PSA 9 target is
discussed further in Appendix B Data Sources.

6
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There are, nonetheless, some interesting contrasts between
Northern Ireland and England:
•

According to the GPS, attendance rates in Northern
Ireland dance and music events are both above the
estimated rates for England.

•

Conversely, the survey results indicate that the NI 
population is much less likely to attend visual arts and
crafts events and, to a lesser extent, combined arts
events.7
Figure 2.2 Attended 1+ events in last 12 months: Northern Ireland compared to England
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Source: Northern Ireland - General Population Survey; England - Taking Part

The differences illustrated in Figure 2.2 may be due to some
combination of tastes/preferences and the availability of
opportunities to attend various types of arts events, but it is
impossible to distinguish these influences from the survey
averages presented in Figure 2.2. For example, the marginally
higher rate of attendance at films in Northern Ireland may be
due to the fact that the density of screens in Northern Ireland
is the highest of the UK regions.8 But the higher density in
turn may reflect tastes for higher levels of film attendance in
Northern Ireland.

When compared to the English regions, Northern Ireland
ranks approximately in the middle of the distribution
of attendance rates (Figure 2.3). The Northern Ireland
attendance rate is about the same as the English Midlands,
higher than the northern regions and lower than the southern
regions. The sharp north-south divide in England might
suggest the influence of economic factors such as household
incomes and unemployment rates. Though, again, how people
chose to use their leisure time will also be a factor.

 The presentation in Figure 2.2 is based on the ADUK arts form classifier. Thus, ‘combined arts’ refers to street
festivals and carnivals.

7

 That is, screens per 100,000 people. The density is 9.5 in Northern Ireland compared to a UK average of 6.0
(Source: UK Film Council, Statistical Yearbook 2009, Table 10.4).

8
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2.4 Attendances (Cont)
Figure 2.3 Attendance at 1+ arts events by region

N. Ireland
South West
South East
London
East of England
West Midlands
East Midlands
Yorks & Humbs
North West
North East
England
70
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80

85

90

Per Cent

Source: Northern Ireland - General Population Survey, 2007; England - Taking Part, 2006/07

Finally, when Northern Ireland is compared to England
on the number of different types of arts event that people
have attended in the last 12 months, the distributions are
not greatly different (Figure 2.4). According to the GPS, 40
per cent of the NI adult population aged 16+ attended three
or more different event types in the previous 12 months,
compared to 37 per cent in England.

Figure 2.4 Number of types of arts events attended in last 12 months
N.Ireland
England

40

30

20

10

0
None

One

Two

Three or more

Source: Northern Ireland - General Population Survey, 2007; England - Taking Part, 2006/07

The 40 per cent rate of attendance at multiple event types in
2009 represents an increase of six percentage points when
compared with the 2007 GPS results. This would suggest an
increase in the range of event types that people attend. It is
worth noting that, in the same period, the ACNI undertook
considerable investment both in the provision of new venues
and audience development e.g. setting up Audiences NI 
to assist arts organisations with marketing and audience
development.
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While it is reasonable to compare the GPS findings with
Taking Part in England, this is more difficult for the other UK
countries and also Ireland.
Scotland has conducted its own version of Taking Part. The
results of the 2008 survey suggest that attendance rates in
Scotland are about on a par with those in Northern Ireland.
For a set of events that includes museums, the Scottish
attendance rate was estimated at 77 per cent, compared to 76
per cent for Northern Ireland.  
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For the set of events that are roughly similar to the GPS 
excluding museums, the 2008 Welsh Omnibus Survey
reported an attendance rate of 79 per cent, slightly higher
than Northern Ireland’s 74 per cent (2009 figure).

Nonetheless, the comparisons with Scotland, Wales and
Ireland should be treated cautiously due to differences in
survey designs.9

In a survey conducted in 2006 in the Republic of Ireland,
the findings indicated that 85 per cent of the population had
attended one or more arts event in the previous 12 months.

2.5 Population Sub-Groups
One of the objectives of the Growing Audiences theme in
Creative Connections is to increase the diversity and number
of people attending the arts. It is therefore useful to consider
variations in attendance rates across population sub-groups.
Analysis by sub-group is subject to the usual caveat regarding
sample base numbers for the calculation of percentages.
As can be seen from Table 2.2, different sub-groups of the
population vary considerably in their propensity to attend arts
events, with those aged 16-24 reporting attendance rates in
the region of 90 per cent, almost double the average for those
aged 65 and over (47 per cent).

Women are more likely than men to attend 1+ events. Among
those for whom a socio-economic group could be determined
(professional through to unskilled manual), attendance rates
are highest in the professional class and lowest among
unskilled manual persons. Persons without a disability were
more likely to attend arts events compared to those with a
disability, in each of the survey years reported. Some of these
contrasts are likely to reflect the variations by age noted
earlier e.g. the older age groups are more likely to have a
disability.

Table 2.2 Attending the arts: Population sub-groups – 1+ PSA 9 events in last 12 months
2004

2007

2009

%

%

%

73.8

75.4

74.4

16 – 24

89.1

91.7

90.2

25 – 34

89.3

87.9

83.8

35 – 49

82.6

81.8

81.8

50 – 64

64.7

71.5

68.0

65 and over

40.8

42.4

46.9

Male

72.3

73.0

71.8

Female

75.2

77.7

76.8

Professional

81.2

98.4

89.5

Managerial and Technical

82.3

82.1

78.6

Skilled Non-Manual

80.7

82.3

76.7

Skilled Manual

65.0

70.7

70.0

Partly Skilled

67.9

65.9

68.3

Unskilled Manual

56.0

47.5

45.1

Never worked

56.9

46.2

69.2

Full time students

91.4

99.3

95.4

Has disability

53.0

54.1

52.9

No disability

78.5

80.8

78.6

All
Age group

Gender

Socio-economic group

Disability

Source: ACNI, General Population Survey.

For example, each of the surveys in Wales, Scotland and Ireland used some element of a quota sampling
design whereas the GPS is a random sample
9
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2.5 Population Sub-Groups (cont)
There are, however, some interesting aspects of the age
effect. First, the age gradient is much less pronounced when
film is excluded from the set of events used to estimate arts
attendance rates (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5 Attendance at arts events by age group, 2009
All events
Excl. film

100

Per cent

75
50
25
0
16-24

25-34

35-49

50-64

65 and over

Age group

Source: General Population Survey

Second, there is some evidence that attendance rates have
been increasing most quickly in the older age groups. From
2004 to 2009, the attendance rates of those aged 65 and
over increased by six percentage points, from 41 per cent
to 47 per cent (Table 2.2). This is not statistically significant,

but the increase has been consistent over the three surveys
conducted to date. As outlined in Section 1, the share of the
population accounted for by older people has been increasing.
The topic is explored further in the section that concludes the
Digest.

2.6 Geographical Patterns
With a sample survey such as the GPS, it is only possible
to show the broad geographical patterns in attendance
rates. These are, however, relevant in a number of respects.
First, one of the key performance indicators in the Council’s
Corporate Plan for growing audiences is to increase the level
of attendance of people living in disadvantaged areas. As
can be seen from Table 2.3, increasing attendances in the
most deprived area remains a challenge. In 2004, the gap in
attendance rates between the least and most deprived areas
was eight percentage points. By 2009, the gap had widened to
13 percentage points.
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Second, in the past decade, the Council has invested heavily
in ensuring a spread of art venues across Northern Ireland,
such that every member of the population is located within
20 miles of a venue. It is not possible from a sample survey
to assess the efficacy of such a strategy. It is, however,
interesting to note that the GPS data does not indicate any
pronounced disparities in attendance rates by region
(Table 2.3).
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Table 2.3 Attending the arts: Geographical patterns – 1+ PSA 9 events in last 12 months

All

2004

2007

2009

%

%

%

73.8

75.4

74.4

Lotcal area deprivation score
Least deprived - Less than 10

77.3

10-19.99

74.3

80.3
76.2

73.6

20-29.99

69.1

69.3

76.5

Most deprived - 30+

69.5

70.6

67.5

Belfast

74.4

73.4

71.2

East

75.7

76.3

75.9

West

71.2

75.1

73.9

Urban

73.7

76.6

75.5

Rural

73.9

73.8

72.3

Region

Urban/rural

Source: ACNI, General Population Survey.

Indeed, attendance rates in the Belfast area tend to be lower
than those in the East and West of the province. This may
reflect the greater incidence of deprivation in the Belfast area.
According to the 2005 NI Measures of Multiple Deprivation,

four in 10 of the 20 per cent most deprived Super Output
Areas (SOAs) in Northern Ireland were located in Belfast. This
can be compared with Belfast’s 15 per cent share of the NI 
population.

2.7 Reasons
When asked the reason for their most recent attendance, the
most frequent response (38 per cent) was that the respondent
wanted to see the performer (Figure 2.6). The second most

frequent response, by a margin of just two percentage points,
was that the attendance was a ‘social event’. For over one in
four (27 per cent), the event involved friends or relatives.

Figure 2.6 Reason(s) for most recent attendance, 2009, 1+ arts events in last 12 months

Wanted to see performer
Social event
Like going to that event
Friend or relative involved
Special occasion
Was invited along
Recommended
Religious festival/event
Learn more about the artform
Related to studies
Other
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10

20
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40

Per cent

Source: General Population Survey

This serves to underline an important point regarding
the provision of public funds in pursuit of the objective of
increasing attendance at arts events, that is, the social
dimension of arts activities. Considered from that perspective,
attending arts events helps to build ‘social capital’ i.e. the
accumulation of social outcomes that positively affect the

ARTS COUNCIL OF NORTHERN IRELAND

quality of life of members of society. This is an important
ingredient in the Department for Social Development (DSD)
approach to support for the voluntary and community sector.
Building social capital is an important element in community
development and tackling social exclusion.
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2.8 Information Sources
People attending arts events use a range of sources to obtain
information about events that they may wish to attend (Table
2.4). Print and tv/radio sources feature prominently, albeit
it is not obvious why there should have been such a sharp
increase from 2007 to 2009 in the proportion citing tv/radio as
an information source.
Not unexpectedly, in light of the trend in internet access
discussed in Section 1 (see Figure 1.3), there was a significant
increase of +8 percentage points in the proportion of
respondents saying they had sought information from a
website.

The increasing role of the internet in the consumption of the
arts is also evident from the trend in the use of the internet
to book tickets for arts events (Figure 2.7). Among all those
attending 1+ events, one in three used the internet for that
purpose in 2004. Just five years later, the proportion had
risen to 45 per cent, a significant increase of +13 percentage
points. The rise was sharpest among those aged 35-49. But
even among those aged 50+, by 2009, 30 per cent were using
the internet to book tickets, up from 17 per cent in 2004. All
of the changes shown in Figure 2.7 for use of the internet are
statistically significant.

Table 2.4 Information sources: Persons attending 1+ arts events in last 12 months
2007

2009

%

%

Newspaper

60.1

62.5

TV/Radio

37.8

51.4

Website

16.4

25.0

Article/listing

8.9

13.1

Flyer/brochure/billboard

32.9

35.5

Word of mouth

41.5

45.7

Other

4.3

2.5

Mean number of sources mentioned

2.09

2.43

Base

913

838

Source: ACNI, General Population Survey.

Figure 2.7 Ever used the internet to book tickets for arts events,
by age group, persons attending 1+ arts events in last 12 months
Less than 34
35-49
50+
All

60

Per cent

45

30

15

0
2004

2007

2009

Source: General Population Survey
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2.9 Frequency of Attendance
The GPS does not collect information on the frequency of
attendance at arts events. This is, however, one of the topics
covered by the CHS. According to the CHS, less than one
in five of those attending an arts event do so only once a
year (Figure 2.8). Excluding attendance at film events, the
proportion rises to 37 per cent.  A similar proportion attends
2-3 times per annum. Thus, almost three in four of those who
go to arts events other than film do so 1-3 times yearly. The

proportion attending 1-3 times yearly is highest (92 per cent)
for combined arts events (festivals, circus, carnival, street
arts), followed by theatre-goers at 85 per cent (Figure 2.9).
Frequency of attendance will be affected by a range of factors,
such as opportunities for attendance, tastes, cost, and so on.
Nonetheless, stimulating increased frequency can be seen as
another way of growing audiences.

Figure 2.8 Frequency of attendance at arts events, 2008-09, persons
attending 1+ events in last 12 months
All events
Excl Film
40

Per cent

30

20

10

0

Once a week

Once a month

4-6 times a year

2-3 times a year

Once a year

Source: General Population Survey

Figure 2.9 Frequency of attendance at arts events, 2008-09, by art form

4-6 times or more
1-3 times yearly

Theatre
Dance
Music
Visual arts & crafts
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Combined arts
Film
All events
Excl. film
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25

50
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Source: Continuous Household Survey
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2.10 Enjoying the Arts
The vast majority of those who attend arts events (86 per
cent) said that they enjoyed the experience ‘a lot’ (Figure
2.10). Most of the remainder enjoyed the experience ‘a little’
rather than ‘not at all’. The proportion saying they enjoyed

their last event ‘a lot’ was highest for music and dance (92+
per cent). Even the lowest ranking event type on that criterion
– visual arts and crafts – still registered 80 per cent saying
they enjoyed their last attendance ‘a lot’.

Figure 2.10 Enjoyment of last event attended
A lot
A little
Not much
Not at all

All events
Film
Combined arts
Visual arts & crafts
Music
Dance
Theatre
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Source: Continuous Household Survey, 2008-09

Attending an arts event costs time and often money. People
will therefore choose to attend events in the expectation that
they will gain in enjoyment. For that reason, it is not at all
unexpected that a large majority of those attending an arts
event say that they enjoyed the experience. Nonetheless, this
is a useful indicator to monitor, for two reasons.
First, the measure of enjoyment that people gain from
attending arts events can be viewed as part of the intrinsic
value of the arts i.e. people gain enhanced quality of life. A 
key element in the objective of promoting attendance at arts
events is to improve the quality of life of those who chose to
do so.
Second, there is increasing interest in the beneficial effects
for people’s health and wellbeing from experiencing the
arts. A review published by the Arts Council of England
(ACE) includes 385 references from the medical literature
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related to the effect of the arts and humanities in healthcare
(Staricoff, 2004). The Staricoff study highlighted the potential
contribution of the arts and humanities across a range of
clinical outcomes. For example, among those being treated
for cancer, the study reported that visual art and live and
taped music have been used effectively in a number of studies
addressing high anxiety and depression during chemotherapy.
Promoting engagement in, and access to, the arts can
therefore be seen to have broader policy implications,
particularly when the effort is taken forward with an
accompanying social inclusion agenda. Viewed from the
perspective of the Programme for Government, the objective
of promoting access to culture, arts and leisure (PSA 9) can
plausibly be linked to the objective of promoting health and
addressing health inequalities (PSA 8).
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2.11 Satisfaction with arts provision
A large majority of those who attend arts events tend to be
very or fairly satisfied with arts provision in Northern Ireland.
In the 2008-09 CHS, almost three in four of those attending
one or more arts events in the past year said they were ‘very’
or ‘fairly’ satisfied with arts provision in Northern Ireland
(Figure 2.11). One in five of those who attend the arts had no
opinion. Less than five per cent were dissatisfied.

One in two of those who do not attend arts events had no
opinion on arts provision in Northern Ireland. However,
among those who expressed an opinion, the net balance
was firmly positive, with over one in three being ‘very’ or
‘fairly’ satisfied compared to under five per cent expressing
dissatisfaction.

Figure 2.11 Individual Internet access by age

1+ attendances
No attendances

Very satisfied
Fairly satisfied
Neither/nor
Dissatisfied
Don’t know/refused
0

15

30

45

60

Source: Continuous Household Survey
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2.12 reasons for not attending the arts
The levels of satisfaction expressed in the CHS results would
suggest that provision per se is unlikely to explain nonattendance at arts events or the frequency with which people
attend arts events. This impression is largely confirmed from
the results of a further question on why people either do not
attend arts events at all or do not attend more frequently.
Among those who said they attended no events in the past
12 months, factors related to provision were almost absent
as reasons for non-attendance (Table 2.5). Typically, reasons

related to venues, performances and/or performers were
mentioned by less than one per cent of the non-attendees.
These ‘supply-side’ factors were more likely to be mentioned
by those who attended one or more events in the past 12
months, but generally by less than five per cent of survey
respondents. In other respects, there was a much greater
contrast between attendees and non-attendees in the set of
factors that limit attendance at arts events.

Table 2.5 Reasons for not attending (more) arts-related activities in last 12 months
Zero
attendances

1+
attendances

%

%

Difficult to find time

8.3

22.5

Costs too much

9.2

23.9

Not really interested

29.6

11.8

Don't have anyone to go with

3.2

3.2

Might feel uncomfortable or out of place

1.1

1.1

Health is not good enough

21.4

4.8

Lack of transport

3.6

5.2

Family commitments/childcare

7.6

15.1

Performances and events are poor quality

0.5

1.9

Lack of high profile performers

0.5

5.1

Venues are of poor quality

0.5

1.9

Access in and around venues is poor

0.8

3.0

Venues are in unsafe places

0.6

1.0

I wouldn't enjoy it

4.0

2.4

Events are not publicised enough

1.2

11.2

Other

1.1

1.0

None of these

32.8

31.4

Base

1,062

2,073

Source: Continuous Household Survey, 2008-09.
Among those who did not attend any arts events in the
previous 12 months, two factors stand out in particular, as
follows:
•

Close to 30 per cent said they were ‘not really interested’.

•

Over one in five (21 per cent) said their ‘health is not good
enough’.

The health constraint was strongly related to age. Among
those aged under 35, the health factor had limited effect,
being mentioned by less than five per cent. The factor was
slightly more important for those aged 35-49 (12 per cent).
Among the older age groups, health was much more likely
to be mentioned as limiting attendance at arts events. One in
five of those aged 50-64 cited the health factor, rising to one
in three among those aged 65 and over. In light of the ageing
of the population, this is an important factor to consider in
looking ahead. The Digest returns to this topic in Part VII.
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A very contrasting set of factors were mentioned by those
who said they attended one or more events in the past
year. Mainly, they referred to constraints on more frequent
attendance, as follows:
•

Time – over one in five said it was difficult to find time.

•

Cost – a similar proportion said cost was a factor.

•

Family commitments/childcare – mentioned by
15 per cent.

•

Lack of information – a little over one in 10 said that
events are not publicised enough.
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3 Participating in the arts
3.1 Overview
This Section presents a range of statistics describing levels
of participation in the arts by those aged 16+. Increasing
participation is one of the Programme for Government
targets being pursued by the Department for Culture, Arts
and Leisure (DCAL) (PSA 9). It is also an important theme
in Creative Connections. As set out in its Corporate Plan
2007-2010, one of the Council’s objectives is ‘to increase the
diversity and number of people participating in the arts.’

3.2 topics
This Section addresses the following topics:
•

How many people in Northern Ireland participate in arts
activities at least once a year?

•

In what kinds of activities do they participate?

•

How do sub-groups of the population vary in their levels of
participation?

•

What reasons do people give for participating in the arts?

•

What benefits do they gain from participation?

•

What factors limit their participation in arts activities?

3.3 Data Sources
For similar reasons as outlined in Section 2 regarding
attendances, the GPS is the primary data source used for
measuring participation levels in this Section.
The set of activities about which respondents are asked in the
GPS are as follows:
•

Drama, theatre or dance of any kind.

•

Singing or playing a musical instrument.

•

Creative writing (poetry or stories).

•

Photography or film making.

•

Painting, drawing or sculpture.

•

Crafts.

•

Help with the organisation or running of a festival or
carnival.

•

Other arts activity.
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3.3 Data Sources (cont)
In general terms, the GPS focuses on activities that involve
individual creativity or production of art (e.g. creative
writing) and participation activities that typically involve a
collaborative or social element (e.g. performing in a play).
The creative driver behind the selection of participation
classifications emphasises ACNI’s intention of designing a
performance measurement system that gets to the heart of
its business objectives in Creative Connections.
The GPS activities do not, however, mirror those specified
by DCAL in relation to the measurement and monitoring of
the Programme for Government target for participation in
arts activities i.e. the PSA 9 target in Table 1.1 above.10 This
is because the PSA 9 target includes also activities based on
individual consumption e.g. reading for pleasure, purchasing
or acquiring works of art, buying hand-made crafts.
A second consequence of using the GPS is that it is not
possible to make comparisons with the findings from the
Taking Part in England survey, as was done in relation to
attendances in Section 2. This is because the participation

module in the Taking Part in England survey includes
activities such as reading for pleasure, buying hand-made
crafts, etc. It is not therefore possible to reconcile the
differences in approach between the GPS and the England
survey for the purpose of producing comparable estimates of
participation levels.
The Taking Part in England survey is the main source of data
for the measurement of its PSA targets by the Department
for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS). In that regard, it is
interesting to note that, in measuring participation levels for
assessing progress towards its PSA targets, DCMS focuses
only on the subset of participation activities that are to do
with individual creativity, production of art and/or social
and collaborative activities such as performing in a play or
drama.11 DCMS does not therefore include individual acts
of consumption, such as reading or buying works of art in
measuring participation levels. That is, the policy interest
in participation derives from activities involving creativity,
production, collaboration and/or a social dimension. This is
precisely the approach taken in the GPS.

3.4 Levels of Participation
The GPS findings for participation are presented in Table
3.1. Overall, the proportion saying they had taken part in
any of the GPS participation activities increased from 23 per
cent in 2004 to 26 per cent by 2009. When grossed up to the
population aged 16+, the survey findings suggest that over
350,000 people participated in arts-related activities in 2009.

Table 3.1 Participation in arts activities in last 12 months: Per cent of population aged 16+
2004

2007

2009

%

%

%

Drama, theatre or dance of any kind

2.8

4.3

3.5

Singing or playing a musical instrument

6.6

8.0

8.9

Creative writing (poetry or stories)

1.4

2.8

3.6

Photography or film making

3.6

3.9

7.5

Painting, drawing or sculpture

4.6

4.2

4.0

Crafts

6.6

5.3

6.4

Help with the organisation or running of a festival or carnival

6.0

3.8

5.5

Other arts activity

1.0

1.4

1.7

None of these

77.1

77.9

73.8

Any

22.9

22.1

26.2

Base

1,293

1,211

1,126

Source: ACNI, General Population Survey

 A more detailed discussion can be found in Appendix B Data Sources.

10

 See DCMS Statistical Release dated December 2008 and titled Taking Part: The National Survey of Culture,
Leisure and Sport - Final assessment of progress on PSA3: complete estimates from year three, 2007-08. The
arts participation activities are listed on page 11 of the Release.
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The change from 2004 to 2009 was not statistically significant,
though the four percentage points rise between 2007 and
2009 was significant.

The GPS does not collect information on the settings in which
people participate in arts activities or the use of providers,
such as arts classes in colleges, local authority provision and/
or voluntary arts groups. Voluntary Arts Ireland conducted a
survey in 2003 (Facts, Figures, Futures) which reported that
over 12 per cent of the adult population participates in the
arts through voluntary arts groups in Northern Ireland.

The largest increase came from those saying they
participated in photography or film making activities, up
from 3.6 per cent in 2003 to 7.5 per cent by 2009. This may
be indicative of the pace of technology development in
photography and home film-making, allied to the very rapid
growth that has been seen in opportunities for people to
upload their creations to the internet. Albeit from a low base
in 2007 (one per cent), there has also been an increase in
the proportion saying they had engaged in creative writing.
Participation levels in other activities have been broadly
stable.

3.5 population sub-groups
Similar to the pattern for attendance, participation varies
by age, ranging from over one in three among people aged
16-24 to less than one in five (19 per cent) for those aged 65
and over (Table 3.2). Relative rates of participation by age
have been consistent over the three GPS surveys. By 2009,
participation levels for men (25.5 per cent) were about on a
par with those for women (27 per cent). Compared to 2004,
this suggests a narrowing in the gap in participation levels
between men and women. At five percentage points, the
gap in participation rates between those with and without
a disability was narrower than the gap in attendance rates
(shown in Table 2.2 in Section 2 above).

Table 3.2 Participation in arts activities in last 12 months: Population sub-groups
2004

2007

2009

%

%

%

22.9

22.1

26.2

16 – 24

32.4

33.7

34.8

25 – 34

19.3

20.7

26.3

35 – 49

23.0

20.1

24.9

50 – 64

21.1

20.8

27.0

65 and over

19.1

17.3

18.8

Male

19.7

20.2

25.5

Female

25.9

24.0

26.8

Has disability

18.2

18.0

22.3

No disability

24.0

23.2

26.9

All
Age group

Gender

Disability

Source: ACNI, General Population Survey.
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3.6 geographical patterns
When analysed according to the geographical distribution of
participants, the following points can be noted from the GPS 
findings (Table 3.3):
•	Region. By 2009, there was very little difference
in participation levels across the three main regions.
Participation levels in Belfast have fluctuated more than
in other regions, but the smaller sub-group sample bases
need to be borne in mind.
•	Urban/rural. Participation levels do not vary greatly
between rural and urban areas.
•	Deprivation. Participation levels tend to be lowest in the
most deprived areas.  Outside the most deprived areas,
there was relatively little variation by deprivation score.

Table 3.3 Participation in arts activities in last 12 months: Geographical patterns
2004

2007

2009

%

%

%

22.9

22.1

26.2

Belfast

23.0

17.7

26.8

East

23.6

21.2

26.3

West

22.0

25.3

25.7

Urban

21.5

21.6

26.8

Rural

24.6

22.8

25.0

All
Region

Urban/rural

Local area deprivation score
Least -Less than 10

26.3

19.0

27.2

10-19.99

24.8

24.4

29.6

20-29.99

18.8

24.6

26.1

Most - 30+

17.8

21.7

20.2

Source: ACNI, General Population Survey.
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3.7 reasons
People participate in arts activities for a wide variety of
reasons.  Typically, also, people participate for more than
one reason; in the 2009 GPS, the average number of reasons
given was three (Table 3.4). Based on the findings from the
GPS, the main reasons for participation can be classified
under four main headings, as follows:
•	To enhance their quality of life. In the 2009 GPS, four
in five said they participate for the enjoyment and
pleasure that they received from their arts activities
(Table 3.4). Both in 2007 and 2009, this was the reason
most frequently mentioned. People also said they
participated as an outlet for creativity and to express
themselves.

•	Health and wellbeing. The importance given to
health-related reasons for participation would appear
to have increased over time, when the 2009 GPS results
are compared with the findings for 2007. In 2009, over one
in five said that improved health/wellbeing was one of
their reasons for participation, compared to eight per cent
in 2007. The proportion saying that they wished to reduce
stress levels also increased.
•

Personal development. Both in the 2007 and 2009
surveys, almost one in three said they participated in arts
activities with a view to learning new skills.

•	Social. As with arts attendance, participation in the arts
has a strong social dimension. About one in four
participate in order to meet new people and/or because a
friend takes part.

Table 3.4 Reasons for participation in arts activities in last 12 months
2007

2009

%

%

Learn new skills

28.7

30.2

Express self

18.5

28.2

Enjoyment/pleasure

77.1

80.0

Improve health/wellbeing

8.3

22.5

Outlet for creativity

20.1

32.0

Friend takes part

22.4

25.3

Reduce stress levels

13.3

28.5

Contribute to community

20.2

24.8

Meet new people

22.8

26.7

Other reason(s)

4.9

6.5

Mean number of reasons

2.4

3.0

Base

268

295

Source: ACNI, General Population Survey

It would also appear from the GPS responses that arts
participation can often overlap with volunteering. In the 2009
GPS, almost one in four participants said that they wanted to
contribute to their community.
Overall, the reasons that people give for participating in the
arts are strongly consistent with the objectives of public
funding to support the promotion of increased participation as
expressed in PSA 9 of the PfG i.e. to improve people’s quality
of life and to contribute to Northern Ireland’s economic,
health and educational goals. Based on the reasons given by
survey respondents, the broader policy agendas to which arts
participation are linked include:
•

Promoting healthier lifestyles (PSA 8).

•

Active citizenship and volunteering, one of the objectives
in PSA 12, which encompasses community development.

•

Skills development and lifelong learning.
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3.8 Benefits
The benefits from arts participation reported by GPS 
respondents are shown in Table 3.5. The most frequently
cited benefit was improved self-confidence followed by
improvements in creativity. Other benefits included improved
problem-solving, concentration and decision-making.
The self-reported benefits listed in Table 3.5 resonate with
the research literature on the outcomes from participation
in arts activities. For example, the Community Development
and Health Network (CDHN) Arts and Health Action
Research Project, which was funded by the Arts Council for
Northern Ireland, involved the co-ordination of a three year
arts and health action research programme with socially
disadvantaged and vulnerable people. The evaluation of the
project, published in 2007, identified a number of individual
and social impacts of participation, including improved
self-confidence; skill development; improved self-efficacy;
unlocked creative energies; therapeutic gain; increased
social confidence; formation of new social networks and
relationships; desire to engage further in arts activities and
an awareness and recognition of the positive role of arts in
health and well-being.

Table 3.5 Benefits of participation in arts activities (self-reported improvements)
2007

2009

%

%

Self-confidence

48.3

49.0

Concentration

28.8

25.3

Creativity

53.0

41.4

Decision-making

14.6

19.8

Problem-solving

13.4

15.5

Attitude towards learning

18.7

28.9

None of these areas

14.3

13.9

Mean number of benefits

1.9

1.9

Base

268

295

Source: ACNI, General Population Survey
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3.9 Non-participation
Regarding non-participation in arts activities, the approach
taken in the GPS is to ask those who did not attend or
participate in any arts activities in the last 12 months to
identify factors that prevent them from actively engaging
with the arts. The responses are shown in Table 3.6 overleaf.
The main reasons given by the non-participants are largely
related to choice or tastes.
Thus, the most frequently proffered reason for nonparticipation was a lack of interest (39 per cent in the 2009
survey) and/or that the respondent prefers to spend his or
her time in other ways (21 per cent). The salience of choice
and preferences in choosing how to spend leisure time
clearly signals that there are limits to the extent to which it is
possible to promote increased participation in arts activities.
For other respondents, non-participation was more to do with
constraints, mainly health (18 per cent), costs (16 per cent)
and family commitments (12.5 per cent).

Table 3.6 Factors preventing people from attending or participating in arts-related activities
2004

2009

%

%

Difficult to find time

10.9

17.7

Costs too much

8.6

16.0

Not really interested

32.0

39.2

No-one to go with

2.7

2.5

Might feel uncomfortable or out of place

3.6

2.5

Never know what is going on

2.8

1.6

Health not good enough

14.8

18.4

Lack of transport

5.6

5.5

Family commitments/childcare

5.3

12.5

Nothing available close by/too far to travel

6.7

7.5

Lack of facilities for disabled people

2.1

2.6

Prefer to spend free time in other ways

15.8

20.7

Don't have the ability/talent

3.7

3.5

Other

0.6

1.1

None of these

13.0

9.6

Base

332

290

Source: ACNI, General Population Survey.
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4 Viewing and Listening
4.1 Overview
This Section focuses on the public’s engagement with the
arts by way of viewing and/or listening to arts programmes
through various media such as television, radio, listening
devices (MP3, CDs, etc) and via the internet. Stimulating
or promoting engagement through viewing and listening is
not per se a public policy objective, either for the Council’s
Creative Connections strategy or the NI Executive’s
Programme for Government. Nonetheless, the topic is of
interest within the context of a Digest of Arts Statistics, for
two main reasons.
First, people have long enjoyed the arts through media such
as radio and television. Recent years have seen very rapid
growth in technologies that greatly enhance the range of
opportunities for individual listening and viewing, including
via the internet. Consequently, art forms that can be enjoyed
through viewing and listening are now more accessible than
ever before. It is therefore of interest to examine trends in
viewing and listening as an indication of the impact of the new
technologies.

Second, the increased opportunities for consuming the arts
through viewing and listening also poses the issue of whether
the new technologies may have the effect of substituting for
more active forms of engagement i.e. attending arts events
and participating in arts activities. Conversely, it may be the
case that the expansion in opportunities to enjoy the arts
through viewing and listening has the effect of stimulating
interest and increased participation. Whether the new
technologies act as complements to, or substitutes for more
active forms of engagement is a complex matter that cannot
be addressed within the context of a Digest of Statistics. The
most that can be done is to contrast the viewing and listening
habits of those who attend arts events with those who do not.

4.2 Data Sources
The statistics presented in this Section in relation to
engagement with the arts via viewing and listening are drawn
entirely from the Arts Council’s General Population Survey.
The Continuous Household Survey does not ask respondents
about their viewing and listening habits.

4.3 art form
Judging from the GPS results, the vast majority of the
population (89 per cent) view or listen to one or more art
forms on a regular basis i.e. at least once within the four
weeks preceding the survey (Table 4.1).
Even among those who had not attended an arts event in
the past 12 months, almost three in four (74 per cent) had
engaged with the arts through viewing or listening. Further,
their interests were not confined to any one art form; on
average, they viewed or listened to three of the listed art
forms in the previous four weeks.
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Table 4.1 Viewing and listening in last 4 weeks, by art form, per cent of population aged 16+
Whether
attended an arts
event in last 12
months

All aged 16+

None

None

1+

1+

%

%

%

Rock/pop

40.9

75.4

66.6

Classical music

13.2

27.4

23.7

Opera

3.7

7.1

6.2

Musical

13.6

30.0

25.8

Jazz

3.7

11.9

9.8

Folk/traditional music

28.7

34.0

32.6

Poetry/book reading

3.0

7.1

6.0

Play

19.1

23.0

22.0

General art programme or reviews

8.9

22.5

19.1

Any

73.8

94.4

89.1

Average number of art forms

2.9

3.8

3.6

Base

288

838

1,126

Note: Viewing refers to watching on television, video, DVD or the internet; listening refers to the radio or use
of a listening device (e.g. MP3, IPod, CD). Source: ACNI, General Population Survey, 2009.

Compared with the non-attendees, those who said they
had attended one or more arts events in the previous 12
months were more likely to say that they had listened to or
viewed an art form in the last four weeks (94 per cent). At
34.5 percentage points, the gap between the attendees and
non-attendees was widest in respect of those saying they had
viewed or listened to rock/pop in the last four weeks. While

this is indicative of the age profile of viewers and listeners, it
can be seen from Table 4.1 that attendees at arts events were
also more likely to view or listen to each of the other listed art
forms on a regular basis.  Their interests were also wider, as
they viewed or listened to an average of almost four art forms
over the previous four weeks.

4.4 age groups
As with arts attendance, viewing and listening to the arts
varies with age, ranging from 96 per cent among those aged
under 34 to 74 per cent among persons aged 65 and over.
For most age groups, the gap between those who attended
one or more arts events in the past 12 months and those who

did not attend does not vary much around the average of 20
percentage points. The exception is the 25-34 age group, with
a gap of nine percentage points. It would not, however, be
appropriate to attach any significance to that exception, due to
the smaller sample base of population sub-groups.

Table 4.2 Viewing and listening in last 4 weeks, by age group, per cent of population aged 16+
Whether attended an arts event in last 12 months
None

1+

All

%

%

%

16 - 24

77.4

98.0

96.0

25 - 34

88.2

97.1

95.9

35 - 49

73.7

94.4

90.7

50 - 64

70.8

90.0

83.8

65 and over

62.2

88.5

73.6

Any

73.8

94.4

89.1

Base

288

838

1,126

Note: Viewing refers to watching on television, video, DVD or the internet; listening refers to the radio or use of a
listening device (e.g. MP3, IPod, CD). Source: ACNI, General Population Survey, 2009.
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4.5 use of the internet
Use of the internet as a vehicle for consuming the arts
through viewing and listening is growing rapidly. In 2007,
fewer than one in four of those aged 16+ said they had used
the internet in the past four weeks for viewing, listening to or
downloading one or more of the art forms listed in Table 4.3.
In 2009, just two years later, the proportion had swelled to
over one in three (36 per cent).

Table 4.3 Use of the internet for viewing, listening or downloading, last 4 weeks, by art form
2007

2009

%

%

Rock/pop

19.9

30.0

Classical music

2.4

4.6

Opera

0.8

1.0

Musical

1.2

3.0

Jazz

1.7

3.1

Folk/traditional music

3.1

6.1

Poetry/book reading

1.0

1.3

Play

0.6

2.2

General art programme or reviews

0.9

2.9

None of these

76.1

64.1

Any

23.9

35.9

Base

1,212

1,126

Source: ACNI, General Population Survey.

At +10 percentage points, the growth in internet use was
strongest among those viewing or listening to rock/pop
music. At least in part, this may reflect differences between
art forms in the ‘supply’ of material available for viewing,
listening or downloading. But there is also likely to be a
demand-side effect. Internet access is highest among the
younger age groups. By 2008-09, just under nine in ten of
those aged 16-19 had access to the internet, whether by
home computer, work computer, digital TV, mobile phone or
some other medium (Figure 4.1). This compares with 40 per
cent for those aged 60-69 and less than 20 per cent among
those aged 70+.
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Figure 4.1 Individual Internet access by age
100
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Source: Continuous Household Survey

However, internet access has been growing among all age
groups. Indeed, in more recent years, the fastest growth
has been seen among those aged 60-69. In that context, it is
interesting to note that use of the internet for consuming the
arts has also been growing across all age groups, not just
the youngest (Table 4.4). The highest rate of internet use is
among the 16-24 age group (71 per cent in 2009). Albeit from
relatively low bases, the period from 2007 to 2009 saw use
of the internet double among those aged 50-64 and triple for
those aged 65 and over.

Table 4.4 Use of the internet for viewing, listening or downloading, last 4 weeks, by age group
2007

2009

%

%

16 – 24

57.5

71.3

25 – 34

38.0

53.6

35 – 49

19.8

32.1

50 – 64

8.9

20.6

65 and over

2.6

9.5

All age groups

23.9

35.9

Base

1,212

1,126

Source: ACNI, General Population Survey.
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5 Young People
5.1 Overview
Promoting engagement with the arts among children and
young people has long been a priority for the Arts Council.
Under the theme of Growing Audiences and Increasing
Participation, the Creative Connections strategy re-affirms
the Council’s commitment to build on the Creative Youth
Partnerships (CYP) programme, a pilot initiative that helped
to develop arts programmes with the intention of encouraging
young people to use their imagination and make the most of
their creative potential.
Promoting increased attendance and participation in arts
activities among young people is also important in the
context of the Northern Ireland Executive’s Programme for
Government (PfG). This is an explicit aim of PSA 9 (Promoting
access to culture, arts and leisure) in order to contribute to
broader economic, health and educational goals.
Within the context of the PfG, helping young people to engage
with the arts is firmly aligned with specific PSA objectives in
education and health.
The value of the arts as a means of stimulating learning and
achievement is explicitly recognised in the Ten Year Strategy
for Children and Young People in Northern Ireland 20062016. Titled Our Children and Young People – Our Pledge, the
Strategy is one of the actions in Objective 1 of PSA 6 (Children
and Family), which aims to improve the outcomes and life

chances of children and young people. The Enjoying Learning
and Achieving strand of the 10-Year Strategy includes targets
for promoting young peoples’ participation in, and attendance
at, arts activities and events. Achieving those objectives can
be expected to make a positive contribution to the PSA 10
objective of helping children and young people to achieve
through education.
Promoting the arts among young people is also relevant to
the objectives of PSA 8 i.e. promoting health and addressing
healthy inequalities. As noted in Investing for Health
(DHSSPS, 2002):
Art in general and drama in particular, are increasingly
recognised as valuable vehicles for informing young
people and the community as a whole about health.
The relationship between arts and health and wellbeing was
re-affirmed in the DHSSPS 2005 document, titled A Healthier
Future: A Twenty Year Vision for Health and Wellbeing in
Northern Ireland 2005-2025, which made the following point:
Arts and creative activities play an important role
in stimulating physical and mental wellbeing and
contributing to the whole environment and health of
people and society.

5.2 Data Sources
The statistics presented in this Section are drawn from the
Young Persons Behaviour and Attitudes Survey (YPBAS). The
YPBAS is a school-based survey conducted among 11-16
year-olds, designed to collect information on the behaviour
and attitudes of young people in post-primary education in
Northern Ireland.
Undertaken by the Central Survey Unit of NISRA, the
YPBAS was commissioned by a consortium of government
departments and public bodies. The research covers a wide
range of topics, including young peoples’ access to and
participation in the arts. The YPBAS is the data source for
monitoring the arts-related targets in the Ten Year Strategy
for Children and Young People in Northern Ireland 2006-2016.
Three rounds of the YPBAS have now taken place: the first
in autumn 2000, the second in autumn 2003 and the third in
autumn 2007. This Section draws upon the arts module from
the 2007 survey, which contains more detail on attendance at
and participation in the arts than its predecessors. A further
advantage of the YPBAS is its large sample size. For the 2007
arts module, the base number of respondents is in excess of
3,500.
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5.3 participation
The capacity of the arts to stimulate learning is a key element
in the public policy interest in promoting participation in arts
activities by young people. According to Robinson (2000),
active participation in the arts by young people possesses
intrinsic value in its own right, but can also be seen as a
learning activity that helps young people to:
… acquire those skills most needed in today’s, and
particularly tomorrow’s, society: communication skills;
questioning skills; team skills; problem-solving; lateral
thinking; flexibility and adaptability. They encourage
young people to identify problems and find solutions.
It is therefore encouraging to find from the YPBAS results
that 81 per cent of young people said they participated in
one or more arts activities in the 12 months preceding their

survey interview (Table 5.1).  A wide range of activities are
included in the YPBAS and, on average, respondents said
that they participated in almost three different activities
at least once in the previous 12 months. The most popular
activity was painting and drawing (42 per cent), followed
closely by reading for pleasure (41 per cent). Performing for
an audience, both singing and in plays/drama, also featured
strongly. So too did creative activities such as writing stories
or poetry. One in four said they did photographic and/or film/
video as an artistic activity.
The community dimension is also apparent from the one
in ten who said they helped with the organising or running
of a musical, festival, pantomime or any kind of show. This
serves to illustrate how the arts can encourage such forms of
volunteering activity.

Table 5.1 Participation in arts activities in last 12 months: Young people aged 11-16

Dancing of any kind, not for fitness

All

Boys

Girls

%

%

%

32.9

15.2

50.5

Sang (not Karaoke) or played musical instrument for an audience

29.1

21.4

36.8

Played instrument for own pleasure

35.8

34.3

37.4

Written music in free time

14.5

11.7

17.3

Written stories or poetry in free time (excluding school and homework)

18.1

12.5

23.8

Performed in or rehearsed for a play/drama, pantomime, musical or opera

24.1

17.3

30.9

Painting, drawing, sculpting or printmaking in free time (excluding school and homework)

42.0

32.9

51.1

Photography or film/video making as artistic activity (excluding family/holiday events)

24.3

20.9

27.8

Craft activities such as working with wood, textiles, pottery, jewellery etc.

21.2

17.3

25.2

Read for pleasure (excluding school books, magazines, newspapers, comics)

41.2

35.4

47.0

Helped with organising or running a musical, festival, pantomime or any kind of show

9.7

7.4

11.9

None of the above

18.7

25.9

11.3

Any of the above

81.3

74.1

88.7

Mean number of activities

2.9

2.3

3.6

3,366

1,664

1,681

Base
Source: Young Peoples’ Behaviour and Attitudes Survey.

There were also contrasts in participation levels. Most
notably, at 89 per cent the participation of girls was well in
excess of that for boys (74 per cent). The gap in participation
between boys and girls was widely spread across the different
kinds of activities, being widest for dancing (a 35 percentage
points difference) and narrowest in playing an instrument for
pleasure (three percentage points).
The survey data also showed gaps in participation by type of
school and whether the young person receives free school
meals. With an average participation rate of 77 per cent,
those attending secondary schools were less likely to have
reported participating in an arts activity by comparison with
grammar school pupils, by a margin of 11 percentage points.
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Similarly, those in receipt of free school meals, a measure
of income deprivation, were less likely to say they had
participated in one or more arts activities compared to those
not in receipt of free school meals; the participation rate
for the former was estimated at 75 per cent in the YPBAS,
compared to 83 per cent for the latter group.
It is not possible to say if the gaps by gender, school type
and free school meals represent contrasting opportunities
for participation or choices about how to spend leisure time
e.g. choices around the balance between arts and sporting
activities. Further research would be required on that issue
and the YPBAS could be used for that purpose.
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5.4 attendance
The YPBAS survey results for attending the arts are presented
in Table 5.2. Perhaps to be expected, going to a film at a
cinema or other venue was the most frequently mentioned
arts event attended in the last 12 months. With 84 per cent of
children saying they had gone to a film, the overall attendance
level for 1+ arts events was slightly in excess of 90 per cent.
However, even when film is excluded, two in three
respondents said they had attended one or more arts events
in the previous 12 months. Among those saying they had
attended an event other than film, the average number of
events attended was almost two.

In addition to the difference between boys and girls,
attendance levels also varied by type of school attended and
receipt of free school meals. Similar to the disparities in
participation levels, those attending secondary schools were
less likely to attend arts events than were grammar school
pupils. Excluding film, 58 per cent of secondary school pupils
reported 1+ attendances compared to 79 per cent of grammar
school pupils.
Sixty per cent of young people in receipt of free school meals
said they had been to an event other than film, compared to
68 per cent of pupils not in receipt of free school meals.

Similar to the picture for participation levels, girls were more
likely than boys to say they had attended an arts event other
than a film. Almost three in four girls (73 per cent) reported
one or more such attendances, compared to six in ten boys
(59 per cent). As with participation levels, it is not possible
from the raw statistics presented in Table 5.2 to say if the
disparity represents choice or constraint (e.g. cost relative to
income), or some mix of the two.

Table 5.2 Arts events attended in last 12 months: Young people aged 11-16
All

Boys

Girls

%

%

%

Film at Cinema or other venue

84.0

80.4

85.6

Circus or Carnival

24.2

23.6

24.0

Pantomime or musical

30.1

23.2

36.6

Arts or Community Festival

9.8

8.8

10.5

Play or drama at theatre or other venue

22.8

18.0

27.3

Opera

3.0

2.2

3.8

Rock or Pop Music Performance

26.9

19.9

33.6

Traditional Folk Music Performance

6.3

5.8

6.5

Classical or jazz music performance

2.8

3.3

2.2

Other live music performance or concert

17.1

13.3

20.6

Ballet

2.7

1.1

4.0

Irish Dancing Performance

10.1

6.1

13.9

Any other live dance event

7.3

3.5

10.3

Poetry reading or storytelling

4.9

3.3

6.1

Any type of visual arts event

8.9

8.2

8.3

None of the above

9.5

11.3

6.8

Any of the above

90.5

86.6

91.9

Excluding film

66.5

59.4

73.2

Mean number of events (excl film)

1.8

1.4

2.1

3,348

1,664

1,681

Base
Source: Young Peoples’ Behaviour and Attitudes Survey.
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5.5 enjoyment
The extent to which young people enjoy participating in or
attending arts activities is important to monitor for two
reasons. First, the level of enjoyment is a measure of the
value that the individual obtains from the activity in which
they have participated or attended. As set out in the 10-Year
Strategy, young people are encouraged to engage with the
arts as a means of promoting the enjoyment of learning and
achieving.
Second, it might reasonably be anticipated that the greater
the enjoyment that young people gain from their arts-related
activities, the greater the likelihood that their interest in such
activities will be sustained into adult life.
In general, young people said they enjoyed the activities
in which they participated or at which they attended. The
majority enjoyed themselves ‘a lot’ (Table 5.3). Fewer than one
in ten said they did not enjoy the activity ‘at all’ or ‘not very
much’.

Table 5.3 Enjoyment of arts activities in which participated or attended in last 12 months:
Young people aged 11-16
How much enjoyed:

Participation

Attendance

%

%

A lot

56.3

63.0

A little

35.8

29.5

Not very much

5.4

4.8

Not at all
Base (All participating in 1+ arts events)

2.4

2.7

2,707

3,000

Source: Young Peoples’ Behaviour and Attitudes Survey.
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5.6 barriers
The factors that young people said put them off participating
in or attending arts activities are shown in Table 5.4. As with
the population aged 16+ (see Figure 2.12 in Section 2), the
responses vary considerably according to whether the young
person had attended or participated in an arts activity in the
last 12 months. Among those who had not participated in any
activity, one in two said this was because they were not really
interested (Table 5.4. See also Figure 5.1 overleaf). Almost
thirty per cent of the non-participants felt that they wouldn’t
enjoy taking part in arts activities.

Table 5.4 Reasons which put off taking part in or attending more arts activities: Young people aged 11-16
Participation in last 12 months
None

1+

Attendance in last 12 months
None

1+

%

%

%

%

Difficult to find the time

19

26

16

26

Cost too much

6

11

10

23

Not really interested

50

22

32

19

Don't have anyone to do them with

7

14

5

12

Wouldn't enjoy them

29

12

17

11

Might feel uncomfortable or out of place

11

11

5

8

Not enough information about what is on

3

8

4

8

Lack of facilities close to where lives

6

14

3

13

Health isn't good enough

1

2

1

1

Don't have the ability or talent

17

14

-

-

Religious reasons
Other reason

-

-

3

3

13

8

19

10

Nothing would put me off

10

32

14

26

Base

629

2,737

367

2,999

- Not asked.
Source: Young Peoples’ Behaviour and Attitudes Survey.
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Turning to those who had participated in one or more
activities, the most frequently cited reason for not engaging
more frequently was difficulty in finding time (26 per cent).
Interestingly, 14 per cent felt they do not have the ability or
talent, about on a par with those who had not participated at
all (17 per cent).

Figure 5.1 Reasons for not doing/taking part in more arts activities, by participation in last 12 months

Nothing

1+ activities
None

Other
Lack ability/talent
Health reasons
Lack of facilities nearby
Lack of information
Uncomfortable/out of place
Wouldn’t enjoy
Nobody to do with
Interest
Cost
Time
0

13

25

38

50

Source: NISRA, Youth Participation Behaviour and Attitudes Survey (YPBAS)
Survey 2007, Table L.14.
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Part III:
PRODUCING
THE ARTS
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6 Arts organisations
6.1 Overview
The promotion of increased access to and participation in the
arts is dependent on the availability of an appropriate range
of opportunities through which people can engage with and
enjoy the arts i.e. a strong and well-developed arts sector.
Strengthening the arts through support for individual artists,
arts organisations and the physical arts infrastructure is a
central plank in the Arts Council’s strategy for developing
the sector over the period 2007-2012. Within that context,
this Part of the Digest comprises two Sections, focusing
respectively on the arts organisations and individuals through
which the arts are produced in Northern Ireland. Support for
the physical infrastructure of the arts is one of the topics in
Part IV below.
Arts organisations are important cultural assets and form
part of the basic infrastructure of the arts. Over the years,
Northern Ireland has developed a diverse and varied network
of cultural organisations. Public support has been a key
ingredient in the development of the cultural infrastructure of
Northern Ireland.

Thirdly, each year, the Arts Council conducts a survey of
its regularly funded organisations. The RFO survey collects
information on a range of topics, including income and
expenditure, performances, exhibitions and participation
activities.
The RFO income and expenditure data are clearly critical
in understanding the current financial position of the
organisations supported by the Council, particularly in
the current economic climate. The RFO survey returns for
performances, exhibitions and participation activities include
a range of activity indicators that enable the Council to report
on what has been achieved as a result of public funding. As
will be seen in this Section, the RFOs produce a wide range of
outputs and associated activity levels.
Reflecting the diversity of the RFOs, a degree of data
variability is inevitable in the RFO survey returns.
Uncertainties associated with such variability are highlighted
in the accompanying text within this Section.

This Section focuses on the regularly funded organisations
(RFOs) that have received funding under the Council’s Annual
Support for Organisations (ASOP) programme for three
reasons. Firstly, the RFOs provide a picture of the publicly
subsidised arts sector in Northern Ireland. Secondly, through
the ASOP, the Arts Council provides ongoing support across
the gamut of arts organisations, including touring companies;
receiving/producing companies; arts centres and venues;
galleries; a range of promoters; festivals; community arts
organisations; disability arts organisations; publishers; and,
umbrella/arts resource organisations.
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6.2 Sources of Income
The sources of revenue income reported by RFOs are
summarised in Table 6.1. Over the two years shown – 2006-07
and 2007-08 – the Council supported 146 RFOs. Of those, 134
(92 per cent) were supported in both survey years. For the
constant sample of 134 organisations, total revenue income
increased from £34m in 2006-07 to £38m in 2007-08, a rise of
12 per cent. This provides a better indication of the trend in
total revenue income amongst RFOs.

Table 6.1 Sources of revenue income, ACNI Regularly Funded Organisations
2006-07

2007-08

Combined

%

%

%

61.8

57.2

59.3

• ACNI

20.8

18.0

19.3

• Lottery

8.9

9.2

9.0

Subsidy
Of which:

• An Chomhairle Ealaíon

5.1

4.6

4.9

• Local Authorities

12.8

8.8

10.6

• NI Government Departments

2.9

1.3

2.0

• European Commission

1.8

1.2

1.5

• Other

9.5

14.0

12.0

Earned income

34.2

39.4

37.1

Contributed

4.0

3.4

3.6

• Sponsorship

3.1

2.3

2.7

• Donations

0.9

1.0

1.0

All sources

100.0

100.0

100.0

138

143

146

All organisations

£34,651

£42,387

£77,038

Constant sample (n=134)

£34,246

£38,344

£72,590

Of which:

N of organisations
Total revenue income (£’000s):

Source: ACNI, Survey of Regularly Funded Organisations.

In both survey years, subsidy income from various sources
accounted for the majority of RFOs’ revenue income,
averaging 59 per cent over the two years combined. Earned
income contributed a further 37 per cent, on average.
Contributed income from sponsorship and donations
amounted to less than four per cent of total revenue income.
The sources of income vary from one type of RFO to another
(Table 6.2). The organisations least dependent on subsidy
income were arts centres/venues (39 per cent) and publishers
(40 per cent). Reflecting the fact that they provide arts for
public consumption, these were also the only organisation
types for which earned income comprised a majority of their
revenue income, 58 per cent in both cases.
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Reflecting their roles as providers of services to the
sector and/or non-commercial orientation, the RFOs most
dependent on public subsidy were disability arts organisations
(93 per cent) and umbrella/arts resource organisations (87
per cent). Festivals were the only organisation type for which
contributions formed a substantial share of total revenue
income, 15 per cent compared to an average of less than four
per cent.
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6.2 Sources of Income (cont)
Table 6.2 Sources of revenue income by organisation type, combined 2006-07 and 2007-08 RFO survey returns
Organisation type:

Source of income:
Subsidy

Earned

Contributed

%

%

%

All

59.3

37.1

3.6

Touring company

65.0

29.6

5.4

Receiving / Producing Company

65.4

31.4

3.2

Arts centre / venue

39.3

58.4

2.3

Gallery

83.1

14.4

2.5

Promoter

75.0

21.8

3.2

Festival

56.9

28.1

15.1

Community arts organisation

68.4

26.0

5.6

Disability arts organisation

93.0

4.8

2.2

Publisher

40.1

58.4

1.4

Umbrella / arts resource organisation

86.8

12.8

0.4

Other

72.6

25.5

1.9

Source: ACNI, Survey of Regularly Funded Organisations.

The sources of revenue income by the art form of the
organisation are shown in Table 6.3.12 The combined arts
category is comprised of organisations producing a number
of different art forms. About four in 10 RFOs (38 per cent)
are classified as combined arts organisations. On average,
subsidy income accounts for approximately half the revenue
income of combined arts organisations. However, this is a
very mixed category. Most arts centres/venues and festivals
fall into the combined arts category, as do community and
disability arts organisations. The majority of the largest
RFOs are in the combined arts category. But the category
also includes a number of the smallest RFOs. Consequently,
there will be considerable variability across the combined
arts organisations in the extent to which they rely on public
subsidy as a source of revenue income.

Table 6.3 Sources of revenue income by art form of organisation, combined 2006-07 and 2007-08 RFO survey returns
Art form of organisation:

Source of income:
Subsidy

Earned

Contributed

%

%

%

All

59.3

37.1

3.6

Combined arts

50.1

46.1

3.9

Dance / Drama

75.1

24.1

0.8

Literature

59.7

39.2

1.1

Music / Opera

64.4

29.7

5.9

Traditional Arts

72.1

22.2

5.7

Visual Arts and Crafts

80.7

17.7

1.5

Source: ACNI, Survey of Regularly Funded Organisations.

 The classifications used are self-defined and relate to each organisation’s main art form.
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The analysis by art form also shows the heavy reliance
on public subsidy of dance/drama organisations (75 per
cent) and visual arts and crafts (81 per cent). Dance/drama
organisations are mainly comprised of touring and receiving/
producing companies. The visual arts category comprises the
art galleries (thirteen of those) as well as some arts centres/
venues and the studio groups.13

Traditional arts are also heavily reliant on subsidy income (72
per cent). Organisations in this art form category are mostly
promoters e.g. societies or co-ops promoting a specific
type of traditional art form or event. Some community arts
organisations also fall under the traditional arts heading.

Music/opera encompasses a wide range of organisation types,
including promoters, community arts, touring companies and
receiving/producing companies. On average, subsidy income
accounts for 64 per cent of revenue income among the music/
opera art form organisations.

6.3 expenditure
The headline results on the expenditure side from the RFO
surveys of 2006-07 and 2007-08 are shown in Table 6.4.
As with income, the change in expenditure by the constant
sample of 134 organisations provides the better indication
of the rate of change in total expenditure by RFOs. As can
be seen, total expenditure by the constant sample rose from
£35.4m to £39.1m, an increase of 10 per cent, which was
broadly in line with the 12 per cent rise in revenue income.

Table 6.4 Composition of expenditure, ACNI Regularly Funded Organisations
2006-07

2007-08

Combined

%

%

%

32.3

32.4

32.4

Other

17.8

17.8

17.8

Total

50.1

50.2

50.2

Salaries

32.3

29.8

30.9

Other

17.6

20.0

18.9

Programme costs
Artists

Core costs

Total

49.9

49.8

49.8

All costs

100.0

100.0

100.0

138

143

146

All organisations

£35,785

£43,016

£78,801

Constant sample (n=134)

£35,426

£39,092

£74,518

N of organisations
Total expenditure (£’000s):

Source: ACNI, Survey of Regularly Funded Organisations.

On average, the profile of expenditure by the RFOs was very
similar in both 2006-07 and 2008-09. Total expenditure was
almost equally split between programme and core costs.
Given the diverse nature of the RFOs, the split between
programme and core costs varied substantially from one type
of organisation to another.

Programme costs accounted for the majority of expenditure
by touring companies, festivals and disability arts
organisations. The programme costs share was lowest in
the miscellaneous other category (23 per cent), followed
by galleries (38 per cent) and umbrella/arts resource
organisations (40 per cent). In the remaining organisation
types, the split between programme and core costs was close
to the overall RFO average.

 The studio groups are too few in number – four – and small in scale to show separately in any part of this
Section without disclosing information that could potentially be linked to an individual organisation.
13
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6.3 expenditure (Cont)
Table 6.5 Composition of expenditure by organisation type, combined 2006-07 and 2007-08 RFO survey returns
Organisation type:

Programme

Core

%

%

All

50.2

49.8

Touring company

74.1

25.9

Receiving / Producing Company

49.0

51.0

Arts centre / venue

47.6

52.4

Gallery

38.4

61.6

Promoter

44.4

55.6

Festival

65.7

34.3

Community arts organisation

40.4

59.6

Disability arts organisation

57.2

42.8

Publisher

51.1

48.9

Umbrella / arts resource organisation

39.6

60.4

Other

22.8

77.2

Source: ACNI, Survey of Regularly Funded Organisations.

The split between programme and core costs varies less
by the art form of the organisation (Table 6.6). The main
exception was the music/opera art form. For that set of
organisations, programme costs accounted for over 70 per
cent of expenditure. Mainly, this reflects the inclusion of a
large touring company.

Table 6.6 Composition of expenditure by art form, ACNI Regularly Funded Organisations, combined 2006-07 and 2007-08 returns
Art form:

Component:
Programme

Core

%

%

All

50.3

49.7

Combined arts

46.5

53.5

Dance / Drama

40.7

59.3

Literature

57.7

42.3

Music / Opera

71.1

28.9

Traditional Arts

40.9

59.1

Visual Arts & Crafts

39.0

61.0

Combined arts

50.3

49.7

Source: ACNI, Survey of Regularly Funded Organisativons.
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6.4 Performances
The number of performances staged in a financial year,
and the audiences attracted to those performances, is an
important indicator of activity levels across the subsidised
arts sector. In the annual survey, RFOs are asked to state the
number of performances that they have staged in the survey
year, along with estimated audience levels.
In the 2007-08 survey, 84 RFOs reported that they had staged
a total of 7,309 performances (Table 6.7). For the most part,
these performances were reported by arts centres/venues,
touring and receiving/producing companies, promoters and
festivals.

Of course, a touring company may, for example, perform at
an arts centre/venue. Similarly, a festival performance may
involve a touring company performance at an arts centre/
venue. It is, therefore, likely that there is some duplication
across the performances reported by the RFOs. This will
certainly not be the case for all performances. Events
may be staged at a RFO venue by a company that is not
an RFO, whether from Northern Ireland or abroad. RFO
touring companies do not perform solely at RFO venues
or arts centres. Nonetheless, the potential for duplication
should be borne in mind in the use and interpretation of the
performances data reported in the RFO survey.

Table 6.7 Performances by organisation type, 2007-08, ACNI Regularly Funded Organisations
Organisation type:

Reported:
Total

Average

N of
organisations

No.

No.

No.

Touring company

1,139

94.9

12

Receiving/producing Company

1,663

138.6

12

Arts centre/venue

2,208

129.9

17

Promoter

1,194

62.8

19

Festival

498

99.6

5

Community arts organisation

188

26.9

7

All other

419

34.9

12

7,309

87.0

84

All
Source: ACNI, Survey of Regularly Funded Organisations.

The second major limitation of the performances data is that
it can be more or less difficult for RFOs to provide accurate
and reliable audience figures. Some organisations, notably
those with box-office systems, can provide such figures for
audience levels. In other cases, the reporting RFO may have
to rely on estimated attendance levels.

For the 2007-08 RFO survey, a number of organisations
submitted their audience figures sourced to Audiences NI 
data. In total, these organisations reported over 520,000
attendances, mainly at arts centres/venues (Table 6.8).  The
self-reported attendance figures from the remaining RFOs
are also shown in Table 6.8, with estimated total audiences of
over 850,000.

The uncertainty attached to the RFO attendance figures is
highlighted in Table 6.8 by distinguishing between selfreported audience figures and those which RFOs have been
able to supply by dint of their membership of Audiences NI.
Audiences NI was established by the Arts Council in 2004
with the objective of helping to develop audiences for the
arts and cultural sector in Northern Ireland. Audiences NI is
connected to the box office systems of member organisations
and is therefore in a position to compile data on attendances
at events promoted by its member organisations.
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6.4 Performances (Cont)
Table 6.8 Audiences by organisation type, 2007-08, ACNI Regularly Funded Organisations
Organisation type:

Sourced to:

1+
attendances

Audiences NI

Self-reported

No.

No.

Audiences reported
Touring company

0

94,300

Receiving / Producing Company

53,400

377,200

Arts centre/venue

467,200

178,400

Promoter

0

68,600

Festival

0

88,300

Community arts organisation

0

30,100

Other

2,000

16,700

Total

522,500

853,600

-

89

Receiving / Producing Company

212

268

Arts centre/venue

Average per performance
Touring company

431

171

Promoter

-

59

Festival

-

179

Community arts organisation

-

166

Other

31

48

Total

374

150

Source: ACNI, Survey of Regularly Funded Organisations.

Bearing in mind the uncertainties associated with selfreported data, it is still of interest to note the levels of activity
indicated across the various types of arts organisation.
Further evidence of the activity levels of the arts sector in
Northern Ireland can be found in the Audiences NI report
on tickets sold in the calendar year 2008 by its 22 member
organisations, amounting to just under 930,000 (Table
6.9). Many, though not all, of the Audiences NI member
organisations were also RFOs in that period. As noted by
Audiences NI in its report titled The Audience Audit 2008,
data drawn solely from its members’ box office systems do
not represent a comprehensive picture of arts audiences in
Northern Ireland.14 Rather, they represent a minimum level of
arts attendance in 2008.

 There are a number of ticket outlets that are not linked to organisation box office systems so not all ticket
sales are reflected.
14
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Table 6.9 Attendances by art form, 2008 – Audiences NI member organisations
Performances

Tickets

Average

No.

No.

No.

Theatre

1,929

539,656

280

Film

1,850

54,876

30

Music

1,108

255,799

231

Museum/exhibition

836

11,930

14

Participatory events

345

5,530

16

Literature

155

8,973

58

Dance

126

43,592

346

Visual arts and crafts

107

5,816

54

Other

11

1,804

164

Total

6,467

927,976

143

Source: Audiences NI, The Audience Audit 2008.

6.5 exhibitions
According to the 2007-08 survey returns, RFOs mounted a
total of 513 exhibitions spread across 12,316 days. The survey
returns also report on the number of artists shown at each
exhibition. As the same artist may exhibit on a number of
different occasions at different locations, the aggregated
figures for artists are best treated as an indication of artist
showings and not individual artists. Nonetheless, the
opportunity given to individual artists to show their work is
an important aspect of the contribution that exhibitions make
to the development of the arts in Northern Ireland and very
relevant to the Council’s objective of supporting the individual
artist.

Table 6.10 Exhibitions, 2007-08, ACNI Regularly Funded Organisations
Exhibitions

Days

Artist
showings

No.

No.

No.

513

12,316

6,150

296

6,979

4,160

All1

85

2,361

748

• Rest of UK

37

1,107

320

• Rep. of Ireland

33

924

326

• Elsewhere

28

942

227

No response

132

2,976

1,242

All
Where exhibited:
Not touring / NI only
Outside Northern Ireland

Organisations may have exhibited at a number of locations outside NI, hence the sum of
exhibitions by location outside NI may add to more than the total number of such exhibitions.

1

Source: ACNI, Survey of Regularly Funded Organisations.
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6.5 exhibitions (cont)
Exhibitions can also be mounted outside Northern Ireland.
This provides an opportunity to build Northern Ireland’s
‘reputational capital’, showcasing the work that is produced
by artists in the province. In 2007-08, 85 exhibitions
toured outside Northern Ireland, to the rest of the UK
(37), the Republic of Ireland (33) and internationally (28).
The international tours exhibited in a variety of locations,
including Washington DC, Houston, Texas, Harbin in China,
Italy, Slovenia, Helsinki, and Leuven in Belgium.

The second major indicator of interest is the level of
attendances attracted by the exhibitions mounted. Again, it
can be more or less difficult for RFOs to count attendances.
The reported attendances across all exhibitions in 2007-08
amounted to over 900,000 (Table 6.11).

Table 6.11 Exhibitions – attendances by organisation art form, 2007-08, ACNI Regularly Funded Organisations
Combined arts

Visual arts /
crafts

Other

All

No.

No.

No.

No.

186,000

645,700

70,800

902,500

106,400

218,500

34,100

359,200

49,100

300,700

6,300

356,200

0

82,600

1,500

84,100

• Rep. of Ireland

49,100

77,700

6,300

133,200

• Elsewhere

10,300

255,700

0

266,000

No response

30,300

126,400

30,300

187,100

All
Where exhibited:
Not touring / NI only
Outside NI
All1
• Rest of UK

Organisations may have exhibited at a number of locations outside NI, hence the sum of attendances by location
outside NI may add to more than the total number of attendances at those exhibitions.

1

Source: ACNI, Survey of Regularly Funded Organisations.

The majority of the total attendances figure (51 per cent)
was obtained through the use of a counter (Figure 6.1).
However, this in turn means that close to half of the reported
attendances figure was estimated rather than being counted.
This introduces a degree of uncertainty regarding the
accuracy of the overall attendance figure. Regardless of the
method of estimation, the art form reporting the highest
attendance levels was visual arts/crafts. RFOs in the visual
arts/crafts sector were particularly active outside Northern
Ireland, accounting for a large majority (84 per cent) of
estimated attendances at exhibitions mounted outside
Northern Ireland.
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The third major point of interest in the exhibitions data is the
extent to which RFOs actively seek to engage with the public.
Such activity enhances the relevance of the RFO’s activities to
the PSA 9 target of increasing attendance at arts events. The
main methods reported by RFOs are listed in Table 6.12. Most
often, RFOs sought to ensure an ‘accessible venue’. More
proactive methods such as outreach were less evident.
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Figure 6.1 Exhibition attendances: Method of estimation

500,000

464,100
402,900

375,000

250,000

125,000
25,100

10,300

0
Counter

Estimate

Sample count

No response

Source: ACNI RFO Survey

Table 6.12 Exhibitions – methods for engaging with the public1, 2007-08, ACNI Regularly Funded Organisations
Method:

All

Not touring /
NI only

Touring
outside NI

No response

Accessible venue

No.

No.

No.

No.

378

222

70

20

Affordability

200

Group targeting

144

119

28

10

80

39

8

Outreach

118

61

35

8

Formats available

116

53

39

8

Help with transport

34

20

3

2

Languages available

24

14

9

1

Other

41

30

4

1

None

22

18

3

1

Base - Exhibitions

513

296

85

132

1

Organisations could have used more than one method.

Source: ACNI, Survey of Regularly Funded Organisations.
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6.6 participation
Monitoring the efforts of RFOs to promote participation is
important at a number of levels from a policy perspective:
•

As part of the Growing Audiences theme in Creative
Connections, it is an objective of the Council to expand the
range of opportunities for people to take part in the arts.

•

The promoting arts participation objective in PSA 9 of the
Programme for Government.

•

As a means of levering the wider social benefits expected
from participation in the arts.

Participation can be difficult both to define and to measure.
In quantitative terms, RFOs report on the number of activities
involving participation and the number of sessions associated
with each activity. An activity may involve one session only,
or a series of sessions e.g. a course that stretches over a
number of weeks or months. In the 2007-08 survey, RFOs
reported almost 3,000 participation activities and 34,000
sessions or instances of participation. The total number of
participations in these sessions was reported at 216,000.

Table 6.13 Participation activities, 2007-08, ACNI Regularly Funded Organisations

All

Activities

Sessions

Participations

No.

No.

No.

2,943

34,092

216,100

266

899

22,200

Organisation type:
Touring company
Receiving / Producing Company

278

3,513

9,200

Arts centre/venue

637

7,225

77,800

Gallery

337

1,326

18,100

Promoter

678

11,039

53,900

Community arts organisation

484

6,940

21,000

Disability arts organisation

90

900

3,000

All other

173

2,250

10,900

Source: ACNI, Survey of Regularly Funded Organisations.

As with performances and exhibitions, it is clear from
inspection of the survey returns that RFOs found it
necessary to estimate participation levels on occasion. The
precise incidence of estimated participation levels cannot
be established. The data shown in Table 6.13 should be
interpreted with that caveat in mind.
RFOs are also asked to say what types of participation
characterised the activities included in their returns. At
least one of the types of participation listed in Table 6.14 was
mentioned in relation to 58 per cent of the activities included
in the RFO survey returns. Most often, RFOs said that the
participants ‘created art’ (39 per cent). Conversely, in 42 per
cent of the 2,943 activities reported in the RFO survey returns,
none of the listed types of participation was mentioned.
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Table 6.14 Participation activities – types of participation mentioned, 2007-08, ACNI Regularly Funded Organisations
No.

%

2,943

100.0

Participants chose subject

763

25.9

Participants chose treatment

855

29.1

1,149

39.0

Formed group

747

25.4

Participants met

333

11.3

Participants commented

816

27.7

Participants discussed

724

24.6

1+ types mentioned

1,694

57.6

None mentioned

1,249

42.4

All
Types of participation mentioned:

Created art

Note: RFOs could report more than one type of participation per activity. Hence, the types of participation mentioned
will sum to more than the number of activities.
Source: ACNI, Survey of Regularly Funded Organisations.
The uncertainties around defining and measuring
participation serve to emphasise the importance of obtaining
a picture of what it is that RFOs seek to achieve through their
participation activities and how they took those objectives
forward. Particularly from a social inclusion perspective,
the most appropriate point to start is to examine the target
groups mentioned by RFOs. This is particularly relevant to
the following objectives in the Growing Audiences theme of
Creative Connections, as follows:
•

To encourage more young people to experience the arts,
including increasing the level of activity targeting children
and young people.

•

Increase the diversity and number of people participating
in the arts, with particular reference to ethnic minority
groups and people with disabilities.

Both of these objectives are reflected in the target groups
that RFOs said they were trying to reach through their
participation activities. As can be seen from Table 6.15:
•

There was a particular emphasis on young people. Out of
2,943 activities, young people comprised the target group
in almost 1,400 sessions.

•

People with a disability comprised the target group in 546
of the participation activities i.e. one in five of the activities
included by RFOs. Their share of participations was
higher, at one in four (25 per cent).

•

Ethnic groups were the target group in 207 activities,
equating to seven per cent of the total. Their share of
estimated participations was higher at 14 per cent.

Table 6.15 Participation activities, 2007-08, ACNI Regularly Funded Organisations – Target groups
Activities

Sessions

Participations

No.

No.

No.

2,943

34,092

216,100

Young

1,386

15,199

127,600

Elderly

368

2,791

35,700

Deprived Groups

884

11,631

77,300

Rural Groups

506

5,061

44,100

Ethnic

207

3,128

30,700

Offenders

114

1,170

6,400

Disabilities

546

6,438

53,200

Victims

22

212

5,900

Other groups mentioned

501

7,073

33,700

No specific groups

242

2,434

20,400

All activities
Groups mentioned1

Multiple responses permitted per activity, hence the sum of groups mentioned will exceed the total
number of activities.

1

Source: ACNI, Survey of Regularly Funded Organisations.
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6.6 participation (cont)
It is also of interest to note the inclusion of a number of
other groups targeted by RFO participation activities. As
documented in Part II, older people are the least likely to
participate in arts activities. Particularly in light of an ageing
population in Northern Ireland, there is increasing awareness
of the benefits to be gained from stimulating greater
engagement with the arts by older people.

Of course, the mere fact of targeting a particular group does
not in itself demonstrate efficacy in reaching that group or
achieving beneficial outcomes. The outcome side of the group
targeting equation is always difficult to measure and requires
careful evaluation. Nonetheless, it is useful to note the range
of methods that RFOs said they employed in seeking to take
forward their participation activities.

The inclusion of rural groups resonates with the rural
infrastructure objectives in PSA 17 of the Programme
for Government. One of the targets for developing rural
infrastructure in the NI Rural Development Strategy
2007-2013 is to have 5,000 people benefiting from cultural
initiatives.

Outreach was mentioned in respect of about half the
participation activities as a method used to support access
(Table 6.16). The other main methods mentioned included
affordability (1,725 activities), accessible venue (1,670) and
group targeting (one in three activities).

From a social inclusion perspective, it is also interesting to
note that there are a number of activities aimed at helping
offenders. The potential role of the arts in reducing reoffending and promoting offender rehabilitation has received
considerable attention in recent years (for example, the
articles by White and Wrench and Clarke in Cowling’s 2004
set of readings on society and the arts).

Table 6.16 Participation activities, 2007-08, ACNI Regularly Funded Organisations – Methods used to support access
Activities

Sessions

Participations

No.

No.

No.

2,943

34,092

216,100

Outreach

1,570

13,750

104,600

Group Targeting

1,010

10,014

62,000

29

422

2,300

All activities
Methods mentioned1

Childcare
Affordability

1,725

18,553

143,000

Help with transport

294

4,015

17,800

Different Languages

48

548

7,100

Different Format

339

3,132

25,800

Accessible Venue

1,670

18,978

97,500

Speech-to-Text

50

431

1,600

Support Worker Costs

130

1,413

4,400

Sensory Interaction

65

594

1,900

Audio Described

17

1,019

6,200

None mentioned

29

387

2,500

 Multiple responses permitted per activity, hence the sum of methods mentioned will exceed the total number of activities.

1

Source: ACNI, Survey of Regularly Funded Organisations.
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The types of art forms mentioned by RFOs as part of their
participation activities are listed in Table 6.17. The visual
arts and crafts were the most frequently mentioned art form
at the activity level; over half of all participation activities
mentioned visual arts and crafts. When measured at the level
of sessions or participations, music was mentioned more
often than any other art form. Theatre also featured strongly,
being mentioned in relation to one in three activities and a
similar proportion of sessions.

Table 6.17 Participation activities by art form, 2007-08, ACNI Regularly Funded Organisations

All activities

Activities

Sessions

Participations

No.

No.

No.

2,943

34,092

216,100

Art forms mentioned1
1,029

10,737

80,100

Dance

Theatre

429

7,539

53,300

Music

664

22,396

129,400

Visual arts & crafts

1,564

13,051

88,000

Literature

308

3,139

24,600

Combined arts

396

4,819

28,800

Film

127

1,408

7,800

None mentioned

131

898

12,700

 Multiple responses permitted per activity, hence the sum of art forms mentioned will exceed the
total number of activities.

1

Source: ACNI, Survey of Regularly Funded Organisations.
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6.6 participation (cont)
Arts organisations exist to produce, or facilitate the
production of, various types of art forms and activities. To that
extent, it is interesting to note that a number of RFOs were
able to say that their participation activities would lead to
certificates and qualifications. In eight per cent of activities,
the RFO indicated that the activity would lead to a qualification
(Table 6.18). These activities were not confined to any one
organisation, being spread across a number of different art
forms. RFOs also indicated a number of activities, amounting
to two per cent of the total, where participation would lead to
qualifications.
The RFO survey results do not, however, say how many
individual participants went on to obtain certificates or
qualifications.

Table 6.18 Participation activities leading to certificates and qualifications, 2007-08, ACNI Regularly Funded Organisations
Activities
Number

Per cent of all

No.

%

247

8.4

Certificates
All mentions
By art form of organisation:
• Combined arts

154

10.6

• Dance/drama

20

1.4

• Literature

27

6.8

• Music/opera

15

7.6

• Traditional arts

18

14.6

• Visual arts/crafts

13

4.2

62

2.1

Qualifications
All mentions
Source: ACNI, Survey of Regularly Funded Organisations.

The final topic considered in this Section is the extent to
which RFO activities are taken forward on a cross-community
basis. This is within the context of the Shared Future strategy
and the potential contribution of the arts to improved
relationships between the two communities.  The Council
has also consistently supported programmes designed to
foster improved relationships between the two communities,
most recently with the Re-imaging Communities programme
aimed at delivering community-based projects to help tackle
sectarianism and racism. The Council also has a statutory
responsibility under Section 75 of the Northern Ireland Act
(1978) to promote equality of opportunity and to have regard
to the need to promote good relations.
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In that context, the RFO survey asks supported organisations
to say if their participation activities are single community
(participants are drawn mainly or entirely from one of the
two main communities) or cross-community (participants are
drawn from both main communities). Forty-four per cent of
the RFOs were unable to give a response to the community
background question (Table 6.19). Of those organisations that
provided a response, 70 per cent said that their participation
activities were cross-community.
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Table 6.19 Participation activities and community background, by organisation type, 2007-08, ACNI Regularly Funded Organisations
All or mainly
single
community

Crosscommunity

No response

%

%

%

Touring company

28

15

57

Receiving / Producing Company

18

44

38

Arts centre/venue

15

46

39

Gallery

13

63

24

Promoter

10

35

55

Community arts organisation

33

24

43

Disability arts organisation

6

80

14

Other

8

30

62

All

17

39

44

Excluding no response

30

70

Source: ACNI, Survey of Regularly Funded Organisations.

The incidence of participation activities described as being all
or mainly single community was highest for community arts
organisations (33 per cent). This is not especially surprising
as many communities in Northern Ireland are dominated by
one or other of the two main communities.
According to the 2001 Census, a majority of Northern
Ireland’s population (61 per cent) live in areas that are at
least 80 per cent comprised of one or other of the two main
communities. Furthermore, the most deprived areas – to
which community regeneration funds tend to be directed - are
highly concentrated in areas where one or other of the two
main communities accounts for 90 per cent or more of the
local population. This is an important part of the context for
community-based arts in Northern Ireland.

Figure 6.2 Catholic population shares of NI Super Output Areas
Most deprived 20%
All other areas

Catholic population share

90% and above
80%-89%
70%-79%
60%-69%
50%-59%
40%-49%
30%-39%
20%-29%
10%-19%
Less than 10%
0

8

15

23

30

Per cent of Super Output Areas

Source: NISRA, Census of Population 2001.
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7 the individual artist
7.1 Overview
Supporting individual artists is a key element in the Arts
Council’s strategy for strengthening and developing the arts
over the period 2007-2012.

The next part of this Section provides a summary of SIAP 
awards over the period from 2004-05 to 2008-09. The Section
then presents a profile of the supported artists along the
dimensions of gender, age and employment status.

The Council is pursuing that objective through its Support
for the Individual Artist Programme (SIAP). From 2004-05
through to 2008-09, a total of 625 individuals were awarded
SIAP grants. Drawing on information supplied by the Arts
Council, this Section presents a picture of the individual
artists who have received assistance from SIAP.

7.2 siap awards
Following a report by Anthony Everitt in 2000, the Arts Council
introduced the SIAP in 2001 as a vehicle for the development
and support of artists. The programme is open to artists of
all disciplines and in all types of working practice, who have
made a contribution to artistic activities in Northern Ireland
for a minimum period of one year and are domiciled in
Northern Ireland.
Those meeting the criteria can apply for project assistance,
travel grants or residencies, under a number of different
schemes, including: general arts awards (funded through the
national lottery); self-arranged residencies; major individual
awards; travel awards; New York residency; international
residencies; and, young musicians’ platform. For the three
years, 2008/09 – 2010/11, the Arts Council is prioritising
emerging artists by ring-fencing 20 per cent of awards for
applicants that have not previously received SIAP awards.
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From 2004-05 to 2008-09, 1,047 SIAP awards were made,
with a value of almost £2.2m (Table 7.1). As SIAP is for
individuals, the majority of awards are relatively small in
scale. Over four-fifths of the awards made (84 per cent) were
for amounts of less than £3,000. The 16 per cent of awards
in excess of £3,000 accounted for close to half (47 per cent)
of the total value of SIAP awards. The majority of awards (62
per cent) were made under the general arts and other NIbased schemes. Travel and international residency schemes
comprised 38 per cent of awards. A wide range of art forms
were supported, most frequently for visual arts and film (46
per cent), followed by music (17 per cent) and literature (14
per cent).
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Table 7.1 Support for the Individual Artist, Awards, 2004-05 to 2007-08
Number

Value

No.

%

£’000s

%

1,047

100.0

£2,194

100.0

£100-£300

176

17

£43

2

£301-£1,000

273

26

£193

9

All awards
Size of award

£1,001-£2,000

227

22

£368

17

£2,001-£3,000

202

19

£554

25

£3,001 and over

169

16

£1,036

47

General/NI-based

651

62

£1,792

82

Travel/international

396

38

£402

18

62

6

£138

6

Category

Art Form
Combined
Craft

61

6

£136

6

Dance

21

2

£58

3

Drama

47

4

£143

7

Literature

147

14

£332

15

Music

181

17

£378

17

Traditional Arts

48

5

£121

5

Visual Arts & Film

480

46

£889

41

Source: ACNI

7.3 profile of siap awards
A total of 625 individuals were supported through SIAP over
the period 2004-05 to 2008-09. Of these, 428 completed
monitoring returns providing the information from which
Table 7.2 has been compiled. The response rate of 68 per cent
is adequate as a basis on which to prepare the profile of SIAP 
participants by age, sex and employment status.

Table 7.2 Profile of SIAP awardees1, 2004-05 to 2008-09, age and sex
Per cent
All

100

Sex
• Male

54

• Female

46

Age
• 16-24

5

• 25-39

54

• 40 and over

41

Base

428

 Excluding non-responses, of which there were 197 (32 per cent).

1

Source: ACNI.
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7.3 profile of siap awards (cont)
Based on the monitoring returns, the gender split among
those granted SIAP awards was 54 per cent male and 46 per
cent female. This is identical to the gender split amongst
employees in employment in the creative industries.15  As
can be seen from Table 7.3, the self-employed comprise
a large portion (40 per cent) of SIAP grant recipients. The
self-employed tend to have a higher proportion of males
than females, including in the cultural occupations (see,
for example, the study by Davies and Lindley, 2003, for a
statistical portrait of the cultural sector in England). In 2001,
according to the NI Census of Population, the male:female
split in culture, media and sport occupations was 63:37. It
would therefore appear that the representation of women
in SIAP is at least on a par, and perhaps in excess of, their
representation in the cultural sector as a whole.

From the SIAP monitoring returns, one in 20 recipients was
aged 16 to 24. This is less than their share of all persons in
employment (14 per cent). While sample sizes are limited
for Northern Ireland, the SIAP share of awards going to
16-24 year olds is also less than their share of employment
in the creative industries (approximately 11 per cent based
on Labour Force Survey data). As Galloway et al (2002) note,
starting and building a career is challenging for young artists.
This is recognised in the Council’s prioritisation of support
for emerging artists and also the inclusion of the young
musician’s platform scheme.
Persons making their living as employees accounted for
almost one in two SIAP recipients (48 per cent) (Table 7.3). Of
those, about half were employed in art, either on a full-time
or part-time basis. A further 30 per cent were employed in an
art-related activity. The remaining 20 per cent of employees
were in non-art related jobs.

Table 7.3 Profile of SIAP awardees1, 2004-05 to 2008-09, employment status
Per cent of:
All

Employees

Employees

48

100

   Employed full-time in Art

15

31

   Employed part-time in Art

9

19

   Employed full-time in Art-related

6

12

   Employed part-time in Art-related

9

18

   Employed full-time in Non-art-related

6

12

   Employed part-time in Non-art-related

4

8

Self-employed

40

-

Unemployed

9

-

Retired

3

-

428

205

Base
 Excluding non-responses, of which there were 197 (32 per cent).

1

Source: ACNI.

At 40 per cent, the incidence of self-employment among SIAP 
recipients is considerably higher than in the wider labour
market. For Northern Ireland as a whole, the self-employed
share of those in a job is about 15 per cent (Source: Labour
Force Survey).
Just below one in 10 SIAP recipients described themselves as
unemployed, with the remaining three per cent saying they
were retired.

The pattern of employment shown in Table 7.3 was broadly
replicated across the different art forms for which awards
were granted. At 61 per cent, the self-employed share was
above the average amongst those in drama or dance.16 In
literature, the majority (57 per cent) were employees. They
were also less likely to be working in a job in the arts or
art-related (62 per cent), compared to the average for all
recipients in employment (80 per cent).

 The creative industries are defined and discussed in detail in Section 10 below.

15

 Art forms have been combined so that the base number of returns is at least 30 in any one category.

16
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Table 7.4 Profile of SIAP awardees, by art forms mentioned1, 2004-05 to 2007-08
Employees
All

Of which in the
arts /
art-related

Self-employed

Unemployed

%

%

%

%

Music

47

71

42

11

Drama/dance

27

100

61

12

Literature

57

62

33

10

Visual arts/film

49

88

40

10

Other

46

73

47

7

All

49

80

41

9

 Excluding non-responses.

1

Source: ACNI.

The pattern of employment among SIAP recipients is
consistent with findings from a number of studies of those
working as individual artists and/or in the cultural sector,
notably the high self-employment share.

The 2004 evaluation of the SIAP reported that, in the sample
studied:
•

Less than half (42 per cent) earned around or below the
average household income in the previous year.

For example, in a study of employment and income patterns
of artists living and working in Northern Ireland, Everitt (2000)
found that:

•

Over one-third (39 per cent) were above the average
income range.

•

Two-thirds were wholly or partly self-employed;

•

•

More than half had other sources of income;

Almost 60 per cent of those artists that had the average
household income, and those that earned less than it,
earned 50 per cent or less of their income from art.

•

Earnings from art were low and irregular;

•

Most respondents could not live on the income from
their art;

•

Even with other sources of income artists were still
struggling;
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In a qualitative study of artists, Galloway et al (2002)
found that most artists prefer working for themselves,
notwithstanding the associated uncertainty and insecurity.
But, as Galloway et al also note, uncertainty is in many
respects the ‘central ingredient’ of artists’ employment.
The element of uncertainty in turn highlights the risks that
artists take in pursuit of their creative endeavours. SIAP 
awards help to share that risk, thereby promoting a higher
level of artistic activity than might otherwise be the case.
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Part IV:
INVESTING IN
THE ARTS
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8 the PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
8.1 Overview
This Part of the Digest focuses on the theme of investing
in the arts. In this Section, the objective is to document
the progress that has been made in building the physical
infrastructure for the arts in Northern Ireland i.e. venues and
arts centres. The next Section reviews local or place-based
initiatives that build the arts in local communities.
Building the physical infrastructure for the arts is an
essential complement to the development of the cultural
infrastructure of arts organisations in Northern Ireland (see
Section 5). Venues and arts centres provide the facilities that
arts professionals need to learn, develop and showcase their
work.
The availability of a stock of modern and accessible facilities
is also a key ingredient in developing audiences for the arts
in Northern Ireland.  Over the last decade the Arts Council
has pursued the strategic objective of having a dedicated arts
facility within a radius of 20 miles of every person in Northern
Ireland, to ensure an equitable distribution of opportunities
for attending and participating in arts events and activities.
That objective was set out in the Council’s first development
plan for the arts, titled To the Millennium and covering the
period from 1995-2000. At that time, arts facilities were very
much concentrated in the Belfast area. By the mid-2000s,
the Arts Council had supported the development of a range
of new cultural buildings in towns and cities across Northern
Ireland. Every person living in Northern Ireland now has
access to a dedicated arts facility in their region thanks to
an investment of £33 million by the Arts Council of Northern
Ireland.

Strategically-located cultural buildings represent one of
the most visible symbols of regeneration in towns and city
centres. Such investments therefore contribute directly
to the PfG objectives for housing, urban regeneration and
community development (PSA 12). The regeneration objective
is to promote “viable and vital towns and city centres” in order
to “create shared spaces that are accessible to all and where
people can live, work and socialise”.  
In First Step Towards Sustainability (2006), the Government’s
sustainable development strategy for Northern Ireland, a
sustainable community is defined to include “opportunities
for culture, leisure, recreation and other shared community
activities”. This engages investment in the arts with PSA 
11 in the Programme for Government, which aims to drive
investment for sustainable development.
Within the economic growth priority, investment in the
cultural infrastructure is directly relevant to the aim of
developing the tourism sector in Northern Ireland (PSA 5) and
is one of the actions to be taken forward under objective 1 of
PSA 5 (see Table 1.1 in Section 1).
The next part of this Section presents information provided
by the Arts Council regarding capital spending on the arts
in Northern Ireland. The Section then provides an overview
on the venues and art centres that have resulted from the
Council’s capital expenditure awards over the past decade.

By facilitating engagement with the arts, whether through
increasing attendances or enabling wider participation,
investing in the physical infrastructure is clearly relevant
to the Council’s Creative Connections strategy and the
Programme for Government (PfG) objective of promoting
access to culture, arts and leisure (PSA 9). In addition, the
development of new cultural facilities is relevant across a
range of Government objectives in the PfG, as follows.
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8.2 CAPITAL awards
Funding for capital awards towards the development of the
physical infrastructure for the arts has come from three main
sources, as follows (see Table 8.1):
•

National Lottery Funds.

•

DCAL Challenge Fund.

•

North West Challenge Fund.

In general terms, the Lottery Funds have been the main
instrument driving the dispersal of arts venues and centres
throughout Northern Ireland. From 2004-05 to 2008-09, over
£6.5m was awarded under the Lottery Public Art and Building
scheme. Indeed, capital awards by the Council had been
even higher in the early-2000s, with over £12m awarded by
the ACNI towards the construction of seven new arts venues
between 2000 and 2004.

The DCAL Challenge Fund has been mainly focused on
building the cultural infrastructure in Belfast and Derry.
In 2002, Belfast submitted a bid to be considered as
the European Capital of Culture 2008. That bid was not
successful, with one of the main reasons being the city’s
relative lack of cultural infrastructure. In response, DCAL 
bid for and secured significant capital awards for investment
in arts projects during both the 2004-2007 and 2008-2011
budget periods.
In the period 2004-2007, Government allocated £18m for arts
infrastructure, primarily in Belfast, underlining government’s
strategy to encourage arts and culture to lead the way in the
city’s social and economic regeneration. During 2008-2011,
DCAL secured a further £31.6m funding for allocation on arts
capital projects across Northern Ireland.

Table 8.1 ACNI awards for investment in arts infrastructure, by art form, 2004/05 to 2008/09, constant 2007-08 prices
£million

Per cent of all

Lottery - Public Art and Building

6.512

20.3

• Combined Arts

4.011

12.5

• Drama

0.264

0.8

• Music

0.726

2.3

• Traditional Arts

0.018

0.1

• Visual Arts

1.494

4.7

DCAL Challenge Fund

21.611

67.3

• Combined Arts

9.988

31.1

• Drama

9.230

28.7

• Music

2.393

7.5

North West Challenge Fund

3.994

12.4

• Combined Arts

1.963

6.1

• Literature

0.045

0.1

• Music

1.000

3.1

• Visual Arts

0.986

3.1

32.117

100.0

All
Source: ACNI Awards Database.

In 2005, a £4m Challenge Fund for the arts and cultural
sector in the North West was established as part of the
Ilex Regeneration Plan for the Derry City Council area. The
fund was distributed in two strands: a £3.2m challenge fund
for projects capable of making a significant contribution to
regeneration and arts provision in the area and £0.8m for a
piece of iconic artwork to mark the regeneration of the city.
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The geographical distribution of capital awards made
between 1995 and 2008 is shown in Figure 8.1. The four
Belfast constituencies accounted for 35 per cent of the total
value of awards. The Foyle constituency, within which Derry
City is located, received 17 per cent of the total awards. The
remaining 48 per cent of the value of awards, representing an
investment of almost £18m, was allocated to various locations
outside Belfast and Derry.  That investment has been key to
meeting the Council’s objective of ensuring that every person
living in Northern Ireland has access to a dedicated arts
facility.
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8.2 CAPITAL awards (cont)
Figure 8.1 ACNI capital awaards, 1995-2008, Parlimentary Constituencies
West Tyrone
Upper Bann
Strangford
South Down
South Antrim
North Down
North Antrim
Newry and Antrim
Mid Ulster
Lagan Valley
Foyle
Fermanagh & S. Tyrone
East Londonderry
East Antrim
Belfast West
Belfast South
Belfast North
Belfast East
0
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10

15

20
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Per cent of total

Source: ACNI

8.3 venues
As a result of the investments made over the past decade
and a half, Northern Ireland now possesses an array of arts
venues and centres distributed across the province. The
venues can broadly be classified under three main headings:
•

New venues, constructed since 2000 or currently in
progress (Table 8.2).

•

Major refurbishments (Table 8.3).

•

Other main venues supported by the Arts Council e.g.
through the Annual Support for Organisations Programme
(ASOP) (Table 8.3).

The 12 completed new venues listed in Table 8.2 have been
central to the Arts Council’s strategy of ensuring equitable
access to dedicated arts facilities for the population of
Northern Ireland.
State-of-the-art buildings have been constructed in the
Marketplace Theatre in Armagh City, the Burnavon Arts and
Cultural Centre in Cookstown, the Millennium Forum and
Verbal Arts Centre in Derry/Londonderry, the Island Arts
Centre in Lisburn City, the Millennium Court Arts Centre in
Portadown, the Flowerfield Arts Centre in Portstewart and
most recently Braid in Ballymena, Alley in Strabane and
Strule in Omagh.
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Table 8.2 Major new venues completed since 2000 and currently in progress
Location

Venue Name

Year completed /scheduled

Marketplace Theatre

2001

Cookstown

Burnavon Arts and Cultural Centre

2000

Derry City

Millennium Forum

2002

Derry City

Verbal Arts Centre

2000

Derry City

Cultúrlann Uí Chanáin

2009

Lisburn City

Island Arts Centre

2001

Portadown

Millennium Court Arts Centre

2002

Portstewart

Flowerfield Arts Centre

2004

Ballymena

Braid

2008

Strabane

Alley

2007

Omagh

Strule

2008

Gasyard Art Factory

2008

Belfast

Metropolitan Arts Centre (MAC)

2011

Belfast

Lyric Theatre

2011

Completed
Armagh City

Derry City
In progress

Source: ACNI 
Currently there is an emphasis on strengthening the
infrastructure in Derry and Belfast. Derry now boasts
buildings such as the recently opened Cultúrlann Uí Chanáin,
and the newly refurbished Playhouse and Waterside Theatre.
Belfast’s Ulster Hall and Grand Opera House have both
received extensive facelifts. The Crescent Arts Centre has
recently undergone a major refurbishment.

Other building projects currently in progress include the
redevelopment of the Lyric Theatre. The Old Museum Arts
Centre is taking forward the £17.6m Metropolitan Arts Centre
(MAC) project, a new build Arts Centre in Belfast’s Cathedral
Quarter.

Table 8.3 Major refurbishments
Location

Venue Name

Year completed

Derry City

Playhouse

2009

Derry City

Waterside Theatre

2009

Belfast

Ulster Hall

2007

Belfast

Grand Opera House

2006

Belfast

Conway Mill

2010

Belfast

The Crescent

2010

Source: ACNI 

Table 8.4 Other main venues directly supported by the Arts Council
Location

Venue Name

Belfast

Linenhall Library

Belfast

Ormeau Baths Gallery

Antrim

Clotworthy Arts Centre

Coleraine

Riverside Theatre

Derry

The Nerve Centre

Downpatrick

Down Arts Centre

Enniskillen

Ardhowen Theatre

Newtownards

Ards Art Centre

Source: ACNI
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8.4 wider impacts
The most immediate wider impact of the arts infrastructure
investment is the regeneration impact. As noted in the review
of the culture sub-pillar of the Investment Strategy Northern
Ireland (ISNI), “In Northern Ireland the arts are central to
the regeneration strategies for both Belfast and Derry”. The
regeneration impact is not confined to Belfast and Derry. For
example, the Strule Arts Centre in Omagh is part of a major
urban regeneration scheme to transform the riverbank and
surrounding area.
The contribution that the arts make to wider regeneration
efforts can be seen in the partnership approach that has
characterised the development of new arts venues and the
major refurbishments listed above. In the first 10 years of
Lottery Funding, through to 2004, a total of seven new arts
venues were completed. These venues engaged a wide range
of partners, including City and District Councils in Armagh,
Cookstown, Craigavon, Derry, Lisburn and Coleraine.  Other
co-funders included:
•

Department of Social Development (DSD).

•

The Northern Ireland Tourist Board.

•

International Fund for Ireland.

•

Environment and Heritage Service.

•

Department of Agriculture and Rural Development.

•

Peace and Reconciliation Programme (DSD).

•

Craigavon District Partnership (Peace and Reconciliation).

The partnership approach has had its most obvious impact in
the levering of other resources in addition to the Arts Council
awards. For each £1 of ACNI funding, an additional £1.56 was
provided by the funding partners. Thus, the total expenditure
per £1 of ACNI funding amounted to £2.56 (see Table 8.5).
Clearly, this multiplies the immediate impact of ACNI funding
in the creation of jobs during the construction phase.
The involvement of the various funding partners testifies
to the multiple objectives that are met through investment
in arts infrastructure.  The contribution to regeneration
objectives is clearly signalled by the involvement of DSD, the
government department responsible for urban regeneration
in Northern Ireland. The NITB involvement signals the role
that the cultural infrastructure plays in tourism development.
Arts projects have also been able to make a contribution to
the peace and reconciliation effort in Northern Ireland, as
testified by the involvement of the Peace and Reconciliation
Fund, a District Partnership and the International Fund for
Ireland (IFI).

 Table 8.5 New arts venues completed 2000-2004: Total spend
Location

Armagh City

Venue

Total

ACNI

Total £’s per
ACNI £

£m

£m

£

Marketplace Theatre

6.265

3.672

1.71

Cookstown

Burnavon Arts and Cultural Centre

1.924

1.126

1.71

Derry City

Millennium Forum

13.819

2.574

5.37

Derry City

Verbal Arts Centre

1.638

1.174

1.39

Lisburn City

Island Arts Centre

3.618

1.302

2.78

Portadown

Millennium Court Arts Centre

2.110

1.090

1.93

Portstewart

Flowerfield Arts Centre

2.218

1.388

1.60

31.591

12.326

2.56

Total

Source: Arts Council of Northern Ireland, 2004, Building for the Arts: Celebrating 10 Years of Lottery Funding.
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It is, however, important to appreciate that the additional
funding levered by ACNI awards is often not for the purpose
of arts development per se. Rather, partners provide funding
in order to release instrumental benefits from investing in the
arts that match their own objectives or help them fulfil their
specific remit e.g. urban regeneration in the case of DSD or
peace and reconciliation objectives in the case of the Peace
Programme.
With reference to the arts, the Investment Strategy Northern
Ireland (ISNI)/DCAL (2008) review of the Culture, Arts and
Sport Sub-Pillar has noted that investment in the arts has
the potential to contribute to the new creative economy by
“providing employment opportunities, generating a range
of commercial activities and building confidence and pride
within artists, arts organisations and the communities they
serve”. The ISNI/DCAL review points specifically to the
following impacts:
•

A social and economic impact study of the Grand Opera
House found that every £1 of Arts Council revenue subsidy
resulted in over £5 being spent within the wider Northern
Ireland economy. A similar study of the Ulster Orchestra
showed that it generates direct spend of over £3 million,
equating to £1.90 for every £1 of revenue subsidy received.

•

The new venues have helped to bring additional direct
and indirect employment for venue staff, artists and other
services that support these venues.

The ISNI/DCAL review also highlights the potential
contribution of investment in the arts to the tourism sector
in Northern Ireland. The review notes that Cultural tourism
represents between 35 and 40 per cent of all tourism
worldwide and had been growing at 15 per cent per annum,
faster than any other tourism sector.  
The potential tourism impact of arts infrastructure
investment is reflected in the role, noted earlier, that the
Northern Ireland Tourist Board (NITB) has played as a partner
in helping to support new venue development. In the most
recent NITB Corporate Plan, culture and heritage is identified
as one of the key products within its portfolio of attractions.
It is, however, not possible from the current NITB Visitor
Attractions Survey to identify precisely the role that cultural
tourism plays within the Northern Ireland tourism sector.
Information is available on visitors to museums and art
galleries combined. Total visitor numbers under this heading
are in excess of 1m, with the out-of-state proportion in the
region of 25-30 per cent (Table 8.6).

Table 8.6 Museums and Art Galleries: Visitor numbers
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

907,000

1,005,000

1,035,000

792,000

1,049,000

N.I. visitors

708,000

673,000

745,000

546,000

787,000

78%

67%

72%

69%

75%

Out-of-state visitors

200,000

331,000

290,000

246,000

262,000

22%

33%

28%

31%

25%

Visitor Numbers
Of which:

Source: NITB Visitor Attractions Survey
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8.4 wider impacts (cont)
Investment in arts infrastructure can also be seen to
contribute to wider sustainability and economic goals.
As an example of the sustainability benefits, it is worth
noting that the wider value of the Playhouse refurbishment
was recognised by the awards it has won, including: the
Northern Ireland Sustainable Planning Award for Sustainable
Communities and Regeneration; and, the British Urban
Regeneration Association’s Best Practice in Regeneration
award for 2009.

Finally, it can be noted that investments need to be sustained
in order for the benefits to accrue. Meeting the sustainability
requirement will require ongoing public support. In the
period 2006-07 to 2007-08, 18 arts centres/venues featured
among the ACNI’s regularly funded organisations.  Of their
total revenue income, 39 per cent was through some form
of subsidy, mainly the District Councils and the Arts Council
(Table 8.7). Earned income accounted for 58 per cent of the
total revenue income of these 18 organisations. Contributions
and donations made up a little over two per cent.

From a social inclusion perspective, the provision of
appropriate facilities can help arts organisations to more
effectively lever the wider social benefits that derive from
participation in the arts (as discussed in Sections 3 and
5). Investment in arts facilities means that educational
programmes and outreach projects can be expanded, thereby
encouraging wider community involvement and increased
opportunities to participate.

Table 8.7 Sources of revenue income, ACNI Regularly Funded Organisations – Art centres and venues, 2006-07 and 2007-08
%
Subsidy

39.3

Of which:
• ACNI

10.9

• Lottery

2.2

• An Chomhairle Ealaίon

0.0

• Local Authorities

21.7

• NI Government Departments

1.3

• European Commission

0.9

• Other

2.3

Earned income

58.4

Contributed

2.3

Of which:
• Sponsorship

2.3

• Donations

0.0

All sources

100.0

N of organisations

18

Source: ACNI, Survey of Regularly Funded Organisations.
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9 communities
9.1 Overview
There is increasing recognition of the potential role that
the arts can play in local regeneration and community
development. In that respect, it has been argued that the
acceptance of the role of the arts as a tool for urban economic
regeneration has grown in tandem with an increasing interest
in the wider social benefits of arts provision: “Art and culture
is central to local communities’ identity and represents
investment in communities’ social capital” (Cowling, 2003).  
That is, community-based participation in arts and heritage
activities can play a role in developing social capital and
building community relations, especially in disadvantaged
communities.
The Arts Council has a history of supporting programmes
that seek to have a creative and positive effect at the
neighbourhood or local community level. Continuing
such work is one of the elements of Theme 1 in Creative
Connections i.e. Art at the Heart – Promoting the Value of the
Arts.
Within the context of the Programme for Government
(PfG), and to the extent that arts programmes focus on
disadvantaged areas, the potential contribution of the arts to
local regeneration efforts is highly relevant to the urban and
rural regeneration objectives. Objective 2 of PSA 12 (Housing,
Urban Regeneration and Community Development) aims
to regenerate disadvantaged urban areas, working to close
the gap in quality of life for those living in Neighbourhood
Renewal Areas in Northern Ireland. The targets in this
objective are specifically linked to PSA 9, which aims to
promote access to culture, arts and leisure.

ARTS COUNCIL OF NORTHERN IRELAND

The rural dimension is reflected in PSA 17 (Rural
Infrastructure), which aims to help rural communities
improve the physical, economic and social infrastructure
of their areas. One of the targets for improving the rural
infrastructure objective is to deliver measures through the NI 
Rural Development Strategy 2007-2013 that will enable 5,000
people to benefit from cultural initiatives.
Community-based arts activities are also relevant to the
sustainable development agenda of PSA 11. In First Step
Towards Sustainability, the Government’s sustainable
development strategy for Northern Ireland, one of the
dimensions of a sustainable community is that it is active,
safe and inclusive, defined as “fair, tolerant, welcoming and
cohesive with opportunities for culture, leisure, recreation
and other shared community activities”.
Finally, in the specific context of Northern Ireland,
community-based arts initiatives can contribute positively
to the Shared Future strategy for improving community
relations, one of the cross-cutting themes in the Programme
for Government.
All of the foregoing themes are evident in the Arts Council’s
community-focused programmes over the past number of
years
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9.2 programmes
Mainly through its various Lottery schemes, from 2004-05 to
2008-09 the Arts Council has provided over £23m (constant
2007-08 prices) to support arts projects which take place in a
community context (Table 9.1). This represents 26 per cent of
the combined Exchequer and National Lottery funds awarded
over the same period.17 It should be noted that the awards
shown in Table 9.1 do not include support for community arts
organisations through ASOP (Section 6) or SIAP awards to
community-based individual artists (Section 7).

Table 9.1 Community-focused programmes – ACNI awards by Fund, 2004-05 to 2008-09, constant 2007-08 prices
£m

%

Lottery

20.413

87.6

• Project funding/Access

13.478

57.8

• Awards for All

2.918

12.5

• Art of Regeneration

2.586

11.1

• Other programmes

1.127

4.8

• Musical instruments

0.304

1.3

Exchequer/other

2.889

12.4

• STartUP

0.096

0.4

• Re-imaging Communities

2.643

11.3

• Musical instruments

0.151

0.6

23.302

100.0

Total
Source: ACNI.

The following provides a brief overview on some of the main
Lottery and other schemes with a community or place-based
focus.
The Project Funding scheme aims to assist organisations to
deliver arts projects which contribute to the growth of arts
in the community for new and existing audiences and which
reflect the diversity of Northern Ireland’s society and culture.
The scheme commenced in 2006-07 as an amalgam of a
number of previously existing Lottery schemes, such as the
Access scheme, which was aimed at supporting arts projects
which take place in a community context.
The Arts Council’s Small Grants Programme was launched
in January 2009, to help small groups in Northern Ireland.
Awards can be made within the range of £500 to £10,000.
Previously, such groups had been supported under the joint
Lottery Distributors’ Awards for All.
The Awards for All programme was established in Northern
Ireland in 2001/02 and offered up to 100 per cent funding
to small groups to run arts programmes involving people
in their communities. The awards were intended to make a
real difference to smaller groups and strengthen community
activity, particularly among those who struggle to find funds
from elsewhere.

The aims of the programme were as follows:
•

Bring people together and increase community-based
arts activities by helping communities to meet their needs
through voluntary action, self-help projects, local facilities
or events.

•

‘Communities’ could be people in a local area or people
who share a common interest or need.

•

Involve more people in a wide range of community-based
activities by developing projects and supporting activities
which are open and accessible to everyone wishing to take
part.

•

Increase skills and activities by supporting projects which
help to develop people and organisations, encourage
talent and raise standards.

•

Have a focus on improving access to the arts amongst
the most disadvantaged people in society.

It was through this programme that the Arts Council funded
the many amateur musical and drama companies to mount
their annual productions and the competitive festival circuit
by providing the costs of professional adjudicators. Whilst
Awards for All served Northern Ireland well over the past

 The calculation does not include capital awards from the DCAL Challenge Fund or the North-West Challenge
Fund.
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number of years, it became increasingly complex to have a
single scheme responding to a wide variety of applications.
Consequently, each Lottery distributor, including the Arts
Council, now provides its own ‘tailor-made’ small grants
scheme.
The key aim of the Art of Regeneration initiative was to
position the arts at the centre of society in order to help
meet some of the social challenges facing Northern
Ireland. In 2004, ten awards totalling £2.4m18 were made to
local authorities working together with a diverse range of
delivery partners such as traditional musical schools, youth
organisations, community safety partnerships and local
tenants’ associations.
A strong ethos of the programme centred on developing the
relationship between communities and local councils through
partnership working. The three key themes of the Art of
Regeneration were:
•

•

•

The Environment - contributing to ‘sustainable
development’ through the use of recycled resources and
materials.
Good Relations - encouraging good relations between
communities, promoting tolerance, respect and mutual
understanding.
Anti-social Behaviour - reducing low level neighbourhood
disorder and anti-social behaviour by building
relationships with young people to develop skills and
encourage wider community participation.

With the introduction of Lottery funds in 1995 the Arts Council
offered a programme for the purchase of Musical Instruments
for Marching Bands. Within a period of two years the Council
had awarded £1.5M to 109 bands throughout Northern
Ireland. Given the level of funds invested in this sector as
compared to that invested in the arts sector as a whole over
the same period, the Council temporarily suspended the
funding programme. The programme was re-introduced in
2002/03.
The Re-imaging Communities programme operates
specifically within a community context. With a total budget of
£3.6m this programme was launched in 2006. Working under
the strategic themes of Shared Future, Community Relations,
Community Cohesion, Regeneration through the Arts and
Neighbourhood Renewal, the programme provides support
for a range of projects which aim to:
•

Support cultural awareness and development of
community based arts projects focused on the public
realm.

•

Commission public art for shared spaces.

•

Remove redundant symbols and emblems.

•

Support locally based charters outlining how communities
plan to tackle negative perceptions of their areas in an
integrated manner.

•

Remove aggressive sectarian/racist murals and graffiti.

Re-imaging Communities complements other structural
programmes within the following broad categories:
•

Neighbourhood Renewal Areas.

•

Anti-Sectarian and Anti-Racist Strategies.

•

District Council Good Relations Strategies.

•

Local Arts and Cultural Plans.

•

Urban/Rural/Village/Housing Estate Programmes.

•

Community Safety Strategies.

Reflecting the range of strategies to which it contributes, the
Re-imaging programme is funded by the Arts Council along
with:
•

The Department for Social Development (DSD) through
its Renewing Communities Programme.

•

The Office of the First Minister and Deputy First
Minister (OFMDFM).

•

The Northern Ireland Housing Executive (NIHE).

•

The International Fund for Ireland (IFI).

The Council commissioned an evaluation of the work to
date in order to seek further funds from a range of public
bodies and other external bodies to extend the life of the
programme.
The Council’s STartUP programme was initiated to provide
seed funding to areas where there was weak cultural
infrastructure. Funded through the DSD’s Renewing
Communities programme, STartUP ran for one year
in 2007/08 with a budget of £100,000. The aim of this
programme was to provide support (including 100 per cent
grant aid) to those organisations that had not previously
availed of Arts Council funding, with the intention to make
a real difference to smaller groups, particularly those who
struggle to find the money from elsewhere.
The 2007/08 programme employed 49 artists, primarily
located in rural areas and involving a mix of Protestant and
Catholic communities. There were also a number of projects
involving ethnic minority groups.
DSD funding ceased but the Arts Council has now identified a
£95,000 budget from its own 2010-11 resources to offer “seed
funding” to encourage community groups to initiate arts
programmes which may be developed to a stage where they
could apply under the Council’s main funding programmes.

 Equating to £2.586m in 2007-08 prices.
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9.3 geography
The Council’s community focused programmes provide an
important means of ensuring a more dispersed geographical
pattern of support by comparison with capital awards and
support for organisations, where the larger cities of Belfast
and Derry exert the strongest pull on awards due to their
scale and more established infrastructure.
The geographical dispersal of awards is most apparent in
the Awards for All scheme (Figure 9.1). The per capita value
of awards varies across Northern Ireland’s 18 parliamentary
constituencies, but within a fairly narrow range outside
Belfast. Albeit deprived areas are heavily concentrated in
Belfast and Derry (Figure 9.2), it has also been possible to
achieve a degree of skewing in the support towards the more
deprived areas in Northern Ireland (Table 9.2).

Figure 9.1 Awards for all and Re-imaging Communities,
£'s per capita, Parliamentary Constituencies
Awards for All
Re-Imaging Communities

N. Ireland
West Tyrone
Upper Bann
Strangford
South Down
South Antrim
North Down
North Antrim
Newry and Armagh
Mid Ulster
Lagan Valley
Foyle
Fermanagh & South Tyrone
East Londonderry
East Antrim
Belfast West
Belfast South
Belfast North
Belfast East
£0
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£5

£7

£’s per capita
Source: ACNI
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Table 9.2 Awards for All by deprivation ranking
20% most deprived Areas

All other areas

All areas

• £'000s

£457

£1,176

£1,633

•%

28.0

72.0

100.0

Value of awards

Source: ACNI, Grant Distribution Analysis, 2008.

Figure 9.2 Distribution of 20% most deprived areas by Parliamentary Constituency
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9.3 geography (c0nt)
By contrast, the geographical pattern in the Re-Imaging
Communities programme is more strongly oriented towards
Belfast and Derry. Partly, this reflects the geography of
deprivation in Northern Ireland.
 The most deprived areas are a particular focus of DSD’s
Neighbourhood Renewal Areas and such areas are
disproportionately concentrated in Belfast and Derry (Figure
9.2). These drivers are strongly reflected in the geography of
the Re-Imaging programme.
Up until April 2009, the Re-Imaging programme had
supported 112 projects. Three in four (74 per cent) of those
projects were based in the most deprived super output
areas, while 60 per cent had been awarded within designated
Neighbourhood Renewal Areas.
Partly as a consequence of the focus on deprivation, the
majority of Re-imaging projects are located in areas where
one or other of the two main communities is predominant
(see also Figure 6.2 in Section 6, which shows that the
majority of deprived areas are primarily of one community
or the other, rather than being mixed). Thus, 57 of the 112
projects were situated in predominantly Protestant areas, 20
in predominantly Catholic areas and 35 in areas that are not
considered to be of ‘single identity’.
The Instruments for Bands scheme provides an illustration
of a scheme that is drawn primarily to rural areas, reflecting
the pattern of need for the scheme. Since 1995, the Council
has invested £3.9m in 340 bands, many of which are based in
rural/deprived areas. 91 per cent of funds were allocated to
bands outside Belfast and Derry, with a reach across all 26
local authority areas (Figure 9.3).
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Figure 9.3 Instruments for Bands awards, 1995-2008, £’s per capita, Parlimentary Constituencies
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The Council’s community focused programmes provide an
important means of ensuring a more dispersed geographical
pattern of support by comparison with capital awards and
support for organisations, where the larger cities of Belfast
and Derry exert the strongest pull on awards due to their
scale and more established infrastructure.
The geographical dispersal of awards is most apparent in
the Awards for All scheme (Figure 9.1). The per capita value
of awards varies across Northern Ireland’s 18 parliamentary
constituencies, but within a fairly narrow range outside
Belfast. Albeit deprived areas are heavily concentrated in
Belfast and Derry (Figure 9.2), it has also been possible to
achieve a degree of skewing in the support towards the more
deprived areas in Northern Ireland (Table 9.2).
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10 the creative industries
10.1 Overview
Growing the economy is the Northern Ireland Executive’s top
priority over the lifetime of the 2008-2011 Programme for
Government.  Within that context, one of the Executive’s key
goals is to grow the creative industries by up to 15 per cent by
2011.
The Department of Culture, Arts and Leisure (DCAL) is the
Government lead on the creative industries. DCAL is working
with the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Industry, the
Department for Employment and Learning, Invest NI, the
Arts Council, the local Universities, Sector Skills Councils
and other bodies to map out how to support and develop the
creative industries in Northern Ireland.
In October 2008, the Department launched the Creative
Industries Innovation Fund (CIIF). The CIIF is funded by an
allocation of £5m from the £90m Northern Ireland Innovation
Fund. The CIIF aims to contribute to the growth of Northern
Ireland’s cultural capital by supporting creativity and creative
talents in business activities.  The fund is being administered
by the Arts Council of Northern Ireland.
This Section presents a profile of the creative industries in
Northern Ireland, based on the definition currently employed
by the Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS),
which defines the creative industries as those sectors which
have their origin in individual creativity, skill and talent and
which have a potential for wealth and job creation through
the generation and exploitation of intellectual property. The
sector is defined to include the following fields:
•

Advertising.

•

Architecture.

•

Art and Antiques.

•

Crafts.

•

Design and Designer Fashion.

•

Video, Film and Photography.

•

Music and the Visual and Performing Arts.

•

Publishing.

•

Software, Computer Games and Electronic Publishing.

•

Radio and TV.

The Section profiles the creative industries under the
following headings:
•

Employment.

•

Gross Value Added (GVA).

•

Businesses and enterprises.

•

Innovation.
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10.2 employment
10.2.1 DATA SOURCES

10.2.2 EMPLOYEE JOBS

The data sources and methods used for estimating the
number of people employed in the creative sector in Northern
Ireland are discussed in detail in the Data Sources Appendix
B. The methodology follows the same approach used by
DCMS in its January 2009 Creative Industries Statistical
Bulletin. Refinements to adapt the DCMS methodology to the
available data for Northern Ireland have been adopted in line
with the Creative Industries Employment Estimate 2007 note
prepared by DCAL Statistics and Research Branch.

From 2001 to 2007, the number of employee jobs in the
creative industries in Northern Ireland expanded by almost a
quarter, from 12,000 in 2001 to almost 15,000 by 2007 (Table
10.1).19
The rate of growth was fastest in the video, film and
photography sector (+49 per cent). The largest contributor to
the growth in numerical terms was the software, computer
games and electronic publishing sector, adding almost 2,000
jobs over the six-year period.
Two sectors registered a decline in employment i.e.
publishing (-8 per cent) and design and designer fashion (-36
per cent). In Northern Ireland, the latter sector is mostly
located in the textiles industry, which has seen a collapse in
employment over the past decade.
Over the period 2001-2007, the total number of employee jobs
in Northern Ireland grew at a rate of 11 per cent. Thus, the 24
per cent growth in creative industries employment was well in
excess of the Northern Ireland average.

Table 10.1 Employee jobs in the creative industries1
2001

2007

Change

No.

No.

%

Advertising

671

686

2.2

Architecture

1,215

1,581

30.1

Art & Antiques

154

179

16.2

Design & Designer Fashion

55

35

-36.4

Video, Film & Photography

717

1,068

49.0

Music and the Visual &
Performing Arts

885

1,165

31.6

Publishing

2,416

2,224

-7.9

Software, Computer Games &
Electronic Publishing

4,577

6,561

43.3

Radio and Television Activities

1,328

1,450

9.2

12,017

14,950

24.4

Total

Figures do not include self-employed or employees in creative occupations working in
sectors outside the creative industries.
1

Source: DETI, Census of Employment.

 The data shown in Table 10.1 were sourced from the NI Census of Employment. The 2007 results were the
most recent available at the time of preparing this Digest.
19
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10.2 employment (cont)
10.2.2 EMPLOYEE JOBS (CONT)
Indeed, the creative industries have been growing more
rapidly than the wider regional economy since at least
the mid-1990s (Figure 10.1). From 1995 through to 2007,
Northern Ireland experienced virtually uninterrupted growth
in employment. As outlined in Section 1, the economy went
into reverse on the employment front as the recession hit in
2008 (see Figure 1.1). From autumn 2007 to autumn 2009,
the total number of employee jobs fell by over three per
cent. Until the results of the 2009 Census of Employment
are published, it will not be known whether the creative
industries have suffered a similar fate. It is, however, most
unlikely that they will have escaped unscathed.

Figure 10.1 Employee jobs in the Creative Industries, Northern Ireland, 1995 - 2001, per cent of 2001
Creative industries
NI Total employee jobs

130

2001=100

108

85

63

40
1995

1997

1999

2001

2003

2005

2007

Source: DETI, Census of Employment

10.2.3 CREATIVE INDUSTRIES AND OCCUPATIONS
In the DCMS methodology, total creative employment
is defined with reference to both industry sectors and
occupational classifications. Thus, DCMS distinguishes the
following:
•

Employment in the creative industries, both employees
and the self-employed.

•

Employment in creative occupations outside the creative
industries.

The estimates for total creative employment are presented
in Table 10.2. In addition to those employed in creative
occupations, the estimates for total creative employment also

include the self-employed. Thus, when the self-employed
in the creative industries and those working in creative
occupations outside the creative industries are added to
the employee jobs estimates discussed in 10.2.2 above, it is
estimated that almost 33,000 worked in creative employment
in Northern Ireland in 2007. This represents an increase from
a little over 28,000 in 2001.
Based on the estimates presented in Table 10.2, creative
employment accounted for about 4.2 per cent of the
regional economy in 2007. This compares with, for example,
agriculture’s four per cent share as of 2007. The creative
sector was also on a par with the hotels and restaurants
sector (4 per cent), transport and communications (4 per
cent) and financial intermediation (3 per cent).20

 Source: DETI, LFS Historical Supplement 1995-2008,
http://www.detini.gov.uk/lfs_historical_supplement_2008.pdf.
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Table 10.2 Creative industries and occupations: Total employment1
2001

2003

2005

2007

No.

No.

No.

No.

Advertising

2,900

2,900

3,100

3,100

Architecture

3,500

3,600

3,800

4,200

200

200

200

200

Art & Antiques
Crafts

2,400

2,500

2,500

2,600

Design & Designer Fashion

2,700

2,800

2,900

2,900

Video, Film & Photography

1,200

1,300

1,300

1,600

Music and the Visual & Performing Arts

2,200

2,400

2,400

2,900

Publishing

4,600

4,700

4,800

4,500

Software, Computer Games & Electronic
Publishing

6,300

6,300

7,400

8,600

Radio and Television Activities

2,100

2,400

2,300

2,300

28,100

29,000

30,700

32,900

Total

 Including the self-employed and employees in creative occupations working in sectors outside the
creative industries.

1

Source: Estimates derived from NI Labour Force Survey and NI Census of Employment.

The largest individual source of creative employment in 2007
was the software, computer games and electronic publishing
sector, accounting for over one in four creative employment
jobs (26 per cent). With approximately 4,000 jobs each,
publishing and architecture were the next largest employers
in the creative sector.
Music and the visual and performing arts is the industry
sector corresponding most closely with the range of art forms
supported by the Arts Council. Employment in that field
expanded from 2,200 to 2,900 between 2001 and 2007. Again,
it is not possible to say as yet what impact the recession may
have had on employment in the visual and performing arts.

Within each of the creative employment fields, the split
between creative industries and those employed in creative
occupations outside the creative industries is shown in Table
10.3. Overall, the creative industries account for 61 per
cent of employment with the remaining 39 per cent arising
from employment in creative occupations.  This is not much
different from the GB split of 58 per cent in the creative
industries to 42 per cent in creative occupations, as estimated
in the January 2009 DCMS Statistical Bulletin.

Table 10.3 Creative industries and occupations: Sector of employment, 20071
Creative
industries

Creative
occupations

2005

2007

%

%

No.

No.

Advertising

30

70

3,100

3,100

Architecture

62

38

3,800

4,200

Art & Antiques

100

0

200

200

Crafts

0

100

2,500

2,600

Design & Designer Fashion

0

100

2,900

2,900

Video, Film & Photography

88

12

1,300

1,600

Music and the Visual & Performing
Arts

93

7

2,400

2,900

Publishing

62

38

4,800

4,500

Software, Computer Games &
Electronic Publishing

86

14

7,400

8,600

Radio and Television Activities

88

13

2,300

2,300

Total

61

39

30,700

32,900

 Including the self-employed and employees in creative occupations working in sectors outside the creative industries.

1

Source: Estimates derived from NI Labour Force Survey and NI Census of Employment.
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10.2 employment (cont)
10.2.3 CREATIVE INDUSTRIES AND OCCUPATIONS (CONT)
The split between creative industries and occupations varies
considerably from one field to another, which will need to
be taken into account in designing support for the creative
employment sector. Crafts are defined entirely in occupational
terms, as there is no specific corresponding industry sector.
Similarly, design and designer fashion is almost wholly
occupational, as so few employee jobs exist within the specific
industry sector for that field. By contrast, almost all of those
working in music and the visual and performing arts are in
the creative industries (93 per cent). This is because there is a
well-defined industry classification within which artists work.

The type of employment that people hold in the creative
sector also varies considerably from one field to another.
Overall, the self-employed are estimated to account for a little
over one in five of those working in the creative sector (Table
10.4). The incidence of self-employment varies from 10 per
cent or less in advertising and arts and antiques to a high of
55 per cent in music and the visual and performing arts.

Table 10.4 Creative industries and occupations: Type of employment, 20071
Employee

Self-employed

%

%

Advertising

90

10

Architecture

74

26

Art & Antiques

100

0

Crafts

76

24

Design & Designer Fashion

86

14

Video, Film & Photography

76

24

Music and the Visual & Performing Arts

45

55

Publishing

84

16

Software, Computer Games & Electronic
Publishing

89

11

Radio and Television Activities

71

29

Total

79

21

 Including the self-employed and employees in creative occupations working in
sectors outside the creative industries.

1

Source: Estimates derived from NI Labour Force Survey and NI Census
of Employment.

The very high incidence of self-employment in the visual
and performing arts is not unexpected from the SIAP profile
presented in Section 7. It is also in line with findings from
Gallagher et al that many artists prefer self-employment,
notwithstanding the uncertainty that accompanies working on
that basis.
Again, the variations in the ways that people work in the
creative sector will need to be addressed in designing support
for the way forward in developing the sector.
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10.2.4 REGIONAL PICTURE
Figure 10.2 shows the regional pattern in the proportion
of total employment accounted for by those working in the
creative sector. A comparative perspective is extremely useful
in assessing the extent to which Northern Ireland may be a
lagging region in terms of the scale of the sector.21
Two points can be noted in relation to the regional picture.
First, the creative sector share of total regional employment
is much higher in London than in any other UK region. Almost
13 per cent of London’s workforce is in the creative sector,
double the UK average of seven per cent.

Second, outside London, creative sector employment varies
from a low of four per cent in Northern Ireland (albeit only
marginally behind Wales and the Northern region) to a high
of close to eight per cent in the South and East region. As
Northern Ireland is at the lower end of the spectrum of
creative sector employment shares, the sector may offer
opportunities for expansion in future years. Though, realising
that potential is likely to be constrained in the current
economic climate.

Figure 10.2 Creative Sector: Employment by region - % of total

UK
N.Ireland
Scotland
Wales
North West
West Midlands
South West
South and East
London
East Midlands
Yorks & Humbs
Northern
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13

Per cent
Source: Estimates derived from Labour Force Survey

21
 In order to make the regional comparison on a consistent basis, the estimates shown in Figure 10.2 were
compiled by pooling five years of UK-wide Labour Force Survey data, as a means of addressing the sample size
limitations for individual regions.
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10.3 GROSS VALUE ADDED
Gross Value Added (GVA) is a measure of the total value of
goods and services produced in an economy over a given time
period. At regional level, GVA is typically measured on an
annual basis.
For the creative industries, the data source for GVA estimates
is the Northern Ireland Annual Business Inquiry (NIABI). The
NIABI covers most sectors within the NI economy. The main
exception is public administration and defence. A number of
other sectors, including health and social work, education,
agriculture, forestry and fishing, and financial intermediation,
are also excluded from publication.
The NIABI suffers a number of limitations as a source of
information on the creative sector. First, estimates can be
supplied only for firms in the creative industries. The output
of people working in creative occupations outside the creative
sector cannot be measured. Second, the detail with which
estimates can be supplied is constrained by the need to
avoid disclosing results for any one firm within an industry
sector. Third, for industries below specified employment size
thresholds, the NIABI estimates are based on a sample. They
can therefore fluctuate from one year to another. With its high
share of self-employed, it is likely that the creative industries
sector is more subject to that constraint than other sectors.

From the information supplied, total GVA22 in the creative
industries in Northern Ireland was £582m. This represented
an increase of 14 per cent on the previous year (2006). Of
course, that growth rate may not have been sustained in the
wake of the downturn.
In 2007, the creative industries accounted for 3.4 per cent
of GVA in the sectors covered by the NIAIBI. Whole economy
regional GVA figures are available from the annual Regional
Accounts, produced by the Office for National Statistics.
When measured relative to the regional economy, GVA in the
creative industries amounted to two per cent of the total.
It should, however, be borne in mind that the GVA figures
do not include the output of those employed in creative
occupations outside the creative industries. To that extent, the
employment figures presented above provide a better guide to
the scale of the sector relative to the regional economy.

Bearing the foregoing caveats in mind, GVA estimates for
the creative industries have been supplied by DETI from the
NIABI. The most recent data available relate to 2007. Some
sectors have been combined for disclosure control purposes.

Table 10.5 Gross value added (GVA) of the creative industries1, basic prices, 2006 and 2007
2006

2007

£m

£m

Advertising, Art & Antiques, Designer Fashion,
Publishing, Radio & TV

148

162

Architecture

60

80

Music and the Visual & Performing Arts

37

20

Software, Computer Games & Electronic Publishing

245

294

Video, Film & Photography

21

26

Total

512

582

• Per cent of GVA in sectors covered by NIABI

3.2

3.4

• Per cent of whole economy GVA

1.9

2.0

Share of the NI economy:

 Does not include GVA of those working in creative occupations outside the creative
industries.

1

Source: DETI, NI Annual Business Inquiry.
Over time, the GVA figures will provide an estimate of the rate
of output growth in the sector. A key goal in the Programme
for Government is to grow the creative industries by 15 per
cent between 2008 and 2011.

22
 The NIABI provides an approximate measure of GVA at basic prices, that is, taxes on production (e.g. business
rates), net of subsidies, are included but subsidies and taxes on products (e.g. VAT and excise duty) are
excluded.
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10.4 BUSINESSES AND ENTERPRISES
Promoting the growth of the creative industries sector will
entail helping existing firms to grow and stimulating the
emergence of new businesses. In that context, it is important
to include a measure of the numbers of businesses and
enterprises in the creative industries.
The data source for numbers of businesses and enterprises is
the annual Office for National Statistics (ONS) report titled UK
Business: Activity, Size and Location.23  
The Activity, Size and Location report presents two measures
of the numbers of businesses in each of the UK regions, as
follows:
•

UK VAT and/or PAYE based enterprises.

•

Local units in UK VAT and/or PAYE based enterprises.

The local unit is a useful measure in a regional context since
it gives the number of businesses operating within a region
(and that satisfy the criteria for inclusion in the Activity,
Size and Location report). For example, the local office of a
company with headquarters – and VAT registration – outside
of Northern Ireland is included in the local units measure, but
not the enterprises measure.

The results from the 2008 report are presented in Table 10.6.
In total, an estimated 1,900 local units were operating in the
creative industries in Northern Ireland in 2008. The number of
enterprises is estimated at 1,710.
When analysed by individual field in the creative industries,
the relative numbers of local units broadly follows the
employment pattern. The software, computer games and
electronic publishing fields account for the largest number of
local units (780). In contrast to the employment pattern, the
number of local units in music and the visual and performing
arts exceeds the number in the publishing field. This is likely
to reflect a larger average size of business in publishing.
The total number of local units in the creative industries in
Northern Ireland amounted to 1.2 per cent of the UK total.
This compares with an all-industries average for Northern
Ireland of 3.3 per cent. The lower share of businesses in the
creative industries sector would again suggest that there
is room for growth. Though, the reasons why the creative
industries’ UK share is lower than the all-industries average
for Northern Ireland would need to be further investigated.

Table 10.6 Numbers of businesses in the creative industries, 2008
Local units

Enterprises

Number

Per cent of UK

Number

Advertising

190

1.4

180

Architecture

170

1.9

160

Art & Antiques

70

3.1

50

Design & Designer Fashion

20

0.7

20

Video, Film & Photography

160

1.4

150

Music and the Visual & Performing Arts

230

0.7

210

Publishing

180

1.9

140

Software, Computer Games & Electronic Publishing

780

1.0

720

Radio and Television Activities

90

1.3

80

1,900

1.2

1,710

All
All industries

3.3

Source: ONS.
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10.5 INNOVATION
The recent Independent Review of Economic Policy (IREP)
recommended that Northern Ireland’s economic development
strategy should incorporate an accelerated shift towards
support for innovation and research and development. The
establishment of the Creative Industries Innovation Fund is
clearly consistent with such a direction.

First, a recent analysis of the results from the Community
Innovation Survey in the UK found the following (BERR, 2006,
p. 43):
•

Creative industries show significantly higher values of
innovation indicators than other industries.

In the Northern Ireland Regional Innovation Strategy 20082011, innovation is defined as “the successful exploitation of
new and existing ideas .. [it] is the means by which regional
economies can differentiate and exploit their unique skills
and capabilities in order to compete in the global economy”.
The strategy goes on to link creativity and innovation in
stating that one of the imperatives for action is “to encourage
Northern Ireland’s businesses to become more innovative and
creative in order to compete in the global market”.  

•

There appears to be greater regional variation in the
percentage of innovation active enterprises with over
75 per cent of creative firms in Yorkshire and Humberside,
Northern Ireland and the South East having innovation
activity.

•

Over a fifth of creative industries have co-operation
agreements, nearly twice as many as other industries.

•

Within these businesses, the workforce has a higher
percentage of graduates regardless of geographic
location and, on average, a higher percentage of Science
and Engineering graduates.

In the Republic of Ireland, a recent policy statement on
innovation also links innovation and creativity, defining
innovation as “the creative process of exploiting new ideas”.
The link between creativity and innovation would suggest
that the creative sector has an important role to play in
stimulating innovation activity. There are two issues of
interest:
•

Are creative industries more innovation active than other
sectors?

•

Do supply-chain linkages with creative industries
stimulate innovation in other sectors?

Unfortunately, it is not possible to provide a statistical picture
of the innovation effects of the creative industries in Northern
Ireland that might address these questions. Nonetheless, the
following points can be made from the literature.

Second, a recent study by the National Endowment for
Science, Technology and the Arts (NESTA) found evidence of
“a significant positive effect from creative linkages on some,
but not all, dimensions of innovation behaviour” (Bakhshi et
al, 2008, p. 6). In the NESTA study, firms that spend double
the average amount on creative products were 25 per cent
more likely to introduce product innovations either new to
their firm or market. That is, the NESTA study supports
the hypothesis that supply chain linkages to the creative
industries are positively related to innovation elsewhere in the
economy. NESTA also conclude, albeit more tentatively, that
there is some evidence that “knowledge transfers associated
with purchases by firms of creative products may support
improvements in their product range and quality”.
The NESTA findings are consistent with those from a study
by Müeller et al (2009), which concluded that “the creative
industries are among the most innovative sectors in the
economy. They support innovation in a variety of other sectors
through creative inputs … and are an important user of
new technology and demand innovations from technology
producers”.
When compared to other regions, Northern Ireland firms tend
to exhibit a lower level of innovation activity. As measured
by the findings from the Community Innovation Survey (CIS),
there are gaps between the NI and UK average across a
range of innovation activity indicators (Figure 10.3).  For
example, whereas 17 per cent of UK firms in the CIS indicated
innovation through all forms of design, this was the case
for 13 per cent of the NI respondents, the lowest of any UK
region.
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Figure 10.3 Innovation activities, 2004-06, all industries
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Source: Community Innovation Survey
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11 ARTS ENROLMENTS
11.1 Overview
This Section presents statistics regarding enrolments on
arts-related courses at Northern Ireland’s Further and Higher
Education Institutes. Both of Northern Ireland’s universities
offer a range of degree courses in the arts. Certificate and
diploma courses in arts related subjects are also available
within the Further Education sector.
The Arts Council does not have a direct role in the provision
of further and higher education in Northern Ireland. However,
the demand for places in arts-related courses is clearly of
interest, from a number of perspectives. Most obviously,
enrolments provide an indication of potential future flows into
the professional arts.
Arts enrolments can also be seen in the context of developing
the skills base for the creative industries. Though, it is
recognised that skills development for the creative industries
extends beyond the realm of arts and arts-related courses
alone.

In June 2008, The Creative Blueprint was published, setting
out a plan of action written by Creative & Cultural Skills in
collaboration with employers, government and education. The
plan is designed to consider “how individuals either employed
in, or running businesses in the creative and cultural
industries, can access the training they need, find the job they
want and employ skilled people who will be an asset to their
business”.
Further, in 2009 the Arts Council joined with the Department
of Employment and Learning and Arts and Business NI 
to promote the Creative and Cultural Skills Leadership
Programme, a year-long industry-led programme designed
to develop Northern Ireland’s existing creative and cultural
leaders and prepare emerging leaders for the future.
This next part of this Section presents the most recent
information on enrolments in arts-related courses at Further
Education Institutions in Northern Ireland. This is followed by
an overview on the Higher Education sector.

11.2 FURTHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
Information on student enrolments in arts and arts-related
courses at Further Education Colleges is published annually
by the Department for Employment and Learning (DEL).
Courses in Arts, Media and Publishing include the following
subject areas:
•

Performing Arts.

•

Crafts, Creative Arts and Design.

•

Media and Communication.

•

Publishing and Information Services.

The data presented in this Section have been extracted from
the DEL publication Professional and Technical Enrolments
in the Northern Ireland Further Education Sector for 2007/08
and 2008/09.  The report includes data relating to the 2007/08
and 2008/09 academic years, which were the first two years of
the six College configuration. Hence, it is not possible to draw
comparisons with enrolment statistics from previous years.

The most recent data on enrolments in Arts, Media and
Publishing courses are presented in Table 11.1. The following
are the main points to note:
•

From 2007-08 to 2008-09, the number of arts, media and
publishing enrolments increased from 7,278 to 7,429
(+2 per cent).

•

In 2008-09, arts, media and publishing enrolments
accounted for 5.2 per cent of all enrolments in the
Further Education Colleges.

•

The share of total enrolments was much higher among
those in full-time Higher Education (20 per cent).

•

The share of total enrolments was also above average
among those studying full-time in Further Education
(11 per cent).

•

The majority of enrolments in Arts, Media and Publishing
are in Further Education. In 2008-09, Further Education
enrolments accounted for 87 per cent of all enrolments,
with the remainder being on Higher Education courses.

•

Part-time enrolments accounted for 56 per cent of all
enrolments in 2008-09.

The following points should be noted in the interpretation of
the enrolments data:
•

The DEL figures give a full year count of student
enrolments. Students may be enrolled on more than one
course at a given time and will therefore be counted as
two or more student enrolments.

•

Higher Education (HE) is defined as a course leading
to a qualification above A2 level standard. This includes
postgraduate study, first degrees, BTEC Higher National
Diploma (HND) and Certificate (HNC) courses, Foundation
degrees and a number of professional qualifications. HE is
NQF Level 4 (and equivalent) and above.
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Table 11.1 Arts, Media and Publishing: Professional and technical assessed enrolments at the Northern Ireland Further
Education Institutions
Arts, media and publishing

Per cent of total enrolments

2007-08

2008-09

2007-08

2008-09

No.

No.

%

%

7,278

7,429

5.1

5.2

Higher Education

971

976

9.5

10.5

Full-time

754

760

19.5

19.8

All
Level of study and mode of attendance

Part-time

217

216

3.4

4.0

Further Education

6,307

6,453

4.8

4.9

Full-time

2,426

2,544

9.6

10.9

Part-time

3,881

3,909

3.7

3.6

Source: DEL.

The age and gender profile of the 2007-08 and 2008-09
enrolments is shown in Table 11.2. The main points to be
noted are as follows:

•

The higher share of women in enrolments for Arts,
Media and Publishing courses was entirely due to the
preponderance of women in the 25+ age group.

•

Those aged 19 and under comprise about half of all
enrolments, up from 48 per cent in 2007-08 to 52 per cent
in 2008-09.

•

In 2008-09, women aged 25+ accounted for 27 per cent
of enrolments. Men in the same age bracket comprised
less than one in ten enrolments.

•

A substantial proportion of enrolments are aged 25 and
over (36 per cent in 2008-09).

•

Among those aged under 25, approximately equal
numbers of women and men enrol for arts-related
courses.

•

Women accounted for the majority of enrolments in both
2007-08 (61 per cent) and 2008-09 (57 per cent).

Table 11.2 Arts, Media and Publishing: Professional and technical assessed enrolments at the Northern
Ireland Further Education Institutions, by gender and age
Arts, media and publishing
2007-08

2008-09

Per cent of total
2007-08

2008-09

No.

No.

%

%

All

7,278

7,429

100.0

100.0

19 and under

3,490

3,882

48.0

52.3

20-24

856

868

11.8

11.7

25+

2,932

2,679

40.3

36.1

Male

2,857

3,169

39.3

42.7

19 and under

1,738

2,072

23.9

27.9

430

431

5.9

5.8

20-24

689

666

9.5

9.0

Female

25+

4,421

4,260

60.7

57.3

19 and under

1,752

1,810

24.1

24.4

20-24
25+

426

437

5.9

5.9

2,243

2,013

30.8

27.1

Source: DEL.
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11.3 higher education institutes
DEL publishes an annual Statistical Bulletin containing data
on enrolments at UK Higher Education Institutes. The most
recent release covers the years 2007-08 and 2008-09.

Information on enrolments is published for:

The information on enrolments is compiled from data
collected by the Higher Education Statistical Agency (HESA).
For the purposes of HESA’s data collection, higher education
students are those students on courses for which the level
of instruction is above that of level 3 of the Qualifications
and Curriculum Authority (QCA) National Qualifications
Framework (NQF) (e.g. courses at the level of Certificate of
HE and above).

In DEL’s Statistical Bulletin, the Creative Arts and Design
Subject Group includes the following subcategories:
Fine Art.

•

Design studies.

•

Music.

•

Drama.

•

Dance.

•

Cinematics and Photography.

•

Crafts.

•

Imaginative Writing.

•

Others in Creative Arts and Design.

Those attending Northern Ireland HE Institutes (Table
11.3). This indicates the current supply of places at
Northern Ireland institutes.

•

Northern Ireland domiciled students enrolled on HE 
courses in the UK (Table 11.4). This indicates the level
of interest in arts-related HE courses among students
from Northern Ireland.

Turning first to arts-related enrolments at Northern Ireland’s
Higher Education Institutes (HEIs), the following points can be
noted from Table 11.3:

From 2007-08 onwards, HESA does not include writing-up
and sabbatical students. Hence, the enrolments data for
years prior to 2007-08 are not consistent with the most recent
statistical release. Again, this precludes the preparation of a
time-series to show the trend in enrolments.

•

•

•

In 2008-09, there were 865 enrolments of first-year
students at Northern Ireland’s HEIs. This was a slight
reduction on 2007-08, when first-year enrolments totalled
880.

•

Enrolments in Creative Arts and Design account for
around six per cent of total first year enrolments.

•

In both 2007-08 and 2008-09, women accounted for the
majority of first-year enrolments, by a margin of 61 per
cent female to 39 per cent male.

•

The total number of enrolments on Creative Arts and
Design courses was slightly in excess of 2,000 in both
2007-08 and 2008-09.

•

Among all students enrolled at Northern Ireland HEIs,
4.3 per cent were on a Creative Arts and Design course
in 2008-09, almost the same as in the previous year
(4.2 per cent).

•

As with first year students, in both years about six in ten
of those enrolled in Creative Arts and Design courses
were women.

Table 11.3 Creative Arts and Design: Enrolments on Higher Education Courses at Northern Ireland Higher
Education Institutes
Creative Arts and Design

Per cent of total

2007-08

2008-09

2007-08

2008-09

No.

No.

%

%

Male

340

325

6.2

5.7

Female

535

540

6.9

6.8

All

880

865

6.6

6.3

835

865

4.4

4.5

Female

1,190

1,230

4.1

4.3

All

2,025

2,090

4.2

4.3

First-year students

All students
Male

Source: DEL/HESA.
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The main points to note in relation to NI-domiciled students
studying Creative Arts and Design at a UK HEI are as follows
(Table 11.4):
•

In 2008-09, a total of 2,745 students from Northern
Ireland were enrolled at a UK HEI, an increase of three
per cent on the previous year.

•

Creative Arts and Design enrolments account for over
four per cent of all enrolments at UK HEIs by NI-domiciled
students.

•

The vast bulk of enrolments are on a full-time basis,
93 per cent in both 2007-08 and 2008-09.

•

Women account for the majority of NI-domiciled students
enrolled at UK HEIs on Creative Arts and Design courses
(58 per cent in both years).

Table 11.4 Creative Arts and Design: Northern Ireland domiciled students enrolled on Higher Education
courses in the UK
Creative Arts and Design

Per cent of total enrolments

2007-08

2008-09

2007-08

2008-09

No.

No.

%

%

2,660

2,745

4.3

4.4

Male

1,030

1,070

5.6

5.7

Female

1,455

1,495

5.7

5.8

All

2,485

2,565

5.7

5.8

90

90

1.3

1.3

All
Full-time

Part-time
Male
Female

85

95

0.8

0.9

All

175

185

1.0

1.0

Source: DEL/HESA.
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12 public attributes
12.1 Overview
This penultimate part of the report focuses on the funding
of the arts in Northern Ireland. The sources of funding for
the arts, both public and private, are discussed in Section 13
below.

Within that context, this Section presents the findings from
a series of attitudinal questions posed to respondents in
the Council’s General Population Survey (GPS). The topics
addressed include:

Any discussion of public funding for the arts needs to take
place within the context of public attitudes towards the arts,
including the public’s perceptions of the value of the arts to
society and the public’s views on the provision of public funds
in support of the arts.

•

What kinds of benefits does the public expect from
the arts?

•

How strongly, or otherwise, does the public support
the provision of public funds for the arts?

12.2 net balances
In the 2007 and 2009 General Population Surveys,
respondents were asked a series of questions designed to
elicit their attitudes to various issues related to the arts.
The questions posed to respondents are listed in Table 12.1
overleaf. For each question, respondents were asked to
express their opinion on a five-point scale i.e. strongly agreed;
agreed; neither agreed nor disagreed; disagreed; or, strongly
disagreed.

Second, the 2007 and 2009 survey results were combined into
a single dataset for the net balances analysis. This was for
the specific purpose of obtaining reasonable sample bases for
sub-group analysis. Two such analyses are presented in this
Section: those who attended 1+ arts events in the last year
compared to those who did not (Table 12.1); and, net balances
by the deprivation score of the area in which the respondent
lived (Table 12.2).

In presenting the responses within this Digest, the approach
taken has been two-fold. First, for each question, the
responses have been converted to net balances i.e. the
difference between the proportion saying they strongly
agreed/agreed and the proportion saying they strongly
disagreed/disagreed. A positive net balance indicates a
favourable attitude toward the arts; more respondents agreed
with the statement than disagreed. Similarly, a negative net
balance signifies an unfavourable attitude; more respondents
disagreed than agreed.
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Table 12.1 Public attitudes to the arts: Net balances between per cent strongly
agreeing or agreeing and those strongly disagreeing or disagreeing
Whether attended and/or
participated in an arts activity in
last 12 months

All

None

1+

pps

pps

pps

There should be public funding of
arts and culture projects

48

79

72

Support District Council in spending
money on arts and culture

32

60

53

All school children should have
the opportunity to learn to play a
musical instrument or participate in
other art activities

91

97

95

The arts from different cultures
contribute a lot to society

61

81

76

Arts and cultural activity helps
to bring visitors and tourists to
Northern Ireland

72

86

83

The arts funded by the Government
are [NOT] just for a small minority

-8

16

11

Arts and culture is open to everyone
in Northern Ireland regardless of
differences in religion, ethnic origin
or social class

71

79

77

Arts and cultural activity helps to
enrich the quality of our lives

56

80

75

Artists and art organisations
contribute a lot to society

44

66

61

Skills gained from participating in
arts and cultural events can help
you get a job

28

53

47

Would [NOT] feel out of place in an
art gallery, museum or theatre

9

56

45

524

1,813

2,337

Base

pps Percentage points difference
Source: ACNI, General Population Survey, 2007 and 2009, pooled data.

The rationale for distinguishing between those who had
attended an event in the last year and those who had not is
to highlight any contrasts that may exist between those who
are engaged with and enjoy the arts and those who are not
similarly engaged. As was seen in Section 2, non-attendees
have different attitudes towards engaging with the arts.
The first point to note from the survey results in Table 12.1 is
that there is a substantial degree of public support for funding
the arts. Among those who attend the arts, the net balance
in favour of public funding was 79 per cent. Even among
those who do not attend arts events, the net balance was also
strongly positive; 61 per cent agreed or strongly agreed with
the statement compared to just 13 per cent disagreeing or
strongly disagreeing, giving a positive net balance of 48 per
cent.

ARTS COUNCIL OF NORTHERN IRELAND

Furthermore, the extent of public support for the arts hardly
varies across the spectrum of area deprivation scores. In
the more deprived areas (a deprivation score of 30 or more),
the net balance in favour of public funding was +67 per cent,
marginally different from the overall average of +72 per cent.
Albeit to a lesser extent, the public also support their District
Councils in spending money on arts and culture. The overall
net balance on that question was +53 per cent.
The extent of public support for the arts would seem to
reflect the generally positive expectations held by the public
regarding the contribution made by the arts in spheres such
as: attracting tourists (+83 per cent net balance); contribution
of different cultures (+76 per cent); inclusiveness of the arts
(+77 per cent agreeing that the arts are open to everyone);
enriching quality of life (+75 per cent); and the contribution
of artists and arts organisations to society (+61 per cent).
Almost universally, respondents took a positive view of the
educational role of the arts, with a positive net balance of +95
per cent agreeing that all school children should have the
opportunity to participate in the arts.
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12.2 net balances (cont)
The two questions which prompted the lowest net balances
and the most marked contrasts in responses across subgroups related to perceptions about arts being just for a
small minority and feeling out of place in an arts venue. On
the topic of whether the arts funded by the government are
not just for a small minority, the net balance was positive,
but only by a margin of +11 per cent. Among those who had
not attended an arts event in the previous 12 months, the net
balance was unfavourable, by -8 per cent (see Table 12.1). The
same question also evoked a wide range of responses by area
deprivation scores (Table 12.2). Those in the most deprived
areas were more likely to perceive government funding as
being for a small minority, albeit by a very small margin (-2
per cent). By contrast, in the least deprived areas, the net
balance was +19 per cent.
Overall, there is strong public support for the arts, judging
from the evidence contained in the GPS results. But among
some sub-groups, there are perceptions about who the arts
are for that would need to be addressed.

Table 12.2 Public attitudes to the arts by area deprivation score: Net balances between per cent strongly
agreeing or agreeing and those strongly disagreeing or disagreeing
Deprivation score
Less than
10

10-19.99

20-29.99

30+

pps

pps

pps

pps

There should be public funding of arts and culture
projects

74

73

72

67

Support District Council in spending money on arts
and culture

54

50

64

47

All school children should have the opportunity to
learn to play a musical instrument or participate in
other art activities

95

97

96

93

The arts from different cultures contribute a lot to
society

78

78

77

72

Arts and cultural activity helps to bring visitors and
tourists to Northern Ireland

84

84

82

84

The arts funded by the Government are just for a
small minority

19

12

12

-2

Arts and culture is open to everyone in Northern
Ireland regardless of differences in religion, ethnic
origin or social class

75

79

82

73

Arts and cultural activity helps to enrich the quality
of our lives

81

73

74

69

Artists and art organisations contribute a lot to
society

62

60

65

58

Skills gained from participating in arts and cultural
events can help you get a job

45

49

51

43

Would [NOT] feel out of place in an art gallery,
museum or theatre

67

40

39

32

Base

619

686

509

524

pps Percentage points difference
Source: ACNI, General Population Survey, 2007 and 2009, pooled data.
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13 funding for the arts
13.1 Overview
This Section examines the funding of the arts in Northern
Ireland under two main headings:
•

Public funding.

•

Private funding.

The public funding sources discussed include:
•

Central government funding.

•

Local government funding for the arts.

•

The National Lottery.

For national accounting purposes, the National Lottery is not
regarded as public expenditure. However, Lottery Funds for
the arts are distributed through the delegated authority of the
Arts Council and would be considered as part of the menu of
public supports for the arts.
The main source of data available in relation to private
funding is the Arts and Business (A&B) annual Private
Investment in Culture Survey (PICS). A&B’s remit
encompasses the performing arts, literature, visual arts and
crafts, museums, libraries, heritage and film. This is reflected
in the PICS, which therefore has a broader scope than the
Arts Council’s remit. Nonetheless, the PICS is still very useful
to examine as a means of tracking trends in private funding
for the arts.

For the purposes of this Digest, public funding sources are
examined with reference to the Arts Council’s remit (see Box
1.A in Section 1). Thus, public expenditure on other cultural
sectors, such as museums, is not considered.
In documenting central government funding, the Section
concentrates on revenue funding for ongoing support for the
arts. Central government support on the capital side has
largely taken the form of bespoke Challenge Funds, which
have been discussed in Section 8. The major capital projects
tend to have multiple objectives e.g. the development of arts
venues to promote urban regeneration and/or tourism, and
an accompanying ‘cocktail’ of funding provided by various
stakeholders. Furthermore, sustaining those investments has
required ongoing revenue subsidy, and this will continue into
the future.
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13.2 public funding
13.2.1 CENTRAL GOVERNMENT
Similar to the other countries of the UK and also the Republic
of Ireland, the Arts Council receives an annual grant-in-aid
allocation from the government. The grant-in-aid serves
as the measure of central government support for the arts
since these are the funds that government directs specifically
towards the achievement of objectives for the development
of the arts. The grant-in-aid is the source of the resources
available to the Arts Council to meet its statutory obligations
as the lead development agency for the arts in Northern
Ireland.
The use of the grant-in-aid as a measure of central
government spending is consistent with the approach adopted
by, for example, Galloway (2004) in an analysis of public
spending on the arts within the UK (albeit Galloway took
a broader view of ‘the arts’, which she defined to include
museums and film).

In recent years, the grant-in-aid has been determined by the
Northern Ireland Executive, as the development of the arts
is a devolved matter. The 2008-09 grant-in-aid amounted
to £13m (2007-08 prices). This represented a real terms
increase (that is, after adjusting for price inflation) of 27.4 per
cent compared to the Council’s funding level at the outset of
the decade, in 2001-02. However, the percentage increase
recorded by the Arts Council of Northern Ireland compares
unfavourably with the rates of growth in central government
spending in the other jurisdictions of the UK and also the
Republic of Ireland.
Indeed, the bulk of the growth in arts expenditure in Northern
Ireland occurred in 2008-09. Then, a sharp uplift in the grantin-aid reversed a pattern of declining central government
expenditure from 2004-05 through to 2007-08 (Figure 12.1).
The pattern of central government expenditure in Northern
Ireland over the last decade has therefore been in sharp
contrast with the rest of the UK and the Republic of Ireland.

Table 13.1 UK and RoI Arts Councils, grant-in-aid, constant 2007-08 prices
2001-02

2008-09

Change

Arts Council England

295.571

422.513

42.9%

Arts Council of Wales

19.425

29.405

51.4%

Scottish Arts Council

44.252

70.557

59.4%

Arts Council of N.I.

10.220

13.017

27.4%

56.347

82.787

46.9%

£ million

€ million
The Arts Council/An Chomhairle Ealaíon
Source: ACNI.
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Figure 13.1 Central Government Expenditure on the Arts, 1994/95 to 2008/09, constant 2007/08 prices
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A major consequence of the divergence between Northern
Ireland and other UK countries in central government
spending increases has been the emergence of a substantial
gap in per capita funding levels. In 2001-02, the grant-in-aid
per capita in Northern Ireland lagged behind Scotland and
Wales, but was on a par with funding levels in England (Table
13.2).
As the total quantum of central government expenditure in
England is the main determinant of average per capita levels
for the UK as a whole, the 2001-02 per capita expenditure
level in Northern Ireland stood at 97 per cent of the UK
average. That is, in 2001-02, Northern Ireland lagged the UK
average by a margin of three per cent.

As a result of the divergent funding patterns illustrated in
Figure 13.1 the gap in per capita funding levels between
Northern Ireland and the UK average widened by almost 13
percentage points over the course of the decade. Thus, by
2008-09, per capita funding in Northern Ireland was 84 per
cent of the UK average, a gap of 16 per cent.
Closing the funding gap that existed between Northern
Ireland and the UK average benchmark in 2008-09 would
have entailed an additional £2.5m in central government
expenditure on the arts i.e. a total grant-in-aid of £15.5m
(2007-08 prices) compared to the £13m that was actually
allocated to the arts.

Table 13.2 UK and RoI Arts Councils, grant-in-aid, per capita comparison, constant 2007-08 prices
2001-02

2008-09

Change

Arts Council England (£)

£5.98

£8.21

37.4%

Arts Council of Wales (£)

£6.68

£9.86

47.7%

Scottish Arts Council (£)

£8.74

£13.65

56.2%

Arts Council of N.I. (£)

£6.05

£7.33

21.2%

€12.66

€18.46

45.8%

Arts Council England (%)

96

94

-1.5 pps

Arts Council of Wales (%)

107

113

6.2 pps

Scottish Arts Council (%)

140

156

16.6 pps

Arts Council of N.I. (%)

97

84

-12.7 pps

Per capita

The Arts Council/An Chomhairle Ealaíon (€)
Per cent of UK average

pps Percentage points difference.
Source: ACNI.
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13.2 public funding (CONT)
13.2.2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Every district council has a statutory duty to provide cultural
activities under Article 10 (1) of ‘The Recreation and Youth
Service (NI) Order 1986’. As noted in Section 1 above, the
implementation of the Review of Public Administration will
see the 26 current councils amalgamated into 11 larger
local government districts. These larger councils will have
increased capacity to promote the development of the arts
within their catchment areas.  
The most recent available data relate to the period 2006-07
and 2007-08. Based on certified figures produced by the
Department for the Environment, total local government
expenditure on the arts was £18.8m in 2006-07 and £20.7m in
2007-08. At 2007-08 prices, the average expenditure level in
the two-year period amounted to £20m.
Expenditure per capita varied markedly from one LGD 
to another. The contrasts in expenditure per capita are
summarised in Figure 13.2 in terms of the 11 new local
government districts scheduled to emerge in 2011.

Figure 13.2 Local Authority Expenditure on the arts, 2006-07 and 2007-08, £'s per capita (constant 2007-08 prices)

Arts development and support
Theatres and public entertainment

N. Ireland
Mid Ulster
Mid & East Antrim
Fermanagh & Omagh
Causeway Coast & Glens
North Down & Ards
Antrim & Newtownabbey (**)
Newry, Mourne & Down
Lisburn & Castlereagh
Armagh, Banbridge & Craigavon
Derry & Strabane
Belfast

£0

£8

£15

£23

£30

£’s per capita
** Newtownabbey only. Comparable data not available for Antrim.

Source: DoE (as finalised from District Council 2008/2009 Certified Income and Expenditure Analysis returns)
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13.2.3 LOTTERY FUNDING
As outlined in Section 1 above, the Arts Council needs to take
account of multiple objectives in allocating Lottery Funds.
However, the Council is required to also consider the needs of
the arts sector and its priorities for addressing those needs.
Lottery funds are typically also granted on a match-funding
basis. Lottery funding partners may be pursuing other
objectives through the medium of an arts project e.g. local
community development.
For that reason, it is appropriate to only consider the Lottery
Funds awarded by the Council in quantifying the total amount
of public funds directed towards the development of the arts
in Northern Ireland. As outlined in Section 1 above, Lottery
funds have been declining in recent years. By 2008-09, the
total value of Lottery Funds awarded by the Council was £5m,
down from £10.8m in 2004-05, albeit the latter figure would
have included a substantial amount of funding for capital
projects.

In order to summarise the relative profile of the arts in
government expenditure in Northern Ireland, it is useful
to measure the various sources relative to identifiable
NI government expenditure on services (excluding social
protection i.e. benefit payments, etc, which are largely
demand driven). The results are presented in Table 13.3. As
can be seen, the ACNI grant-in-aid has fallen slightly as a
share of NI government expenditure, from 0.13 per cent in
2004-05 to 0.12 per cent in 2008-09.
The overall volume of government expenditure has therefore
risen at a faster pace than has the grant-in-aid for arts
development purposes. As noted previously, over the same
period, there was a widening in the funding gap between
Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK.

Table 13.3 Expenditure on the arts1: ACNI grant-in-aid, local government and Lottery awards (current prices/cash amounts)
2004-05

2008-09

11.050

13.333

0.13

0.12

10.801

4.989

0.12

0.05

21.851

18.322

0.25

0.17

19.495

20.7384

0.22

0.20

ACNI grant in aid
£million
Per cent of NI Govt expenditure

2

Lottery awards
£million
Per cent of NI Govt expenditure

2

ACNI grant in aid plus Lottery
£million
Per cent of NI Govt expenditure

2

Local Government Expenditure3
£million
Per cent of NI Govt expenditure2
1

Figures do not include DCAL Capital Fund.

 Excluding social protection.

2

 Not including Antrim, as data not available on comparable basis with remaining LGDs.

3
4

2007-08 value.

Sources: ACNI; DoE (as finalised from District Council 2008/2009 Certified Income and Expenditure Analysis returns); PESA.

These two trends need to be seen in the context of increasing
expectations for the contribution that the arts can make to
meeting wider social and economic objectives. Furthermore,
a recurring theme throughout this Digest has been the
relevance of the arts in meeting wider social and economic
objectives, in spheres such as: health and social wellbeing;
education; the promotion of social inclusion; improving
community relations; the regeneration effort in Northern
Ireland’s towns and cities; and community-based local
regeneration efforts.

The Arts Council is assisting local arts groups to access
the EU Culture Programme Fund, which has a budget
of €400 million for projects and initiatives to celebrate
Europe’s cultural diversity and enhance the Union’s shared
cultural heritage through the development of cross-border
co-operation between cultural operators and institutions.
However, the budget is spread over the six-year period
2007-2013, across the EU. Also, collaborative cross-border
initiatives will not be feasible for many groups as such
projects demand their own particular conjunction of needs,
capabilities and partners in other EU countries.

The gap between funding and expectations is unlikely to
be filled through other sources. EU Structural Funds have
in the past supported arts-related projects, but only when
those same projects meet the instrumental social and
economic objectives of the various EU Funds. Furthermore,
EU Structural Funding in Northern Ireland is on a downward
trend.
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13.3 PRIVATE FUNDING
Each year Arts & Business undertakes its Private Investment
in Culture Survey (PICS) in order to measure private
investment in the arts & cultural sector in the UK.24  Arts &
Business divides private sector investment into three core
areas:
•	Business Investment: cash, in-kind sponsorship,
corporate membership, corporate donations, and awards
and prizes.
•

Individual Giving: donations, legacies and bequests,
and friend’s schemes.

•	Trusts & Foundations.
As can be seen from Table 13.4, the PICS covers a broad
cultural landscape, including the performing arts, literature,
visual arts and crafts, museums, libraries, heritage and film.
The scope of the A&B survey is therefore broader than the
remit of the Arts Council.

The 2007-08 PICS estimated that total private sector
investment in the arts and culture in Northern Ireland
amounted to £8.53m. Over half of the private investment was
made in the theatre sector. This was mainly due to a large
one-off individual donation. Indeed, as A&B noted in their
presentation to the CAL Assembly Committee Inquiry into
the Arts, “fluctuations in private investment support can be
attributed to fundraising campaigns linked to time bound
projects or capital projects”.
Nonetheless, while there was a slight pick-up in 2007-08
compared to 2006-07, the trend in private investment in
culture in Northern Ireland has been downward (Figure 13.3
overleaf). In 2004-05, the PICS estimated a total investment
of over £12m in Northern Ireland. The decline to the 2007-08
level of £8.5m has been due primarily to a fall in business
investment, from over £6m in 2004-05 to £4m by 2007-08.  
The economic climate is likely to have had a negative impact
on investment in the 2008-09 period. Finally, it can be noted
that private investment in Northern Ireland amounted to 1.2
per cent of the UK total in 2007-08. However, the regional
picture is somewhat distorted by the very large London effect,
which attracts almost 70 per cent of the UK total.

Table 13.4 Private investment in culture by art form, Northern Ireland, 2007-08
N. Ireland

United Kingdom

£m

%

£m

%

Arts centre

0.43

5.0

14.46

2.1

Arts services

0.34

4.0

28.97

4.2

Community arts

0.24

2.8

15.71

2.3

Crafts

0.02

0.2

0.55

0.1

Dance

-

-

23.65

3.5

Festival

0.41

4.8

23.63

3.4

Film/video

0.06

0.7

12.95

1.9

Heritage

0.29

3.4

207.25

30.3

Library/archives

0.04

0.5

8.23

1.2

Literature/poetry

0.02

0.2

4.38

0.6

Museum

0.51

6.0

124.33

18.2

Music

1.07

12.5

35.86

5.2

Opera

0.07

0.8

29.93

4.4

Other combined arts

0.61

7.2

30.84

4.5

Other single art form

-

-

12.26

1.8

Theatre

4.28

50.2

53.59

7.8

Visual arts

0.12

1.4

58.39

8.5

Total

8.53

100.0

684.98

100.0

Source: A&B Survey.

 The most recent annual survey results can be accessed via the A&B website at http://www.aandb.org.uk/
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Figure 13.3 Private investment in culture, Northern ireland, 2003-04 to 2007-08
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Source: A&B Survey

Table 13.5 Private investment in culture by region, 2007-08
£ million

Per cent of UK

London

477.5

69.7

South East

31.9

4.7

East

12.7

1.9

South West

12.6

1.8

Midlands

24.7

3.6

North West

24.8

3.6

Yorkshire

14.5

2.1

19

2.8

Scotland

39.4

5.8

Wales

19.3

2.8

Northern Ireland

8.5

1.2

United Kingdom

684.9

100.0

North East

Source: A&B Survey.
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Part VIi:
THE FUTURE
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14 TRENDS AND LOOK AHEAD
14.1 OVERVIEW
This Section presents an overview on future directions in a
number of the key trends that have emerged through the
course of this Digest. In general terms, the trends can be
categorised under two main headings:
•

Ongoing secular trends that are unlikely to reverse;
in particular, demographic changes and developments
in information, communications and technology, notably
the internet.

•

Cyclical changes affecting the prognosis for the arts
sector in the short-to-medium term, specifically, the
impact of the recession.

The Section commences with a discussion of the secular
trends, which are well-established and will have long-term
effects on the environment in which the arts sector must
operate.

14.2 DEMOGRAPHIC
The ageing of the Northern Ireland population is set to
accelerate. Over the next 20 years, the population aged 65 and
over will increase by 80 per cent (Figure 14.1). In contrast,
the child population will remain at its present level while the
working-age population will show only modest growth (+4 per
cent).
While the future is inherently uncertain, there is little doubt
that the older population will grow at a rapid pace over the
next two decades. This is due to a combination of the ageing
of the ‘baby-boom’ generation (all those who will be 65 in
2031 have already been born) and falling mortality rates
(people are living longer into old age).
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Figure 14.1 Population change, Northern Ireland, actual and projected, 1971-2031, per cent of 2008
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The projections for the child population reflect the
assumption that fertility rates will remain at their present
level of around two children per woman over the course of
her child-bearing years. This is sufficient to replace the child
population, but not to spur any significant growth.
During the last decade, Northern Ireland experienced an
unprecedented migration inflow following the accession of
eight Eastern European countries to the EU in 2004 (Figure
14.2). While this led to an increase in the diversity of the
Northern Ireland population, the more recent evidence
suggests that the economic downturn has stemmed the
inflow of migrants from abroad (Figure 14.2). The expectation
is that, in future years, in-migration and out-migration will
balance out. The boost to the growth of the working-age
population that had been present during the 2000’s will
therefore peter out.

Figure 14.2 International migration to and from Northern Ireland, 2001-2008
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14.2 DEMOGRAPHIC (cont)
The foregoing demographic changes presage a shift in
the age composition of the Northern Ireland population.
Presently, those aged 65+ account for 14 per cent of the total
population. Based on the projections shown in Figure 14.1,
their share is set to rise to 22 per cent by 2031.
The changing demographic profile of the population is likely
to affect the nature and composition of demand for the arts
in Northern Ireland. The statistics presented Sections 2
and 3 above were consistent in showing lower rates of arts
attendance and participation by those aged 65 and over. It is
a moot point as to whether the rising share of the population
aged 65 and over will translate into reduced demand for the
arts. On the one hand, with rising incomes and increased
mobility, the population ageing into their 60s may have
developed a taste for the arts that will offset the age effect
currently in evidence, according to the survey statistics.
Conversely, one of the constraints faced by those currently
not attending the arts is their health condition. This factor
is correlated with age and its influence may well be set to
increase.
In recognition of an ageing population the Arts Council has
prepared an arts and older people strategy that is intended to
create avenues and opportunities for older people to access
and participate in the arts in Northern Ireland. For example,
an arts and older people programme is to be launched
in 2010. In addition, the Council is at the initial stage of
developing an ethnic minority strategy.

14.3 THE INTERNET
The implications of developments in information and
communications technology for the production and
distribution of the arts are increasingly appreciated in the
sector. As Leigh-Doyle notes, “New technologies offer both
exciting possibilities and potential threats to the pursuit of a
professional artistic practice”.
On the demand side, a recurring theme in the survey
statistics on engaging with the arts in Part II of the Digest is
the increasing use of the internet as an influence on the way
in which the arts are consumed by the public. People are
increasingly using the internet to obtain information about
arts events and book tickets. These trends are likely to have
a positive effect on engagement with the arts, as information
is now easier and cheaper to obtain. On the other hand,
people are also increasingly using the internet as a medium
for consuming the arts. Again, there are uncertainties as
to whether such a development will act as a complement
to more active engagement in the arts (e.g. by stimulating
interest in different art forms) or as a substitute.
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14.4 THE ECONOMY
In tandem with the rest of the UK, the Northern Ireland
economy experienced steady growth from 2000 to 2008. Over
that period, GVA grew in real terms by about 21 per cent,
an average annual rate of 2.5 per cent. GVA per capita rose
by almost two per cent per annum. The UK economy went
into reverse in 2008 and growth plunged throughout 2009.
Northern Ireland followed suit.
The depth of the recession has two major linked implications
for the arts sector. In the first instance, rising unemployment
and falling employment will inevitably constrain demand.
But economies do pull out of recession. The key uncertainty
in that regard is the timing and pace of the recovery phase.
The latest independent forecasts suggest anaemic growth
prospects for the UK over the next two years. For 2010, the
consensus forecast is for 1.3 per cent growth, followed by 2.1
per cent in 2011. While cautious, these forecasts themselves
are highly uncertain. The economic prospects for consumeroriented arts activities would seem to remain muted.
The second major impact of the recession is the likely impact
on the availability of funding for the arts sector, both from the
public and private sectors.

14.5 PRIVATE INVESTMENT
The economic downturn will undoubtedly have a negative
effect on the private investment in the arts and cultural
sector. In their submission to the CAL Assembly Committee
Inquiry, Arts & Business reported on a survey of businesses
across the UK to assess their views on the impact of the
economic climate and the implications for their investment in
arts & culture.
The main findings from the survey were that private
investment and particularly business sponsorship is likely
to have decreased in 2009 and is set to decline further in
2010 across all sectors and regions. The survey respondents
expect their investment levels to recover somewhat in 2012
with more expecting an increase than a decrease in 2013.
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14.6 PUBLIC EXPENDITURE
The government has tackled the recession by propping
up demand through sustained public spending. But the
concomitant rise in the government deficit will need to be
tackled at some stage in the future. That will mean cuts in
public expenditure. The arts sector is therefore currently
facing into a climate of reductions in grant-in-aid for the arts,
which will be exacerbated by the decline in Lottery Funds.

Against that backdrop, it is useful to briefly reflect on the
experience of the arts and culture sector in the recent past.
From 1999-2000 onwards, after Labour had been in power
for about two years, UK public expenditure went through a
period of relatively rapid growth compared to the previous
decade and a half. From 2000-01 to 2008-09, UK public
expenditure on services grew by almost 40 per cent (Figure
14.3). Northern Ireland’s expenditure is determined as a
proportionate share of the UK total, through the Barnett
formula.

Figure 14.3 UK public sector expenditure, 1987-88 to 2008-09, constant 2007-08 prices, per cent of 2
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The evidence from the Treasury’s Public Expenditure
Statistical Analysis (PESA) is that, while growth was
experienced, the culture and arts sector (see Box) lagged
behind the overall growth in expenditure. From 2003-04
through to 2008-09, the share of total spending on the arts
and culture declined in each of the four Home Countries
(Figure 14.4). In Northern Ireland, the culture and arts share
fell from 1.6 per cent to a little over 1.4 per cent.
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Figure 14.4 Public spending on cultural services - Per cent of total (excl social protection)
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Box 14.A Cultural Services
In the Public Expenditure Statistical Analysis, cultural services are defined to include:
• Provision of cultural services; administration of cultural affairs; supervision and regulation of cultural facilities;
• Operation or support of facilities for cultural pursuits (libraries, museums, art galleries, theatres, exhibition
halls, monuments, historic houses and sites, zoological and botanical gardens, aquaria, arboreta, etc.); production,
operation or support of cultural events (concerts, stage and film productions, art shows, etc.);
• Grants, loans or subsidies to support individual artists, writers, designers, composers and others working in the
arts or to organisations engaged in promoting cultural activities.
Also included are national, regional or local celebrations provided they are not intended chiefly to attract tourists.
Some cultural activities are excluded, i.e. cultural events intended for presentation beyond national boundaries (01.1.3);
national, regional or local celebrations intended chiefly to attract tourists (04.7.3); production of cultural material
intended for distribution by broadcasting (08.3.0).

The falling share of resources devoted to the arts and culture
sector has come in the context of increasing demands placed
on the sector to contribute to wider social and economic
goals, underpinned by increased recognition of the role of
arts in many policy areas such as regeneration, reconciliation,
education and life-long learning and health and well-being.
The relevance of the arts to meeting those wider goals has
been a recurring theme in this Digest. To that extent, there is
a rationale for at the very least maintaining, if not reversing,
the downward shift in the arts and culture sector’s share of
public funding.
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Population Surveys

Other advantages of the GPS include the following:

Population surveys are an important means of collecting
information about the public’s engagement with the arts,
covering topics such as attending different types of arts
events, participation in arts-related activities and attitudes
to the arts. Depending on the sample size, such surveys also
facilitate analysis by population sub-group, such as age, sex,
social class, those with and without a disability, and so on.
In relation to the adult population (those aged 16 and over),
the population surveys used for this Digest are as follows:

•

As the most recent GPS was undertaken in 2009, the
survey provides an up-to-date picture of arts engagement
by the Northern Ireland adult population.

•

The attendance and participation questions have been
posed on a consistent basis over each of the three years
that the GPS has been conducted.

•

Similar population surveys have been undertaken in
England, Scotland and Wales, with which the GPS results
can be compared.

•

The ACNI’s General Population Survey (GPS).

•

The Continuous Household Survey (CHS).

For those aged 11-16 years, the Digest has relied upon the
Young Persons Behaviour and Attitudes Survey (YPBAS).
The Digest has also drawn on a number of other surveys for
comparative purposes, notably the DCMS Taking Part Survey
in England.

General Population Survey
The General Population Survey (GPS) is a random survey of
the population carried out by the Northern Ireland Statistics
and Research Agency (NISRA) on behalf of the ACNI. The GPS 
has now been conducted on each of three occasions i.e. 2004,
2007 and 200926. The main topics covered are as follows:
•

Attendance i.e. arts events that respondents say they have
attended in the last 12 months and also the previous four
months.

•

Participation in arts-related activities in the previous 12
months.

•

Viewing and listening to arts events through various
media, including TV, radio, the internet, etc.

•

Public attitudes towards arts and cultural activities.

The sample base numbers for the GPS are typically in the
region of 1,100 to 1,300 adults aged 16+. As the data are
collected on a random basis, the headline survey results
will therefore be robust and reliable. Sub-group analysis
is also possible e.g. by age and sex, albeit sample size
constraints limit the extent to which sub-group analysis can
be undertaken.

The comparability of the GPS findings with other UK countries
is, however, limited in a number of respects. First, due
to differences in the set of events about which people are
asked, the GPS headline indicators for attendance (i.e. the
proportion saying they had attended any arts event) are not
fully comparable with the published findings from these other
studies.  For example, the published results for the Taking
Part Survey in England27 do not include film among the set of
events for which statistics on attendance at arts events are
presented.  Second, in the other UK countries, the definition
of participation is somewhat broader. For example, both
England and Wales include activities such as the purchase
of original works of art and reading books, neither of which
are options about which respondents are asked in the GPS 
participation question.
The first of those two limitations has been addressed by
downloading the Taking Part Survey datasets for England
for 2006-07 and 2007-08 from the UK Data Archive28. The
datasets were re-analysed to produce tables for attendance
by type of arts event and population sub-groups that could
be compared with the GPS results (see Figures 2.2-2.4 in the
Digest).
As the GPS is a sample survey, the results are inevitably
subject to sampling error. For example, the sample estimate
for the proportion of the population attending at least one arts
event in the last 12 months ranges from 74 per cent in 2004
to 76 per cent in 2007. The 95 per cent confidence intervals
for those estimates are ±2.5 per cent. For 2009, the 95 per
cent confidence interval ranges from 73.5 to 78.5 per cent of
the population i.e. in 95 per cent of samples the range would
contain the true value in the population. With a sample size
of 1,100 to 1,300, the need to take into account such sampling
error also has the effect of limiting the use of the GPS for
trend analysis i.e. detecting statistically significant changes
from one survey to the next.

 NISRA conducts the General Population Survey as part of its regular NI Omnibus Survey. For technical and
other details of the NI Omnibus Survey, see http://www.csu.nisra.gov.uk/survey.asp10.htm.

26

27

http://www.culture.gov.uk/reference_library/research_and_statistics/4828.aspx.

28

http://www.data-archive.ac.uk/.
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As with other sample surveys of the population, the GPS is
affected by non-response among those from whom interviews
are requested. Typically, non-response is higher among the
younger age groups, so that those aged 16-24 are underrepresented in the survey results while those aged 65 and
over are over-represented. As can be seen from Table B.1,
the GPS results follow the typical pattern in the age profile
of respondents when compared to the population.  For the
purposes of the Digest, therefore, the GPS responses have
been weighted so that the age and sex profile of respondents
matches the NI population aged 16+29.

A final point to bear in mind in the use and interpretation
of the GPS findings is that respondents’ reported rates of
attendance at and participation in arts-related activities will
inevitably be subject to a degree of recall error.

Table B.1 Age profile of GPS respondents, compared to population
GPS respondents

Population1

2004

2007

2009

2004

2007

2008

%

%

%

%

%

%

16 - 24

14

16

13

17

17

17

25 - 34

18

16

12

17

17

17

35 - 49

27

28

29

28

27

27

50 - 64

21

21

27

21

21

21

65 and over

20

19

20

18

18

18

All

100

100

100

100

100

100

 Source: NISRA, Mid-year Population Estimates.

1

Continuous Household Survey
The Continuous Household Survey (CHS) is a large-scale
continuous survey carried out in Northern Ireland by NISRA’s
Central Survey Unit30.  It is based on a sample of the general
population resident in private households and has been
running since 1983.  The Survey is designed to provide a
regular source of information on a wide range of social and
economic issues that are relevant to Northern Ireland.
The CHS comprises a core set of questions, which are
asked in every year that the survey is conducted, along
with special modules commissioned mainly by government
departments. Since 2004/05, the CHS has included a suite
of questions, commissioned by DCAL, asking people about
their engagement in the arts. From 2004/05 to 2006/07, the
question regarding attendance was posed using an openended format i.e. it was left to the respondent to decide what
constituted an ‘arts event’.
The format of the attendance question was changed for
the 2007/08 and 2008/09 surveys, when respondents were
given a list of events and asked if they had attended any of
those in the last 12 months. The list of events presented to
CHS respondents in the 2007/08 and 2008/09 surveys are
broadly similar to what is used in the GPS. In addition, the
CHS includes a (banded) question on frequency of attendance
for each type of event that the respondent says he or she
attended in the last 12 months. By contrast, the GPS does not
ask about frequency of attendance.  As it includes the

activities of buying original works of art and reading for
pleasure, the CHS question on participation also differs from
the GPS. In addition, the CHS has asked respondents to state
their level of satisfaction with arts provision in Northern
Ireland.
The most important advantage of the CHS is its relatively
large sample size. For example, in the 2008-09 CHS, a total
of 3,135 individuals aged 16+ responded to the DCAL arts
module in the CHS giving a sample size almost three times
as large as the GPS. In order to explore the use of the CHS for
the purposes of the Digest, the relevant CHS datasets were
downloaded from the UK Data Archive.
Notwithstanding the sample size difference, the GPS has been
used as the preferred source for estimating arts attendance
and participation rates among the NI population, for three
reasons:
•

The GPS has been conducted on a consistent basis
since 2004. The arts module in the CHS has been run on
a consistent basis only since 2007-08.

•

The detailed GPS findings can be directly compared
with the Taking Part Survey in England, which has a
similar design to the GPS.

•

The CHS is experiencing a growing problem of
non-response within households.

29
 This age-sex weighting is in addition to the weighting by NISRA to account for the fact that, in the NI Omnibus
Survey design, individuals living in larger households have a lower probability of selection than those living in
smaller households. This arises because, at each randomly selected address, where there are two or more
adults, one individual is selected for interview using a random procedure, with no substitutes being permitted.
30

http://www.csu.nisra.gov.uk/survey.asp29.htm.
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Continuous Household Survey (cont)
Of the three reasons listed, the non-response issue in the
CHS is the single most important.  In the CHS, addresses are
selected at random. At co-operating households, interviews
are sought with all individual household members. However,
whether all household members are interviewed or not will
depend on a range of factors, including whether the individual
is present and available for interview. That is, non-response
to the DCAL CHS module arises not just from the usual
problems of non-cooperation that affect sample surveys, but
also from availability or otherwise for interview. The problem
is that availability might not be randomly distributed with
reference to measuring the propensity to attend the arts.

The problem is illustrated in Figure B.1 for the 2008-09 CHS.
In that survey round, a total of 4,732 individuals aged 16+ were
resident at the co-operating addresses. Of those, 3,135 (66
per cent) were available and responded to the DCAL module
in the CHS. No interviews were obtained from the remaining
1,597 (34 per cent) household members. As can be seen from
Figure B.1, the age profile for the non-available household
members in the CHS differed sharply from the age profile for
those who did respond. It can also be seen that the age profile
for GPS respondents is more closely aligned to the population
profile than is the case for those who responded to the DCAL 
arts module in the CHS.

Figure B.1 CHS 2008-09: Response and non-response to DCAL arts module, by age

Population
CHS w/ DCAL response
CHS, no DCAL response
CHS, all household members
Pooled 2007-09 GPS

30

Per cent

23
15

8

0
16-24

25-34

35-49

50-64

65+

Age group

For the reasons outlined above, the CHS has not been used
in this Digest in preparing estimates for the propensity of the
population to attend arts events or participate in arts-related
activities.
The CHS has, however, been used in presenting statistics
in Section 2 of the Digest (Attending the Arts), in relation
to topics that are not included in the GPS i.e. frequency of
attendance, enjoyment of last event attended and satisfaction
with arts provision in Northern Ireland. The CHS has also
been used in documenting reasons why people do not attend
(more) arts-related activities. In each of these analyses, the
responses of those who said they attended one or more arts
events in the last 12 months are presented separately from
those who said they had attended no such events.
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The PSA 9 Arts Events
The set of arts events specified by DCAL as falling within the
ambit of PSA 9 in the Programme for Government (PfG), are
set out in Table B.2. These are also the events about which
respondents are asked in the CHS31.
The set of events about which people are asked in the GPS 
varies from the PSA 9 set as the two underlined events in
Table B.2 are not included in the GPS i.e. events which include
video or electronic art and street festivals. However, the
evidence from the CHS is that almost all who attend those
either or both of those two events also attend one or more
other events in the PSA 9 list. In the 2007-08 CHS, 96 per
cent of those saying they had attended one or other of the
two events also attended at least one other PSA 9 event. The
proportion was 99 per cent in the 2008-09 CHS.

Consequently, excluding these two events makes little
difference to the proportion of CHS respondents saying
they had attended one or more PSA events. For the 2008-09
survey, the PSA 9 attendance rate from the CHS falls from
66.1 when all events in Table B.2 are included to 66.0 per
cent when events which include video or electronic art and
street festivals are excluded.  The degree of overlap between
attendance at other PSA 9 events and the two event types
which are excluded from the GPS would suggest that the
propensity to attend a PSA 9 event is captured by the set of
events that are included in the GPS.

Table B.2 PSA 9 arts events
Film at a cinema or other venue; exhibition of collection of art, photography or
sculpture; craft exhibition; events which include video or electronic art; events
connected with books or writing; street arts; circus; carnival; arts festival; community
festival; play or drama; other theatre performance; opera/operetta; classical music
performance; rock or pop music performance; jazz performance; folk/traditional/
world music; other live music; ballet; Irish dance; other dance.
Source: Department of Culture, Arts and Leisure, 2008. PSA Delivery Agreement 9:
Promoting Access to Culture, Arts and Leisure.

Young People’s Behaviour
and Attitude Survey
The Young People’s Behaviour and Attitudes Survey (YPBAS)
is a school-based survey carried out among 11-16 year olds.
The main aim of the YPBAS is to gain an insight into, and
increase understanding of, the behaviours and lifestyles of
adolescents.

The following points can be noted:
•

The sample base is large, in excess of 3,300. Hence, the
top-line survey statistics will be robust and reliable. The
sample size also permits sub-group analysis.

Introduced in 2000 as an omnibus survey of post-primary
school children, the YPBAS is now a triennial study, the
second round of which was conducted in 2003, and the third
in 2007.

•

The arts module was first introduced in 2007. This is
timely enough for the purposes of the Digest, but there
are no previous comparable data to gauge changes
over time.

The YPBAS covers a wide range of topics.  The relevance to
the Arts Digest is that the 2007 survey included a suite of
questions on the arts. In the arts module, young people were
asked about:

•

While there is some overlap, the response choices do
not correspond directly to those used for adults in the
GPS. This is particularly true for participation, which
includes reading for pleasure.

•

Participation i.e. arts activities that they have taken part in
over the previous 12 months.

•

Attendance i.e. arts events that they have been to in the
last 12 months.

The YPBAS is clearly relevant to the Digest and fills an
important gap in knowledge of young people’s propensity to
attend and participate in arts-related activities. To facilitate
more detailed analysis than was available from the published
top-line YPBAS results, the 2007 dataset was downloaded
from the UK Data Archive.

 Similar to the GPS, the CHS also asks respondents about attendance at museums in the past 12 months.
Museums are not included as an event type in PSA 9, but it is straightforward to omit museums in order to
calculate a PSA 9 attendance rate.
31
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ACNI Datasets
The ACNI supplied a number of datasets to assist in preparing
the Digest, as follows:

Separate datasets were also provided from the RFO survey in
respect of the following:

•

Survey of Regularly Funded Organisations (RFOs).

•

Performances.

•

SIAP awards database

•

Exhibitions.

•

Grant awards by year and type, from 2004-05 to 2008-09.

•

Participation.

•

Grant distribution analysis.

These datasets serve to document the outputs and activities
of the RFOs i.e. numbers of exhibitions, performances and
events promoted to engage participation by the public.
As noted in presenting the analyses in Section 6 of the
Digest, the RFO returns for performances, exhibitions and
participation are mostly self-reported, with the exception
of the attendance figures derived from the Audiences NI 
systems. The uncertainties associated with self-reported data
are also highlighted in the main body of the Digest.

The Arts Council conducts an annual survey of organisations
supported under the Annual Support for Organisations
Programme (ASOP) and the Multi-Annual Programme (MAP).
The RFO survey collects information on a range of topics,
including income and expenditure, performances, exhibitions
and participation activities. It is the main source of data for
Section 6 of the Digest (Producing the Arts).
The RFO finance data are very detailed, with information by
organisation type and art form classification of the RFO, in
relation to the following:
•

Expenditure, including core costs and programme costs.

•

Current income sources i.e. grant income, earned income
and contributed income.

•

Capital income.

The SIAP award dataset is described in Section 7 of the
Digest. As noted, the main uncertainty associated with the
profiling of SIAP recipients is non-completion of monitoring
returns.
The grant awards data supplied by the ACNI is important in
documenting the level and orientation of public funding for
the arts in the period since 2004-05. These data are used
in Sections 1 (Context for the Arts in Northern Ireland), 8
(Physical Infrastructure), 9 (Communities) and 13 (Funding for
the Arts).

For the income and expenditure statistics, RFO data were
pooled for the years 2006-07 and 2007-08. In those years, a
total of 146 organisations made returns. Of these, 135 (92 per
cent) made returns in both years.
In the detailed analyses by organisation type and main art
form of the organisation, two steps were taken to preserve the
confidentiality of the RFO returns:
•

A threshold minimum of five organisations was specified
for any disclosure of the relevant statistics.

•

In the detailed profile tables (e.g. Table 6.2 for income
sources by organisation type), only the percentage
composition of income or expenditure is shown, not the
actual amounts.
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The Creative Industries
The creative industries are defined as follows (DCMS, 2009):
“those industries which have their origin in individual
creativity, skill and talent which have a potential for
job and wealth creation through the generation and
exploitation of intellectual property”.
For measurement purposes, the creative industries are
defined by DCMS to encompass 13 fields: advertising,
architecture, art and antiques, computer games, crafts,
design, designer fashion, film and video, music, performing
arts, publishing, software and TV and radio.

Employment in the Creative Industries
The Department for Culture, Media and Sports (DCMS) has
developed a methodology for estimating employment in the
creative industries32. In the DCMS methodology, creative
employment is defined with reference to both industry sectors
and occupational classifications. Thus, DCMS distinguishes
the following:
•

Employment in the creative industries.

•

Employment in creative occupations outside the
creative industries.

Employment in the creative industries is defined by
mapping the 13 fields listed above to the Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) used for reporting employment on an
industrial sector basis. The mapping used by DCMS is
reproduced as Table B.3. It should be noted that the mapping
is approximate. As some industry sectors contain activity
that falls outside the creative industries definition, only a
portion of the total activity within those sectors is included
in the DCMS creative industries employment estimates. The
mapping shown in Table B.3 is based on the 2003 SIC. There
has recently been a revision of the SIC classifications, from
SIC 2003 to SIC 2007, which will entail a re-design of the
DCMS mapping.
The estimation of employment in creative occupations
outside the creative industries is designed to capture the
full breadth of the sector. For example, people who work
in arts-related occupations, such as actors, entertainers,
dancers and choreographers, may work in an industry
sector outside the creative industries.  Thus, in estimating
‘creative employment’, DCMS also includes certain Standard
Occupational Classification (SOC) codes as being ‘creative
occupations’. The mapping from creative industries to
occupations is set out in Annex B of the DCMS Statistical
Bulletin, reproduced below as Table B.4.
The estimates for creative employment in Section 10 of
the Digest follow the DCMS methodology in mapping from
industry sectors and occupations to creative employment.
There are two basic sources of current information on
employment in the creative industries:
•

The Labour Force Survey.

•

The Census of Employment.

The Labour Force Survey (LFS) is a quarterly sample survey
of households living at private addresses. As the name
implies, the main purpose of the LFS is to collect information
on topics such as employment, both self-employed and
employees, and unemployment. The LFS also collects very
detailed information on the industry sectors and occupations
in which people work as well as a wealth of data on personal
attributes, both demographic and employment-related e.g.
highest qualification. In fact, the LFS collects all the industry
sector and occupation information that DCMS requires for its
estimates of creative employment in Great Britain.
The LFS is a large-scale survey. In any given quarter, about
3,600-3,700 individuals aged 16+ are interviewed in Northern
Ireland. Typically, about 1,700-1,800 are in employment.
However, at around four per cent of the total workforce,
the typical quarterly LFS includes too few individuals in the
creative industries or occupations to support estimation by
industry sector.
The Northern Ireland Census of Employment (CoE) is
undertaken every two years. The most recent publication
relates to 2007.  The CoE is a full count of the number of
employee jobs in all industries except for agriculture. Jobs
data are published for very detailed (4 and 5-digit) SIC codes.
For example, in 2007, according to the CoE, there were 279
employees in Artistic and literary creation and interpretation
(SIC 92.31) and 634 employees engaged in Operation of arts
facilities (SIC 92.32).
The CoE cannot, on its own, be used for estimating creative
sector employment, for two reasons:
•

The self-employed are not included.

•

The CoE does not record the occupations of employees.

In light of the constraints associated with both the LFS and
the CoE, DCAL has previously produced estimates of creative
employment in Northern Ireland by using a mixed approach,
relying on the CoE for estimates of employee jobs in the
creative industries combined with LFS ratio data for the selfemployed and persons employed in creative occupations who
do not work in one of the 13 creative industries. The approach
to estimating creative employment for the purposes of the
Digest has therefore been based upon DCAL’s mixed approach
in the use of the available sources of employment data.
The first stage in the approach was to obtain estimates of
employee jobs in the creative industries from the CoE. These
estimates were supplied by DETI, after applying the relevant
DCMS creative industry weights to the CoE data (see Table
B.3).
The second stage was to download, from the UK Data Archive,
each quarterly LFS for the period from 2004 to spring 2009
i.e. 21 quarterly datasets. The datasets were then pooled
to obtain estimates of the relevant ratios for each creative
industry sector e.g. the self-employed in creative industries
relative to employees in the creative industries. These ratios
were then applied to the CoE-based employee job figures to
derive estimates of total employment in creative industries
and occupations.

 Department for Culture, Media and Sport, 2009. Creative Industries Economic Estimates. Statistical Bulletin, January 2009.
Available at: http://www.culture.gov.uk/images/research/Creative_Industries_Economic_Estimates_Jan_09.pdf.

32
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Employment in the Creative Industries (cont)
Table B.3 Assumptions for correspondence between Creative Industries and the 2003 Standard Industrial Classification
Sector

Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
Code

Description

Proportion of
code taken 1

Advertising

74.40

Advertising

Architecture

74.20

Architecture and engineering activities and related technical
consultancy

(25%)

Art & Antiques

52.48

Other retail sale in specialised stores

(5%)

52.50

Retail sale of second-hand goals

(5%)

Crafts

Majority of businesses too small to be picked up in business surveys

Design

No codes match this sector

Designer Fashion
Video, Film &
Photography

Music and
the Visual &
Performing Arts

Publishing

9 Codes

Clothing Manufacture 2

(0.5%)

74.87

Other business activities not elsewhere classified

(2.5%)

22.32

Reproduction of video recording

(25%)

74.81

Photographic activities

(25%)

92.11

Motion picture and video production

92.12

Motion picture and video distribution

92.13

Motion picture projection

22.14

Publishing of sound recordings

22.31

Reproduction of sound recording

92.31

Artistic and literary creation and interpretation

92.32

Operation of arts facilities

92.34

Other entertainment activities not elsewhere classified

(50%)

92.72

Other recreational activities not elsewhere classified

(25%)

22.11

Publishing of books

22.12

Publishing of newspapers

22.13

Publishing of journals and periodicals

22.15

Other publishing

92.40

News agency activities

22.33

Reproduction of computer media

Software,
Computer Games
& Electronic
Publishing

72.21

Publishing of software

72.22

Other software consultancy and supply

Radio & TV

92.20

Radio and television activities

(25%)

(50%)
(25%)

Notes:
1
 As some SICs contain activity deemed to be outside of the creative industries, only a proportion of the total activity
within these codes is included in the estimates.
 Nine Clothing Manufacturing codes used for Designer Fashion: 17.71, 17.72, 18.10, 18.21, 18.22, 18.23, 18.24, 18.30,
19.30.
Source: Table A1, DCMS, Creative Industries Statistical Bulletin, January 2009.
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Table B.4 Best-fitting SOC2000 Codes for Creative Occupations, to estimate number of creative jobs outside
businesses in the Creative Industries
Sector

Standard Occupational Classification (SOC)
Code

Advertising

Architecture

Art & Antiques
Crafts

Design
Designer Fashion

Description

1134

Advertising and Public Relations managers

3433

Public Relations officers

3543

Marketing associate professionals

2431

Architects

2432

Town Planners

3121

Architectural technologists and Town Planning technicians

No codes match this sector
5491

Glass and Ceramics makers, decorators and finishers

5492

Furniture makers, other craft woodworkers

5493

Pattern makers (moulds)

5494

Musical Instrument makers and tuners

5495

Goldsmiths, Silversmiths, Precious Stone workers

5496

Floral arrangers, Florists

5499

Hand Craft occupations not elsewhere classified

8112

Glass and Ceramics process operatives

9121

Labourers in Building and Woodworking Trades 1

2126

Design and Development engineers

3411

Artists

3421

Graphic Designers

3422

Product, Clothing and related designers

5411

Weavers and Knitters

Video, Film &
Photography

3434

Photographers and Audio-Visual equipment operators

Music and
the Visual &
Performing Arts

3412

Writers, authors

3413

Actors, Entertainers

3414

Dancers and Choreographers

3415

Musicians

3416

Arts officers, producers and directors

3431

Journalists, Newspaper and Periodical editors

5421

Originators, Compositors and Print preparers

Publishing

5422

Printers

5423

Bookbinders and Print finishers

5424

Screen printers

Software,
Computer Games
& Electronic
Publishing

1136

Information and Communication Technology managers

2131

IT Strategy and Planning professionals

Radio & TV

3432

Broadcasting associate professionals

5244

TV, Video and Audio engineers

Notes:
Only a proportion (5 per cent) of this SOC is taken.
Source: Table A2, DCMS, Creative Industries Statistical Bulletin, January 2009.
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Gross Value Added
Gross Value Added (GVA) is a measure of the total value of
goods and services produced by an economy over the course
of a year. It is a basic measure of the economic impact of an
industry sector.
For the UK as a whole, DCMS uses Annual Business Inquiry
(ABI) data to generate an estimate of the GVA produced by the
creative sector.
The Northern Ireland estimates shown in this Digest were
furnished by DETI Research and Statistics Branch based on
the results of the Northern Ireland Annual Business Inquiry33.

enterprises
The Interdepartmental Business Register (IDBR) contains
detailed information on all businesses that are registered
for VAT and/or PAYE, including the self-employed and sole
traders. For that reason, the Register is used by DCMS to
provide an estimate of the number of businesses in the
creative sector in the UK.
The relevant data are published annually by the Office
for National Statistics as UK Business Activity, Size and
Location34. The data contained in the UK Business publication
are produced from a snapshot of the Inter Departmental
Business Register (IDBR) taken on 21 March each year. The
IDBR is based on VAT trader and PAYE employer information
passed to the ONS by HM Revenue & Customs. It does not
therefore include those, such as some sole traders, who are
not registered for either VAT or PAYE.
Prior to 2008, the Activity, Size and Location report only
included VAT-based enterprises. However, in 2008, the scope
of the publication was expanded to include enterprises based
on PAYE employers that are not also registered for VAT. The
extension in the scope of the Activity, Size and Location report
means that the 2008 figures cannot be compared with earlier
years. It is not therefore possible to present a trend analysis
based on a consistent definition of enterprises.

The local unit is a useful measure in a regional context since
it gives the number of businesses operating within a region
(and that satisfy the criteria for inclusion in the Activity,
Size and Location report). For example, the local office of a
company with headquarters – and VAT registration – outside
of Northern Ireland is included in the local units measure, but
not the enterprises measure.
The tables used for the estimates presented in Section 10 of
the Digest are as follows:
•

Table B3.4, showing the number of VAT and/or PAYE 
based enterprises by standard industrial classification
and Government Office Region.

•

Table A3.4, showing the number of Local Units in VAT 
and/or PAYE based enterprises by standard industrial
classification and Government Office Region.

The DCMS mapping from creative industries to the 2003 SIC
was applied to the foregoing tables to derive the estimates for
2008 as shown in Table 10.6 of the Digest. However, in 2009,
the Business Activity publication changed to the SIC 2007. As
noted earlier, a revised mapping will be required to convert
from the 2007 SIC to the creative industries.

The Activity, Size and Location report presents two measures
of the numbers of businesses in each of the UK regions, as
follows:
•

UK VAT and/or PAYE based enterprises.

•

Local units in UK VAT and/or PAYE based enterprises.

For a description of the NI ABI, see http://www.detini.gov.uk/stats-pubs-21.
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 Available at http://www.statistics.gov.uk/statbase/product.asp?vlnk=933.
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Enrolments
The sources for the Section 11 in the Digest are the following
Statistical Bulletins, both of which were published by DEL.
•

Professional and Technical Enrolments in the Northern
Ireland Further Education Sector for 2007/08 and
2008/0935. Published in January 2010, the Bulletin gives
details of full year student enrolments on Professional
and Technical courses at Further Education Institutions
in Northern Ireland for 2007/08 and 2008/09.  The Digest
data were extracted from Tables 5, 6, 11 and 12.

•

Enrolments at UK Higher Education Institutions:
Northern Ireland Analysis 2008/0936. Published in May
2010, the Bulletin focuses on students enrolled at Higher
Education Institutions (HEIs) in NI and NI domiciled
students enrolled at HEIs in the United Kingdom (UK) in
the academic year 2008/09.  The Digest data were
extracted from Tables 3 and 8.

Socio-Economic Trends
Unemployment

Internet Access

The unemployment figures in Figure 1.1 are based on the
claimant count measure. Monthly unemployment claimant
counts, seasonally adjusted, were downloaded from NOMIS,
an online statistical service provided by National Statistics,
providing information on labour market indicators for various
geographical areaws, including Northern Ireland37.

The internet access statistics shown in Figures 1.3 and 4.1
were sourced from NISRA’s Continuous Household Survey
(CHS). The data can be located in Table 4.4 of the CHS results
shown for Household Durables and Internet Access at http://
www.csu.nisra.gov.uk/survey.asp135.htm.

The monthly counts were converted to quarterly averages for
the purpose of Figure 1.1.

Employment
The employee jobs shown in Figure 1.1 were taken from
DETI’s Quarterly Employment Survey (QES). A seasonally
adjusted historical series can be downloaded from http://
www.detini.gov.uk/deti-stats-index/stats-labour-market/
stats-labour-market-employment.htm.

Public Expenditure
The public expenditure data shown in Figures 14.3 and 14.4
have been sourced from HM Treasury’s Public Expenditure
Statistical Analysis (PESA) tables, which can be found at
http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/pespub_pesa09.htm. The
trend in UK public expenditure in real terms (Table 14.3) was
derived from PESA Table 4.3.  Each of the Tables in PESA 
Chapter 10 was used for Figure 14.4, showing public spending
on cultural services as a per cent of total expenditure,
excluding social protection.

Demography
The population change figures shown in Figure 1.2 were taken
from the Northern Ireland Mid-Year Population estimates,
produced by NISRA. The 2008 estimates, along with historical
data, can be found at http://www.nisra.gov.uk/demography/
default.asp17.htm. The NISRA report on the 2008 mid-year
estimates can be found at http://www.nisra.gov.uk/archive/
demography/population/midyear/mye_report_2008.pdf.
NISRA’s mid-year population estimates also served as
the data source for the international migration estimates
shown in Figure 4.2. The 2008 figures can be found in the NI 
components of population change table at http://www.nisra.
gov.uk/demography/default.asp17.htm.
The population projections used in Figure 14.1 were taken
from the 2008-based projections released by NISRA in
October 2009. The press release, and the projection tables,
can be found at http://www.nisra.gov.uk/demography/
default.asp20.htm.

35
http://www.delni.gov.uk/index/publications/r-and-s-stats/further-education-enrolments-2/professionaland-technical-enrolments.htm.

http://www.delni.gov.uk/index/publications/r-and-s-stats/higher-education-enrolments/
heenrolments0809.htm.
36

37

https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/Default.asp.
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